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PREFACE

By Beth Stephens
Member, President's Committee on Mental Retardation

New Neighbors: Retarded lotizen in Quest of a dome"
is one important element in the effort of the President's Com-
mittee on Mental Retardation to f acilitate and accelerate the
transition to an era in %shich retaided citizens will be able to
obtain a full spectrum of services in their home communities.

It does not coer all such sere ices. Several essential serx ices
are or hill be the subject of other report-. by the President's
Committee. For example, %e ha% e pre% iously dealt with screen-
ing and assessment of young children at deelopmental risk
in a publication so titled, and Ishii the need to pros ide appro-
priate special education without unfair labeling and isolation
of handicapped students, in the publications "Six-Hour Retarded
Child" and "Very Special Child." Early intervention to correct
defects in infants and young children will be treated in a report
on a conference recently held under the Committee's sponsor-
ship.

This book discusses philosophical and practical aspects of
the retarded citizen's need for a home in the community, but
does not purport to be a complete "how-to-do-it" manual. The
Committee has in preparation a publication on corr-ounity
residential alternatixes that will be a useful supplement to
this 'plume for persons engaged in establishing group homes.
and also calls to their attention "The Right to Choose," pub-
lished by the National Association for Retarded Citizens.

The Committee does believe that the present hook offers
guidelines to all fair-minded kmericans for %elcoming their
"new neighbors."
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INTRODUCTION

Normalization
Developmental model
Dignity of risk
Right to treatment
Right t3 choose
Ability, not disability
Indi% idualization
Independence
Accessibility
Alternatives
Community alternatives
Community

These terms, the watchwords of our current thinking about
mental retardation, connote that retarded people have entitle-
ments to an existence and a style of life which approximate
reality as the rest of us experience it. By their existence, the
terms also imply that retarded people are usually treated as
abnormal, static, dependent, and unfeeling. Because of a
strong belief that retarded people are somehow less capable
than they really are, and, above all, less human than others,
society has built "special" environments for them. Too often,
what makes these environments "special" is primarily their
abnormal, static, dependent, and unfeeling quality. In the present
quest for "normalization" and other ideals, we are working for
community alternatives, for one of the most "special" environ-
ments for mentally retarded persons has been the institution,
away from the community. If these community alternatives
are to be any more truly human and "normal" than the institu-
tional alternative and some community alternatives of the past,
we must begin by thinking about what living in the community
means to us.

In the past, few of us even considered the idea of community
whether our community was a large urban neighborhood or
a farming village. Most of us have always lived in the com-
munity. Therefore, only when something goes wrong with us
or with the community itself do we examine our living in it.



Community living challenges the field of mental retardation
because so few retarded people have lived successfully in
the community.

In recent years, more people have begun thinking about
what living in the community means because things do seem
to have "gone wrong." During the post-War years of relative
peace, riots, racial conflicts, rising crime rates, overpopulation,
pollution, and the decadence of physical environments in Ameri-
can communities forced us to examine more carefully our tastes
and preferences about community life. Under particular stress
in these times has been our ability to get along with people
different from ourselves. Our tastes and preferences have sur-
faced as prejudices. People are moving away from those who
arc threateningly different. By using exclusionary tactics, many
of these people aim to build more homogeneous communities
and thereby to fulfill their quest for peace and meaning. Those
excluded because of their race and poverty are left to dwell
in decaying physical environments. For their part, they are
demanding community control and dower over their territory,
whether in rural areas of the midwest and southwest or in the
urban neighborhoods throughout the nation. Finally, interest is
growing in communal forms of life, and particularly younger
people are attempting to create new communities which ronform
more closely to their sense of values. People are more actively
searching for a way of living in the community at a time when
"community" seemed to be a lost ideal.

With community life painted in these hues, it may seem ill-
advised to talk about exposing retarded people to the tastes
and preferences of others. Should we try to build community .

alternatives in every community, including those decaying and
so full of trouble? Should we challenge the will of people who
seem so sensitive to differences from themselves? Should we, in
short, expose retarded people to the risks of community life?
The authors of this monograph clearly believe we should. Not
only should retarded people be entitled to the "dignity of risk,"
but they should not be considered so different from others.
We are not "exposing" a deviant group to the test of reality.
We are trying to enable human beings to lire as human beings.
And that means that some retarded people will live in decaying
neighborhoods because that is home. Retarded people will live
with us, wherever we are, because we are people, like them.

xii
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CHAPTER I

COMMUNITY LIFE AND INDIVIDUAL NEEDS

by Carolyn Cherington

INTRODUCTION: INDIVIDUAL AND COMMUNITY

The new terminology in mental retardation"normaliza-
tion" and "developmental model," in particularimply signifi-
cant changes in our thinking about the nature of retarded people.
Since this monograph is directed toward people in communities,
we must consider the nature of community living. If we really
are to enable "normalization," we must discuss the needs of
retarded people in reference to normal lifestyles in communi-
ties. To create a special set of needs concepts because retarded
people are in some sense special would be to create a con-
ceptual institution of sorts, an island of concepts which, if
actively used, would isolate retarded people just as much as
have our physical institutions and special programs in the past.

The introductory remarks to the monograph presented the
belief that most people yearn and strive for lives which give
them peace and a sense of meaning through work or some other
productive activity. How is a person, any person, enabled to
live peacefully and productively in his community? The answers
to such a broad question will undoubtedly vary widely with the
individual characteristics of that person, as well as with features
of his particular community. What enables one person to live
peacefully and productively in his community might not enable
another to Ike well in that community. Similarly, the same
factors might not enable a person to live in any other community
as well as he does in the one he is accustomed to.

What, then, are some common factors about a person and his
community which enable that person to live well? The person,
if he is to be self-sufficient, must has e the skills basic to sur-
ivalto pros ide for his shelter, food, and physical mainte-

nance. Self-sufficiency in our world also suggests comfortable
social interaction, a family, a job, an education and recreation.
These are unirersal human needs. If a person is incapable of
complete selfsuffit iencyas is true of many of us, retarded



or notsomeone else must help him either to acquire survival
skills or to meet those universal needs. At some time, most of
us get help from friends and family in these areas of life;
most of us get help, too, from public entities such as educational
systems; and many of us get special help in areas that cause
us difficulty throughout our lives.

What about the community? Perhaps the "quality of life"
of the community allows a person to li well there. "Quality
of life indicators" include opportunity for individual status
achievement; equality of opportunity for both sexes of all
racial and economic groups; living conditions; agricultural and
technological dei,e,opment; economic status; education, health,
and welfare; and state and local government characteristics.'
But many people can live well in communities which would
be rated low by these indicators. An individual would probably
not choose to move away from a community where he felt at
home, no matter how poorly the community fared on objective
ratings of its quality.

Unfortunately, no studies exist to tell us what makes a
community good for one person and not good for another.
Clearly, however, a critical factor, a factor implicit in many
of the "quality of life indicators," is the extent to which the
community enables the individual to develop and to maintain
himself there. Underlying this factor are the attitudes of that
community toward its individual members. Many sociologists
would suggest that if the community is homogeneous and an
individual conforms to community expectations, that person
will probably be able to live well there. Independent factors
cannot be systematically extracted from the nature of com-
munities and the nature of individuals to tell us how to find the
best "match." 2 In addition to the fact that individual prefer-
ences vary despite the quality of life, as objectively rated, there
is the reality that the community itself reflects its membership.
In come sense, then, an interaction between community and
individual characteristics will predict harmony or discord.

Let us now say that the person in question is and functions
as one who is "retarded." What would enable him to live
well in his community? First, he would have to able to meet
his universal human needs. He would need to develop survival
skills or obtain resources from outside his own means to meet
his needs for shelter, food, physical maintenance, and social

I Ben ( hieh Liu. The Quality of Life in the United States. Kansas City, Missouri:
The Nlid%est Researi h Institute. 1973.

2 A similar concern makes computerized matching of clients to service programs a
questiot.ahle practice if used in isolation from other considerations. This is not just
a hypothetical concern, for such systems are undemay in several states.

2 I ti



living. Because he may need more than 01 dinary help in some
or all of these areas, the community or significant element,
within it would hate to be disposed to assist him. And to do this
the community would hate to accept him as a member. The
person who is retarded would need to posses, or be shown
to possess some characteristics in common with community mem-
bers. Perhaps, like others in the community, his takes include
working hard and lit ing peacefully. In fact, most communities
will accept a retarded person who manages marginally unless
he is labelled retarded, at which point many indeed will reject
him. Experience with deinstitutionalization efforts indicates that
some communities tend to reject retarded people who are
labelled as such. The community sees them as strangers from
another world. On the other hand, retarded people who are
enabled to grow and develop naturally within their communities
are seen as legitimate members, and are not so easily rejected.
Between outright rejection and uteri acceptance, too, are many
ways of rejecting retarded people subtle, seemingly benevo-
lent ways. Many of the special restrictions placed by govern-
ments on the locations and types of residences which retarded
people may occupy or the creation of special recreation hours
at community facilities are examples.

To conclude, two implications stem from our efforts to
enable "retarded" people to live well in communities. First,
we must continue to inform community leaders about plans for
community alternatit es and about retarded people themselves .3
S-cond, we must be sensitive to the sometimes inconsistent-
appearing messages which we debt er. While on the one hand
the town fathers hear us saying that retarded people are not
much different from the rest of us and that we want a normal
environment for them, on the other hand, they hear us planning
and demanding "special" efforts and appropriations. Progress
will require much understanding and patience of all persons. In
time, retarded citizens will become their own best advocates
and examples.

CHANGING CONCEPTS OF NEED

Until very recently public policy and professional practices
treated retarded people as "deviant" members of society;
and not long ago we did not consider their "needs" at all.
Rather, we considered the needs of society to he protected

e retnarlo by Nathan Newman on this ,abject in Chapter NM
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from deviant person-. oil olfensbei ger has painted an
eloquently distuibmg and well- researched picture of our histori-
cal abuse of retarded people.' Ili. work clearly shows that
retarded people lime always been seen as de% iant beings, not
really as people, much less as people with needs to which we
could and should respond.

The earliest inagress differentiated between varieties of
de% iancy. For centuries paupers, insane people, and retarded
people had been grouped into poor farms and asylums. In the
mid-1800% researchers and social refoimeis gaffe us evidence
which showed clear differences among the groups. This led to
an early attempt to refoun retarded people through education
(1816-1880), an attempt which was later seen as a failure.
Then a period (1880-1925) which olfenslwrger terms The
Age of Indictment, a time when retardation was thought to lead
to other social ilk and public polio was directed toward the
eradication of retardation through isolation, segregation into
institutions, and sterilization. Finally, (luring the Depression
and War years (1925-1950) retarded people were simply
neglected, placed as they still were in large, economical, con-
gregate institutions, segregated from society. During all of
this time, through what Wolfensberget all the Age of Neglect,
the needs of retarded people were not the basis for the way
we treated them. It was society's tie( d for protection from
de% iance.

Unquestionable, the parents' moe, .ent (ARCS and NARC)
led us into what might be called The A, of Reformation which
reached a cry st in the 1960%. The national leaders cf this
rnoement, the National Association for Retarded Children,
promulgated early goals in the document Blueprint for a
Crusade.' The early goals reseal a commitment to dispelling
pre ailing ideologies about mental retardation and a bold intent
to affect the public and professional establishments of the day:
emphasis was placed upon research, professional training, and
public information. Specific to the issue of needs, N ARC aimed
to have retarded people recognized, lot purposes of economic
needs, as "permanently and totally di, bled": to have them
accepted as "handicapped" for purposes of federal rehabilita-
tion programs; and to allow them to receive appropriate

4 \\ oil Wolfetpsbigr. -The origin and native of our institutional model...," in
Kugel, Robert B. and \\ olfen.bei r, olf led% I, Changing Patterns in Residential
centres for the Mentalll Retarded. \\ a-hington, .: The Pre,adene. C:oinnuttee
on Mental Retardation. 1969. pp. 59-17lb.

5 National 1,,o( tat ion for Retarded e hildien, Blueprint fur a Crusade, Ness York:
National .V...o( ration for Retarded t.hildren, 1951.
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diagnosis and evaluation.° State and local Mt Cs were assisted
ip actions to improve special education, residential care, and
communio support services.

In 1962 the federal goternment first gate concerted atten-
tion to these issues as The President's Panel on Mental Retarda-
tion delis ered its report _National Action to Combat Mental
Retardation.' The document reflects some of the best professional
opinion of the time about needs of retarded people. The eery
existence of the report and its far-ranging thought indicate the
public and professional progress made since The Age of Neglect.
New organizational and administratif e concepis were suggested
for both federal and state coordination of programs for retarded
citizens. This report put forth two new er% ice delis ery concepts
which underlie present-day approaches to meeting the needs of
retarded people. It urged a continuum of care throughout the
retarded person's life-time and a fixed point of referral which
would keep in touch w ith the family and/or the retarded per-
son to ascertain what sert ice needs were met. Substantively,
emphasis was placed upon detection, evaluation and medical
care, recreation, religious education, education, vocational re-
habilitation, training, emplosment, and residential care. Signi-
ficantly, the report viewed residential care primarly as that offer-
ed by state institutions, although it recognized other alternatif es
as desirable. Then, as now, it was expected that generic services
would meet many needs. It differed from today's ie, how-
ever, in that we hate come to see the responsibilities of generic
agencies in light of the entitlement of retarded people to gen-
eric services. The 1962 report, on the other hand, relied heat ily
on enhancing specialized attention by generic agencies through
financial incentit es, specific law reform, and coordinatite
mechanisms at the national, state, and local let els. Planning
grants to the states were recommended to foster "comprehensite
planning in mental retardation" since it was asserted that
primary leadership in direct services was a state responsibility.
And subsequently, Congress did appropriate funds for state
planning, implementation, and initiation of community facilities.

The attention gif en to retardation by the national and state
goternments and by voluntary associations between 10:>0 an I
1970 resulted in states deteloping broad plans in retardation.
Thee plans improt ed, amplified, or altered the national plan

6 Sum Ns in at !liming the,e label, for retarded people did help to gain ref ogrotion
and fund, from federal <igen( iv, hot ,metl also to complicate ine,,age. about
normalmition, a, noted on prior page.:.

Pre*tdene, Panel on Mental Retardation, ,1 Proposed Program for Vatianal
Action to (-amhat Mental lictardatran, V. a.hington. 1) C.: U.S. Co' einment Printing
Office. 1962.
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according to lively interest and progress developing within
the individual states. Almost every state created improved and
more visible coordinating mechanisms for retardation at both
the state and substate levels; special services increased through.
out the "continuum of care"; and many state and federal laws
were written or revised to include special services for retardation.

Many areas needed further work, however. These areas
included the unresolved role of ow large institutions and the
development of comprehensive non-institutional residential ser-
vices, specific strategies and policies for prevention, the entitle-
ment of retarded people to education and to humane and
unrestrictive treatment, the dilemmas of retarded people living
in poverty, and refinements in planning for the needs of retarded
individuals at all levels of capability and age. At the federal
level, the President's Committee on Mental Retardation has
examined most of these areas; in the voluntary sector Associa-
tions for Retarded Citizens and others have gone to court and
won entitlements; at the state and community level significant
efforts are being made to develop high quality, community-
oriented sere ices including residential alternatives. Because
the way has been so long, though, many of the reformation
effort, have been either bandaid or bootstrap operationsre-
dressing the wrongs in existing programs, starting new kinds
of services from scratch, creating basic structure, at the state
and local level to plan and deliver services, increasing the
quantity of services, and beginning to insure their quality.
MR 68 documented strides in early education, day rare, voca-
tional training, employment, and residential rare. But in many
communities of the United States, the vision of the 1962
President's Panel report for a continuum of care and a fixed
point of referral for all retarded people remains unrealized.

BEYOND REFORMATION: A NEW RESPONSE
TO NEEDS IN SIX DIMENSIONS

What, then, are thought to be the needs of retarded people
living in the community today? As suggested at the outset, we
should first consider universal human needs. If retarded people
are to live as the rest of us, their needs should be considered as
needs of the rest of us, according to the dimension of universal
human need.

The President's Panel in 1962 (and many state plans) con-
sidered grouping needs according to physical and mental

6 '40



health, shelter-nurture protection, intellectual development.
social development, recreation, work, and economic security.'
The Panel report suggested that these needs would vary
primarily with the indiv idual's age indicating a continuum
from infancy through adulthood. This presents a second dimen-
sion of need, the dimension of age.

Since the President's Panel report, our thinking has pro-
gressed about the varying needs of individuals limited in
capability. Applied to instutional and community programs
for all retarded people, the philosophy of normalization chal-
lenges us to perceive better ways of meeting the needs of
retarded people of all degrees of capability. We must add to
our conceptions a third dimension of need, the dimension of
capability.

The "developmental model," promoted as responding best
to our goals of normalization and community life, incorporates
three basic assumptions: (1) Life is a process of change, and
retarded people change as do the rest of us; (2) Development
takes place in a sequential, orderly, and predictable manner;
and (3) The rate of development can be influenced.' To con-
form to the developmental model and its assumptions, any
consideration of needs must recognize that universal human
needs change not only according to age, but also according to
capability and development. Thus, the dimension of change
should remind us that the needs of an inch% idual will alter
with his aging and his changing capability as he develops.

Our historical treatment of retarded people has instructed
us in the hazards of treating groups of persons as masses of
de% iants rather than as individual people. One can see the
results of mass treatment in the dehumanization which has
occurred within our large congregate institutions. Perhaps
even more striking and sobering is the evidence of recent re-
search in social psychology which suggests that a normally
gentle person will engage in violent acts as long as the situation
allows him to depersonalize both the victim and himself.' The
past should certainly instruct us in the need for the dimension of
individuality.

When we think of people as masses we forget that each
individual is different. Individuals grow. develop, and age
differently. Retarded people. like all people, have different

8 Op. (it., p. 76.
9 National A..oviation for Retarded ( hildren. Residential Programming for

Mentally Retarded Persons. I Developmental Model for Residential ,tiertires,
Arlington, Tex.: National A,..o( iatum for Retarded Children, 1972.

"Stanley Milgtani, Obedien(e to Authorio, An Experimental View, New York:
Harper and Row, 1974
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abilities and disabilities. And each individual has a unique
personality. We can forget, too, that retarded people are citizens
with rights. %\ hen thinking of people in categories, we often
design airtight ".1 stems" of sery ices, which quickly lose their
actual sense of purpose and come to exist and self-perpetuate
for their own purposes. It is no wonder that many individuals
in need are lost or forgotten by the service system.

Obv iously we must consider the needs of groups and create
systems. But in designing such systems, we should build in
reminders to ourselves of the indiv ideality of the client. We
can make sere ices personal, responsive, and accountable. We
can tart with very basic (universal) elements of human need;
and starting from the smallest units of personal need, rather
than from agency needs or system needs, we can weave a
system which will not by uncontrolled growth evade its basic
reason for beingthe inch% ideal person who needs it. Thus,
another dimension for considering the needs of retarded people
in the community should be the dimension of individuality, a

series of reminders, catalysts, and safeguards which help insure
that no one gets placed, lost, or trapped in an inappropriate spot
in the syste."

The sixth dimension stems from the dimension of individ-
uality for it is a special aspect of that dimension. If a system
truly respects a,. individual, it recognizes individual preferences
and tastes as the key to the decisions made within it. The dimen-
sion ol choice should allow a person served by a system of
sere ices to be the ultimate decision-maker about the tailoring
of sere ices. People choose occupations and vocations, places
and ways to Ike, and friends and companions. Choices make
a person unique and underpin his dignity and freedom. Choice,
in short, is the fullest exercise of individuality and indepen-
dence. Without Aoki.. a person is but an object of the choices
of others. Even if a sy .tem were carefully tailored to meet
hulk idual needs, it could neither allow the developmental
model to operate to its logical conclusion nor enable the realiza-
tion of normalization without the dimension of choice. Unless a
person has the power and responsibility of choice he is to all
others an object. \lost especially, he is less human than others.
.1 system of human services above all should respect the choices
of those who use it, whether those people are called retarded or
not.

ii The cvno at reader ill at this point recognize that even such safeguards cannot
insure the 11V% elopment of a oorhing system uhich remembers the individual. The
imperatives of polito al, organizational ( hommeratie 1, and economi life are such
that there nerds to he a vav of r he( king nu rseh es as planners, service givers and
supporters, a uav of insming that IAr continue to discover our error of omi,%ion
and ionmussion. t moments on this problem are to he found in the final remarks
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CHANGING ELEMENTS OF SPECIFIC NEED

111 persons hike the same uniyeisal human needs: shelter,
health and physical des elopment, and personal and social
growth. The dimension of capability will, of course, wry ,'leanly
define gaps in the dimension of human need.

Shelter. 1 person hy ing normally will own or lent his own
home, although many of us sy ill need financial assistance. One
whose capability is somewhat lessened may choose to Ike in :
supervised apartment dwelling. a stoup home, or a foster home.
One well less capable at a gken time may Ike in a nursing
home or a general hospital. During his lifetime. he may choose
to most. flour one k pe of dwelling to another, because of his
age or his changing need.. A child whose own family cannot
care for him may Ike with a foster family; he may need to
be with a foster family only temporarily. on weekends, during
vacations, or during a personal or family crisis.

Health and Ph vsical Deielopment.MoA of us can arrange
for our own medical care and get what therapies we need on
our own; so can many retarded people. Almost all of us need
some help in learning to use health services or paying for them.
A person whose health problems are more serious will need
specialized serY ices and therapies. Some will require constant
supers ision and intensiy e therapies. Again, these needs may
change with age and growth. They may become more intense,
as they do for all of us in old age, or they may become less so
if therapies are effectiye. Similarly, the most capable of us
are able to buy and cook our own food. All of us will hike
to he taught how to do these things, howl.% er. If we are retarded,
learning may take us more time: perhaps we will need financial
assistance to buy our food and maintain our health. Those
retarded people with the most limited capability will need to
have their food prepared for them and help to eat it. Much
progress has been made in teaching the most handicapped to
feed thernsek es; so that we can e\pect almost es Cry011C.t need
for help with nutrition to lessen with age and development.
Physical disabilities mean that some of us need help getting
around our homes and communities. 111 of Ps need help when
we are scry young. 1 few retarded persons may neyer be
ambulatory. but physical des elopment can he facilitated greatly
for most.

Personal and Social Growth. Kyeryone needs sonic educa-
tion to stinky in the interpersonal and vorational world. Most
retarded people can be educated to meet their needs through
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public school systems. Some will require a very intensive
program of individualized education; and for a few, education
will consist primarily of very basic training in life skills.
Education should begin very early for those whose capabilities
are limited. Most retarded people can be trained for employ-
ment or for chosen work activities which are personally reward-
ing. Many will eventually hold down their own jobs in industry;
some will need help finding and fitting into regular employ.
ment; some could work better in a sheltered work station within
industry; some should be employed in an even more sheltered
situation; a few will gain satisfaction from work activity pro-
grams and planned recreation. Most will be able, with some
initial guidance, to plan and carry out leisure activities with
their peers. A good many will need counsel in making decisions
about legal issues, money, marriage, and sex; and some will
need mental health services.

Only great vigilance will assure that a retarded person's
changing needs are met in ways appropriate to his capability
and to his age. Moreover, as simple as the foregoing discussion
seems, only a complicated planning effort could enact the
elements of a service system which will respond to changes
in individual needs. A given individual could be charted on
the basis of his needs at any given time in his life and stage
of development. The individual might have a serious incapacity
for health maintenance, but he might be capable in terms of
personal and social skills. Thus, a given individual might appear
incapable in some respects and wry competent in others. Our
past mistakes included a tendency to group people in multi-
purpose institutions or programs according to only one criterion
of need; hence, we find severely physicIlly disabled people
with significant vocational potential inappropriately grouped
with mobile individuals capable only of sheltered activity into
an institution sell ing "profoundly retarded." Similarly, it is
not unusual to find aged persons of limited mobility but with
potential for activities appropriate to their age placed on hack
wards of large institutions, being treated as children and even
"trained" for youthful activities. Very frequently, adolescent
individuals are likewise kept childlike in their personal and
social lives. The dimension of change demands that we realize
that aging and development alter an individual's profile of needs.

Every system of services should be analyzed according
to hew carefully it facilitates an individual's inovement to ele-
ments of services appropriate to his changing needs. To what
extent a system can fulfill our criteria will depend in part
up.m the extent to which its elements are financially and geo-
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graphically accessible to those in need. But it %ill also depend
upon the adequacy of the processes which comprise the dimen-
sion of individuality. Such fcactions .as appropriate diagnosis
and es aluation, information and referral, case management
and periodic treatment planning, personal ads ocacy, protectise
sm.% ices and follow-along offer the indisidual some safeguards
against anonymity and abandonment. The dimension of choice,
aided by these functions, will keep things moving in an appro-
priate sequence at the appropriate time.

An example of how one area of need (shelter) can be
properly considered by the "system" within the five other
dimensions is pros ided in the following hypothetical case and
the accompanying chart.

JOHN'S MANY HOMES: HYPOTHETICAL CASE
OF AN INDIVIDUAL'S NEED FOR SHELTER

As an infant this retarded individual lived at home and
being non-ambulatory had a limited degree of capability. As
a child, and through adolescence, John remained with his
family. When he reached adulthood he lived first in a group
home 1.nct later in a supers iced apartment. Because of his
poor health in middle age, he stayed a few months in a nursing
home but later mow,' back to the apartment.

At point .1 John seemed to his parents to be very "slow"
developing, and the doctor ads ised the family that their son
was "moderately retarded" and should be placed in a state
institution. A careful es aluation by the institution's admissions
department resealed that the family, with help, could provide
good care and training; and supportive services were mobilized
to help them and to follow him along through his progress in
a special class and vocational training. Although he tried out
several kinds of work, he liked the physical work and sense
of satisfaction which he got from cleaning and janitorial work.
At 22, with help from his school's vocational department, John
got a job as a janitor and enjoyed this work for many years.

At point B the family once again considered sending John
to an institution because of the parents' advancing age and
their fears about his survival alone. Here, a plan for guardian.
ship, a personal advocate, and protectise hers ices were arranged;
John mos ed to a group home, retaining his job and forming
close friendships at his new home.

4t point C he mike(' into a supervised apartment with
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duet. other men from his group home. John's personal advocate
wondered if any of the men would like to join a bowling team.
Two of them did not want to join in competiti%e sports but
preferred to spend tiine On hobbies. John had always liked
sports and joined the team, which won its league several times.

At point 1) John entered a general hospital for a brief
per iod, suffering from a serious bout with %irus pneumonia.

hen he .as somewhat recmered, the hospital mistakenly
recommended that he go to the state institution infirmary to
reco%er fully. Ilk inkorate met with the institution staff, and
together they were successful in locating a good nursing home
near the apartment where his friends were still lining. lie
stayed in the nursing home for two months and was happy to
remit' to his own apartment.

John Iked a life not much different front the rest of us.
In part, he was lucky to lie in a community where resources
were axailable to help him do so. The example shows, however,
that %igilance must be built in to keep the resources responsive.

STUMBLING BLOCKS

An ideal is an ideal. Recognizing this, let us now turn to
some of the constraining, realities: the real imperatives of polit-
ical, organizational, and economic life. Remembering the past,
we should acknowledge that harsh pressures will push us to
compromise our ideals to protect society from the confronta-
!lints it does not want to make. No society is eager to confront
its mistakes and its often less-than-human priorities or to con-
front people who remind us of our own less-than-beautiful, less-
than-brilliant parts. Will we know when we are compromising?
To he certain that we know will he difficult, but the first step
is to reject our compromise "consumer participation" and to
build into policy processes at all Imels a voice for consumers
dim...ekes and an ear to listen well.

The complexity of organizational and bureaucratic life
will make our task increasingly difficult. Complexity reigns
in the sources of funds upon which we rely, not only in the
%ariety of sources, but also in the machinery attached to them.
Complexity gox erns the labels we must use, the inter-govern-
mental relations. and the limitations placed upon the uses of
funds. Regarding the labeling issue alone, consioer that for
federal funding we will haxe to prove that retarded people
are %ariouslv disaii%antaged, crippled. dmelopmentally dis-
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JOHN'S MANY HOMES

Hypothetical Case of an Individual's Need for Shelter

THE
DIMENSION
OF

AGE

Aging Adult

Adult

Adolescent

Child

Infant

Lowest Degree

At home
with family

THE DIMENSION OF CAPABILITY

Moderate Degree

In nursing home

At home
with family

Home again

In supervised
apartment

In group home

Highest Degree

Note: Movement of the line Indicates the dentenalon of change which
occurs in a person's need for shelter as he develops and ages

The dmenelone of Indlestinaktg and of choler are highlighted by
critii.A1 decision points MOO, discussed In the case example
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abled. ,ubstantially handicapped, former oi potential welfare
clients, or persons with special needs. One can easily see how
we get locked into damaging acitudes. It is easy to see how we
confu,e consumers. We are probably confused oursely es.

As another reality of bureaucratic life, "human services
reorganization" is sweeping the country with massive reorgani-
zations of state government accomplished in nearly half of
the states. While retarded people suffered from being physi-
cally grouped with "pauper, and insane" in the I800s, they
hate suffered from being bureaucratically grouped under "men
tal health" in more recent years.' No% they are grouped in
bureaucracies with men broader concerns. The rationale of
efficiency and better human set-% ice delkerv, while admirable
in its ovyn right, does not apply Nell to the particular individual
need, of retarded people. We will have to be alert to design
"system," within the human services structure that have an
identifiable subsystem, such as the one described earlier in
the pages, yvhich responds to the human needs of retarded
persons in particular.

Perhaps one of our greatest stumbling block, is economic.
The necessity to economize tempts us constantly to lose sight
of needs: yet resourceshuman, financial, and capitalare
limited. Because of this we must economize, and economizing
means making choices and foregoing opportunities, drawing
boundaries and making exclusions. The nature of major finan-
cial resources further inhibits choices and constrict, boundaries.
Most of the resources are not designed especially for retarded
people. 1t best they would serve retarded people along with
other "categories" as mentioned above. Thus, as we choose
a particular funding source, we are often constrained to exclude
some hulk idual, from the service segments which that source
favors. We must also make choices which limit the geographical
areas to be served. We must find particular locations for service
facilities. We may have to focus our services on a particular
segment of the population. Every choice implies foregoing
other choices. Thus, any choicebe it geographical, locational,
or populationbasedmeans that some people will lack a par-
ticular service. And some retarded persons' pressing needs will
not be met, often not even considered.

Economizing also means trying to ichime the most "out-
put" for one's inyestments. ''Cost effectkeness," "economies
of scale," and "marginal utilities"terms and methods which
have begun to flood the human services field as it strives to

12 Gunnar 11s1m.id. "P.s. Indus'. Hole in Mental Iteta !dation", in 1311 n.trin :
Ihmintshed People. Roston LtttIt, 13roun and ( otnpa nv, inr. 1970. p. 11.1R.
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appeal to the pursesimply ask, "Can we afford to invest in
this business?" The massiNeness of institutions for retarded
people was at least in part due to "economies of scale." The
preference of rehabilitation and other programs for concen-
trating on the person with high potential for "output" reveal
a "cost &eon e..ess" mentality. And clearly, in political terms
at least, the "marginal utility" of investing in retarded children
and encouraging investment in them was for a long time con-
sidered greater than investment in retarded adults.

Philosophically, we have begun to overcome these nar-
rowings of concern. We will he continuously tempted, however,
indeed we will he constrained, to document our "cost effective-
ness." And this will try the mettle of our new philosophies.
If we do not persist, our systems w ill not meet many retarded
people's needs or, again, eNen consider them. Especially
excluded will be those who are less capable.'

Few would disagree that we should account for the invest-
ments made in our clients. Certainly, people are entitled to
know what happens to their money. On the other hand, a strictly
economic justification can probably never he achieNed in the
human welfare field. It is neither possible nor desirable to
quantify all human needs and all of the benefits of programs
designed to meet them. The trim! toward `'individual treatment
planning" for consumer: of human services is healthy, for it
recognizes this reality and places the accountability issue more
appropriately between the consumer and the agent of service.
If indeed such individual treatment plans can generally demon-
strate their worth for the consumer, the challenge to us will
he to convince the funding agents that this in itself is the
fullest accounting necessary.

Few would disagree either that we will always have to
make "economizing" choices in applying our resources. Hence,
boundaries on staff, facilities, target areas, clientele, and organ-
izational identities 1.% i 1 I remain.

SYSTEMIC ADVOCACY

Overcoming these problems will require a series of stra
tegies which might he called "systemic advocacy." for these
strategies are directed toward advocating the needs of the
individual at the level of political, bureaucratic, and economic

13 See Ronald A onle. The Emnamirc of Mental Retardation. Baltimore, Mary.
land. John llopkin, Prow, 1973.
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systems. Systemic adocacy will addles, gaps in the "ser% ice
system," weeding out the murk) undergrowth of complexity
and thinning the ma,site mergrowth of bureauciacy.

A, Nobel t Perske points out in his chapter, "New Nice-
Pon, for 1 olunteers." the oluntary nimetnent of parents and
friends of retarded citizens can uniquely monitor a system of
sen ices. Associations and the ad hoc group, which he describe,
can watch the elements of the sect ice system. checking within
system elements on quality and quantity of sort ices. They can
also patrol the boundaries of those elements and locate needs
between them. Then they can organize to find ways of meeting
those needs. But this unique ability of theirs will itself be
constrained by their tendency to perform the service- providing
role." A, their own ,err ice deli\ ering increases, they too must
economize and nay rots their dsion: they w ill set allegiances
to boundaries in relation to the ,el ice element and lose per-
spective MI the toll, between the boundaries, becoming beholden
to funding agent, and others whom they should be monitoring
and whose boundaries they ought to patrol. The malfunction
of such an arrangement is analogous to the clearly documented
political theory and research which state, that a "crisis in public
authority" results when the organized regulated entities become
entwined with the regulatory authority."

Another kind of systemic adsocacy exists within the public
sector itself. 1lthough still youthful and some claim problematic
in its conception and deselopment, the Des elopmental Disabil-
ities Senices and Facilities Construction Act of 1970 was a
landmark piece of federal legislation in its intent: that a state
let el planning and addsory group redew and evaluate the
quality and scope of existing sm.\ ices for developmentally dis-
abled people and see that "gaps" are filled. The Commonwealth
of Massachusetts has gi en the program the leadership of a
staff (Bureau of Des elopmental Disabilities, Executive Office
of Administration and Finance) and a planning and advisory
council (Mass. Des elopmental Disabilities Council) which has
had extensise experience in planning and advocating for retarded
persons. Here. an exemplary approach to fulfilling and even
going beyond the federal legislatke intent has resulted in a
public social planning method which directly addresses the
problems of boundaries and the gaps between them. A major
emphasis is placed upon the reform of discriminatory public

Nkot f o fen-he rizor The Thi,d .age in the Etobaton of Voluntary Assaria-
lions for the Mentalls Retarded. Toronto, National In-titute on Mental Retardation,
1973

15 Throolnre Lout. The End of Liberalism, Neu York: WAN. Norton & Company.
In, . 19(0. pp. 86-90
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policies and not upon the design of "special" (segregated)
efforts." Working closely with other public and private agencies,
the Council and its staff seek to fill gaps by reforming both
federal and state legislative and administrative law, by "seed-
ing" and supplementing gap-filling efforts of other organiza-
tions, and by stimulating the policy analysis and reform efforts
of others. As noted in the case of the voluntary movement role
in monitoring and patrolling boundaries, a key to the objectivity
and comprehensiveness of this form of "systemic advocacy"
is the relative freedom of both the Council and its administering
agency from the direct service delivery functions.

The final, perhaps ultimate, systemic advocacy method
uses judicial recourse on behalf of the rights movement. The
movement toward the guarantee of rights to education and
treatment and the right to the least restrictive alternative, of
course, results from the two prev iously cited forms of advocacy.
But judicial recourse and its results deserve mention as a
separate form. The rulings which have already been made
have pros ided great force to "deinstitutionalization" efforts
and have served as important tools in the change process through
executive and legislative branch channels. The rulings and the
ensuing legislative and executive policies directly relate to this
chapter. They are intended to cut through the political, bureau-
cratic, and economic constraints to guarantee individual rights.
And some would argue that only such fundamental reforms
can guarantee that an organized society will respond to the
human needs of its members rather than its represented interests. 17

16 Some documentation of the approach can be found in Bureau publication,
A Guide to Service and Ey ilium! Policies in Publu Programs of the Commonwealth
Jar Retarded and Multi Disabled Persons, 1970, and in the Council's State Plan
for 1973.

17 Theodore Iami, The Pauli s of Disorder, New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1971,
p. 177ff.
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CHAPTER II

LISTEN! LET US SPEAK

by Robert Audette

"What they should have done is ask us how
we feel about it, instead of telling us."

This chapter presents quotations from some persons des-
ignated as mentally retarded. Selected graduate students and
I talked with people who live in institutions and others who
were formerly institutionalized, but now reside in community
homes. We met adults who have lived all of their lives at home.
We chatted with children in church basements and schools and
discussed a variety of current issues with young married adults
as well as old people in nursing homes.

First, we had to learn about ourselves. We discovered that
the long absence of communication between ourselves and those
we intend to serve was caused not by their lack of ability.
This silence clearly reflects our inability to communicate with
others. At first, we barked our questionsas though they
couldn't hear; we articulated slowlyas though they were
babies; we talked at themas though they weren't people.
How remarkable our own lack of judgment in asking a young
man how "people like him" felt about the right to marry.

As decision makers we have been prepared to be respon-
sible, and we have chosen the direction for our own lives. As
administrators, parents, and professionals, we have come to
accept the same burdens of decision for "their" lives. Our
preparation in school, in church, in court, and in other forums
has classified the difference between "us" and "them." "They"
are dependent, childlike, and limited; thus, "they" are intrinsi-
cally unable to choose or to participate.

We theorize; we hypothesize; we experiment and imple-
ment; we analyze.

They are evaluated; they are studied; they are categorized,
placed and reassessed.

To serve and do "what is best" for them, we have over-
looked the obvious; we have ignored the human bond between
us. Even though we believe differences are normal, we have
steadfastly suggested that adaptive behavior implies doing
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something "our" way. Arith these persons, our early nervous
demeanor said much about our naiNete. We did learn from
them, howmer.

This chapter pros ides a forum for the one hundred and
elewn persons who shared their time with us. It does not
generalize beyond the immediate impact of the quotations.
Like the rest of society, persons classified as mentally retarded
espouse wide-ranging personal, spiritual, and political attitudes.
This was our first lesson. As in any group, regardless of environ-
ment, we discovered ideas ranging from overly simplified
notions of our complex society to realistic evaluations of both
hopeful and hopeless situations.

Ambition and hope are entangled with inaccurate notions
of employment and basic tenets of the Protestant Ethic in the
remarks of a young man we met in an occupational training
program. He spoke enthusiastically about work:

"I'm going to find a job. You can get one by looking in
the directors. When I work I'm going to make $26,000
a 'war 'cause that's what you get when you work hard."
His words sharply contrast with an appraisal of some

staff members by an institutionalized young woman:
"Them people that work here at are nurses and you
can't tell Inc they been to school. They don't know as
much about people as most of the residents."

A 21-year-old woman discharged from the institution at 17
now living with her boyfriend in a small apartment near the
institution reflected on marriage;

"If we want to get married and they (the institution
.eta /J) say we can't, I'm going to he real mad. I'd just
tell them that I want to get married 'cause I want to have
a hid so he can go to school and get smart."

lthough successfully employed for two years as an aide
in a nursery school program and legally free of the institution's
control, this young woman continued to feel its imprint over
her sense of choice. This feeling of dominance by others is
hardly peculiar to persons with institutional backgrounds. A
young man of 17 in a high school special education program
wanted to take driver's education, but didn't sign up because
his teacher persuaded him against it.

".1h teacher sass she will take me out soon and then I
will park it nice. Then the policeman will give me a
license."
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Parental and professional dominance by dishonesty was
a discovery confirmed many times a, we listened. A 9-year-old
girl in a public school class reported that her mother told her

the Girl Scout Dance isn't safe because I could
hare a bab% who would be sick like mebut when I'm
15 / can hare an operation and then I can dance."

Some may rationalize deceit by those w ho "know best"
as necessary to run an efficient program w ithin an inefficient
system, but such lies result only in confusion and dismay for
the recipients. The constraints imposed by the protective atti-
tudes of those in charge puzzle a middle-aged woman 1
wants privacy:

"If I had a chance I would like to tr a half :cal house
with MY own age. I would have ml own room. Its dan-
gerous, that's the hard part of it. In my own room, if I
black out ever, which 1 don't black outthat's one thing
I never could understand. I don't black out at c11."

Many ideas expressed arose from inept explanations, as
evidenced by a 12-year-old boy in an elementary school class.

"I'm going to be smarter later. Some kids call me dumb
and retarded. Dadd% says I am nowretarded 1 mean
but that's because I don't eat good and behave enough.
When I'm good, I'll be cured."

Further, our own foolish questions have bred foolish
responses. When we asked several adolescent girls at a summer
camp what they would do if they owned the camp, their responses
demonstrated both serious and silly ideas:

"I'd sleep late."
"I'd get a TV and let everybody go and swim and I'd
watch."
"Bring boys here."
"Fire (A counselor)."
"Give eveone $100 and go shopping."

For some, these responses may confirm a sense of security
that non-adaptive behav for is inherent among those classified
as retarded. These so-called 'unrealistic' attitudes may, how-
ever, merely reflect narrow experience, deceit by those in con.
trol, and non.adaptive behav for by those of us working as
professional planners and service pro% iders.

Despite the handicap of being dominated by limited and
unrelenting control agents, some persons we met demonstrated
quirk humor which (-aught us by surprise.
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.1 nerNou, Intel% iewr trying to broach the subject of sex
and sterilization to a 17-year-old young man finally resorted
to a forthright question:

"Do von know what sterilization means?"

The young man laughed and said,

"I can get m) dictionary if you need it."
An 18-year-old outward bound young man described the

professionalclient relationship in a manner contrasting with
text book dogma:

"He can't help me. He needs help himself. He needs his
white coat on or he gets real fidgety. And he blinks so
much and keeps crossing his legs. He's a nervous wreck.
I got a problem and I need to talk to a 'man' about it.
When I see him I feel worse 'cause all his moving around
and stuff just makes me nervous. I'd rather talk with

(A custodian at the institution). He understands
about chicks. He ain't no shrink but he helps me think.
That other guy is going to fall apart if they ever hide
his white jacket."

A 14-year-old boy in a Junior High special class expressed
a similar attitude with a different target:

"I like most of my teachers except for the mentally
retarded one. I hate her class 'cause she ain't a regular
teacher. She doesn't really teach -1 don't think she
expects us to learn nothing. In high school it'll be better
'cause there ain't any retarded teacher there."

Our interviews often turned up profound ideas and sensi-
tive perceptions of our systems:

"Being in the institution was bad. I got tied up and
locked up. I didn't have any clothes of my own and no
privacy. We got beat at times but that wasn't the worst.
The real pain came from always being a group. I was
never a person. I was part of a group to eat, sleep and
everything. As a kid I couldn't figure out who I was.
I was part of a group. It was sad."
Despite these retarded persons' limited experience and

the narrow worlds built for them, many of our conversations
revealed a breadth of understanding. Physically constrained
by his walker and further limited to the walls of his ward, a
young man discussed marriage in terms of advantages and
disadvantages:
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"I do not want to, but I don't want to make it miserable
for flu' girl, either . . . There are a lot of things I can't
do. I can't driveshe'd hare to drive me. And there's
a lot of other things I can't do too, like shoes and things
like that . . . And lifting the wheelchairthat's heavy."

The oppression of the institution cannot dull an astute
sensitivity to social dynamics a, shown by a young miul respond-
ing to a question about friend,:

"Well, I know that when I was at the ones that
tend to be no friends were tning to set me up like.
Once they were m) friends and they would give me
things or something and then they sort of made a fool
out of You."

Even though breadth of understanding includes an aware-
ness of the obvious, the stigmas of isolation and of labels have
escaped planners and administrators for a long time.

"They didn't call me retarded outsidejust here at .

Outside no one knew. You act like they actno one
knows you're retarded. The onl) tea) they'll know you're
retarded is if they're told by someone else."

The disrespect felt at being referred to as children was
another insensitivity recurrent through our visits.

"They call us patients `bobs." They should at least call
the older boys 'men.' "

Strength of resolve and resistance to being demeaned by
those "in charge" shine through the statement of a multiply
handicapped young man:

" /'re never answered to that titlepatient. / have an-
swered to the title 'resident.' But ever since I've lived
here and even today I wouldn't dream of answering to
the title of 'patient.' I like my own name."

On the other hand, a young man newly arrived in a com-
munity group home expressed the joy of being accepted with-
out ceremony.

"When I came hack from work -I was riding ml hike
home latethese two ladies. One of them says. 'Good
evening sir.' I said, 'Good evening ma'am.' It made me
feel good and she said. 'Nice night.' I said. 'Yes it is.' "

Although we witnessed beauty in unsightly settings, the
ugliness bothered u,. But it has failed to stamp out the highest
forms of feeling. Solicitude for others was a precious lesson
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for all of us. The following physically handicapped man could
move slowly n. his wheelchair; the woman could mme in a
walker, but the physical strength for much movement was not
available to her. lle helped her:

"She can only more her walker a little bit, and she'll
ash me to walk her and we (lo it with her holding on to
the back of no wheelchair. Then she can walk, Id say,
almost the length of this hall and back again. We only
do it when she wants to because one of her legs is really
untrustable.

The eidence of informal organizations and systems for
supporting each other was relatively consistent in institutional
settings. The character and quality of these under ground sys-
tems is typical for repressed peoples. A teenager warned us:

"Don't tell them a resident told you. The resident'll get
in trouble. We're not supposed to be so smart; we're
not supposed to know everything. They think we haven't
got enough sense to know. You'd think after they got
to know usbut I've been living here for 4 yearsthey
don't know me yet."

The informal systems keep the membership informed:

-We're got ways of finding out, you know. We got good
connections, let's just put it like that. But that's the way
the really should do it. They should ask usyou know,
the residentswhat they think about things and every-
thing, instead of going around asking the wrong kind
of people. The ask the employees. But they really
should get us in one of those conferences. We'll tell them
some things that'll burn their ears off."

Listen! Our brothers and sisters can speak for themselves.

I'd tell them just how this place is. I'd tell them they just
don't do us right. Y ou know, they treat us all right and
ererithing, but they should ask us our opinions about
some of the rules the) put out. Like not going outside
In ourselves. 'Cause on a pretty day, you don't want to
star stuck up in no hospital."

Listen! Not just for a moment! Unless we constantly listen
we can't promote choice and growth in independence.

"Listen, this is not a jailhouse. We want this place to
feel like a home, not like a prison. The employees would
hare to improve more, 7'o make them improve; to make
them realize that this is not a rathole of a jungle. A
wild jungle."
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"He goes to the wrong kind of people. When Dr.
first came here he used to have meetings with us and
he'd get our opinions about everything. But since then,
none of that's been happening. And myself, I don't think
it's fair for us, 'cause we hare to find out the hard way."
Listen! Not for the sake of democratic process, but because

they are speaking. We have been tinkering with people's lives.
After forty years in an institution what if a person wants

to stay? What if the ward, bad as it is, represents all the home
and friendship known to an old man?

"I say it's this way. Someone who's going where they
don't want to go, shouldn't hare to. They should go in
and talk about it first."
What if the attitude and rules of community residence

are as repressive as those of the institution which a person left?

"Mrs. unlocked the door and came in. I said,
`Mrs. , I'm going to bed.' She said, 'You ain't
going to bed. I'm going to see your quarters.' She will
if she sees you're in bed she'll i.nlock the door and come
in. You try your best to get out of that place. They don't
even give you any help. The only thing they give you is
a bunch of lies."
What if the staff's insensitivity removes the last vestige

of privacy by destroying the value of sleep?

"I think one thing they ought to change is about these
nursestalking so loud, especially at night-time when
you're trying to sleep. And they play the radio where
you can hear it all the way down to your bed at the other
end. And they get to talking real loud at night-time and
they don't really care."
What if the staff's needs and interests supersede the wishes

and needs of those the staff is employed to serve?

"Last night I was watching TV and then he come up
hereoh, he made me mad. Every time they want the
TV station turned they just walk up in front of every-
body and go turn it, and don't make no beans about what
you're watching. That don't mean a thing to them."

What if administrative prerogatives to protect the "patient"
trample basic civil rights?

"Even when we get letters from other people they read
them. And we're not supposed to give letters to the vol.
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unteers to take them out. We re supposed to go all the
way through Ms. . It's not fair. She told me one
time they were going to see about not letting her open
letters any more. They haven't done anything since then."

What if the staff determines that the threat of subversive
activities requires examination of all incoming possessions?

"Most of the time she opens packages. Course she didn't
open my last package 'cause it was about time for her to
go home. But I believe if it hadn't been, she'd have
opened it."

What if a program stifles ideas of choice and judgment?
"See, they pick the stuff out for you, then they pay for it.
They don't even let you pay for your own stuff. They
make you buy what they want you to wear."

What if the staff actually prepares people for subservience
by denying access to skills necessary for success in the com-
munity?

"They don't teach you how to handle money. They keep
it all in the office and keep it for you. That ain't no good.
What are you learning to do? You ain't learningnothing."
What if the product of years of dependency training results

in acceptance of a dependent role?

"I'd just as soon have restriction, 'cause restriction don't
bother me. 'Cause if I want something all I have to do
is send a kid up there to get it for me. If I want a pack
of cigarettesjust send someone out. I get to sleep, don't
worry about work. It don't hurt me."

Listen! It is not too late for us to learn; we have not taught
the concept of choice.

Most of the people we met want to live in the community,
but not all wish to move. We heard people say that they would
like to participate in a real way in selecting a home and a
life style.

Listen!

"I've been here 4 years and 2 months. They don't talk
to me. They don't know I'm around. They don't know
me at all."
Listen!

"I've been living here 5 years, going on 6. Be 6 years the
14th of this month. You just haven't lived here, so you
don't really know."
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CHAPTER III

WHOM DO WE CALL MENTALLY RETARDED?

by Gunnar Dybwad

This book is about people, people referred to as being
mentally retarded. Through the centuries much has been said
about them, about their being dangerous, evil, possessed, or,
to the contrary, special gifts from Heaven, "holy innocents."

Many of these beliefs live on. One can encounter them
even today almost anywhere in the United States as plans are
discussed for community residences for mentally retarded
persons.

Yet mentally retarded individuals have lived in our com-
munities since time immemorial. Over the past decades many
of them have gone to public schools, not by the thousands, but
by the millions; in increasing numbers they are employed in
business, industry and government. They travel by bus and
subway, go to ball games and movies, and some even vote at
the polls.

This is not an idealized picture, but it is just not a com-
plete picture. Many mentally retarded individuals, severely
and multiply-handicapped, whose functions and activities are
extremely curtailed, spend their days in idleness in institutions.

First, then, we must learn that being called mentally
retarded has very little meaning. Mental retardation is not a
very descriptive or revealing term; it cannot convey an ade-
quate picture. There is too wide a difference between the
retarded young adult who leaves his community residence in
the morning, joining the subway crowd on his way to work,
and another retarded person who spends his day in the ward
of one of our large state institutions, idly shuffling about.

In the face of such a wide range within the group considered
to be mentally retarded, efforts have been made through the
years to establish a terminology for the different degrees of this
handicap. In the early part of this century people differentiated
between idiots, imbeciles, and morons, depending on the extent
of their mental retardation, with the moron being the least
severely involved.
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With the introduction of the intelligence test, developed
by Binet in France, and brought to this country by Goddard, it
became an accepted practice to relate these three terms to spe-
cific I.Q. scores *idiot for those scoring below 25, imbecile
25 to 50, and moron 50-70/75. Later on the terms "severe,"
"moderate," and "mild" replaced those terms, but conceptually
no change occurred. It was firmly believed that not only could
the degree of mental retardation be definitively tied to fairly
restricted scores on intelligence tests but, more importantly yet,
that this was an unchanging static designation. Not only "once
retarde _Aways retarded," but also "once moderately retarded,
always moderately retarded." The I.Q., it was commonly ac-
cepted, was fixed. Moreoer, it was believed that the I.Q. ratings
and the three part classificationmild, moderate, severe
could be tied very closely to a level of func:.oning, circumscrib-
ing quite narrowly what such a person could not do in terms of
daily living and learning. Whether a Person received an I.Q. of
71 or 68, of 52 or 49, could have the most far-reaching conse-
quences for his lifetime, because that difference was the key to
decisions about the service which he would receive or from
which he "had to be" excluded, and more likely it was the latter.
As one educator* has succinctly expressed it, "While the dif-
ference between becoming or not becoming mentally subnormal
may often be slight, the difference between being and not being
mentally subnormal may be considerable."

Overall, the steady progress of urbanization, industrializa
tion, and specialization and the sharply increasing life tempo
and competitiveness decreased the tolerance for retarded indi-
viduals, and less and less was there a place for them in the com
munity, socially or even physically.

In the late nineteen forties and early fifties into this situ-
ation broke the movement or, more appropriately, the rebellion
of parents of mentally retarded children. Throughout the United
States and "anada, in England, France and Scandinavian coun
tries, in Australia and New Zealand these parents stood up and
demanded that their children not be denied the privilege of
schooling, vocational training, and meaningful occupations.

Although some educators quickly supported the parents'
demands (and. indeed, a few school systems had heretofore for
many years Kuccessfully conducted classes, not just for mildly
but also for moderately retarded children), overall the field of
education reacted negatively. The educatiL n profession remem-

The concept of the Intelligence Quotient as related to Binds mental age was
de%eloped by W. Stern.

Albert T. Murphy a. quoted in Burton Blatt\ Christmas in Purgatory. Boston,
Mass.: Allyn and Bacon. 1966.
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bered that high hopes for the educability of mentally retarded
indhiduals during the second half of the nineteenth century had
led to severe disillusionment, and to this was added the negative
impetus of the "eugenic scare (luring the first two decades of
the twentieth century, which looked upon the mentally retarded
person as a menace to the well -being of society.

When parents pushed on and in many communities actually
organized class( for the mderately retarded (that is, children
with an I.Q. between 30 and 25), educators responded with a
terminological sleightof-hand, the effect of which is still haunt-
ing community planning. They introduced a supposed philosoph-
ical and methodological difference between educability and
trainability. Mildly retarded children, those with an I.Q. above
30, were termed educable; the moderately retarded were con
sidered ineducable but trainable. Also, many prominent leaders
in special education belies NI that this "training". was not a
responsibility of the public schools but a "welfan )1). Those
below the "trainable" level, the educators chose to I "custo-
dial" cases, suggesting that nothing more than safekee, ag could
meet their needs.

In the ensuing years this viewpoint failed to prevail as,
under pressure from parents. legislation was enacted in more
and more states making the education of the so-called trainable
child a mandated task of the public schools. However, the termi-
nology remained, and with it the static viewpoint toward mental
retardation on which it was founded.

This terminological effort of the special educators createj
serious and pervasive damage in two ways. Without sufficient
evidence a sharp dichotomy was created between the learning
process and learning capacity along the hairline of an I.Q. of
30. Furthermore, what might have been justifiable as a designa-
tion of two different teaching me (1s was perverted into a label
affixed to individual children with the clear implication that a
child, once designated trainable, could hardly be expected to
moNe up to the more achanced type of I...struction appropriate
for educability. Unfortunately, the labeling did not stop here,
but postschool community sell ices such as vocational training
centers and workshops adopt. I it as well, thereby carrying over
the label of ineducability into adulthood, through the tasks to
be perforn. d by mentally retarded adults in a work situation
might differ sharply from those in a classroom situation. Fortu-
nately, the rather negative exclusionoriented attitude of pro -
fessional educators changed radically, most noticably following
the mid-sixties. This shift in attitude culminated in a strong
policy statement passed at the 1971 annual conference of the
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Council of Exceptional Children, the national organization of
teachers, supervisors, and administrators in special education.
This significant six-page document entitled "Basic Commitment.,
and Responsibilities to Exceptional Children" explicitly states
that education is the right of all children and that educational
opportunities should not be denied to any child regardless of his
potential for contributing to society.

While the foregoing developments took place in the field
of special education, other changes occurred in the general
terminology and classification of mental retardation. The Amer-
ican Association on Mental Deficiency, in 1959, issued a revision
of its Manual on Terminology and Classification which con-
tained three important changes. In contrast to other classifica-
tion schemes, such as that in use by psychiatrists which tended
to lump together all retarded persons with an I.Q. below 50 as
essentially incapable of development and in need only of pro-
tective care, the 1959 AAMD classification, on the basis of dem-
onstrated differential capacity and performance, suggested a
three-level division of those with I.Q. below 50 into moderately,
severely, and profoundly retarded. Furthermore, in the defini-
tion of mental retardation, this revision added to the factor,
"subaverage intellectual functioning," a second factor relating
to social adaptation, "impairment in adaptive behavior." Finally,
the Manual brought into the realm of mental retardation a
grouping formerly known as having borderline intelligence. It
did so by decreeing that (subject to the criterion of impairment
in adaptive behavior) a differing mathematical cut-off point was
to delineate mental retardation (to wit: one standard deviation
below the norm) and that this psychometric grouping of people
would henceforth be designated as borderline mentally retarded.

The first change, the creation of the new category of pro-
found mental retardation, proved to be very useful from a prac-
tical viewpoint: it focused attention on this long neglected group
of individuals who populated the back wards of the state institu-
tion. Studies and demonstration projects soon revealed that this
group could respond far better to simple training efforts than
had been assumed, and was even more responsive to environ-
mental change when the back wards were changed into something
a little bit more resembling human habitation. Furthermore, in
many cases the severe physical impairments with which these
individuals were afflicted appeared to be a major factor in their
extremely low level of performance, and upon remediation (for
example, through orthopedic surgery, physical therapy, and
sc, forth) a distinct improvement in their level of functioning
occurred. This suggested that the group might he better referred
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to as profundly handicapped rather than an profoundly men-
tally retarded.

Them was a great deal of positi.'e response from the field
to the second recommended change, the addition of the concept
of adaptive behavior. Unfortunately, however, tests for the
application of this new criterion were still in the early stages of
development and fifteen years later are still not part of most
psychological evaluations. In other words, in spite of increasing
doubt about the sufficiency of the intelligence test in the deter-
mination of mental retardation, it has remained from a practical
viewpoint the sole determinant.

Yet more significant, from this chapter's focus, was the
response to the third recommendation, the establishment of the
new "borderline" category within mental retardation, which
vastly increased the supposed number of retarded individuals
in the United States. What happened was that fourteen years
later, in 1973, the imerican Association on Mental Deficiency
published yet another revision of its Manual and with one turn
of the priming press removed from millions of American
citizens the burden imposed on them in 1959 of being presumed
to be mentally retarded, albeit on the borderline lev-1 only.
\ANID simply lowered the upper cut-off point for mental
retardation not one but two standard de% iations (e.g. an I.Q. of
68 on the Stanford 13;net test), subject of course to the second
criterion, impairment of adaptive behavior.

Here, then, this chapter's question "Whom do we call
mentally retarded?" comes into sharp focus and brings forth a
rather disturbing answer. We call mentally retarded those whom
"we" choose to call so. And, who is the "we"? In this case of
classification and terminology it was a professional organiza-
tion working in the field of mental retardation which entrusted
this task to a committee and did not even see a need to have the
sweeping revisions ratified by a vote of the membership. Thus
in an unmistakable way the American Association on Mental
Deficiency has clearly supported the thesis put forth by one out-
standing social scientist active in the field of mental retardation,
Dr. Jane Mercer of the University of California. Dr. Mercer
maintains that mental retar(!ition is not so much a clinical
designation based on compelling evidence as it is a social status
conferred on individuals by whatever societal group has been
given, or has taken upon itself, the right to so label people.

The President's Committee on Mental Retardation has
illustrated this view with it widely distributed booklet The
SiA-Hour Retarded Child, Cie child who five (lays a week, from
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nine to three, has the status ig school of being retarded but who
is not so considered while moving about in the community.

But this is not the only example. Those concerned with sta-
tistical studies in mental retardation hate long been aware of
ein inhiguing phenomenon---tlw number of "known- mentally
retarded persons in any community drops sharply for the older
outof-school group. Once a young adult has left school and on
his own has secured employment in the community, he may
"lose" his status as a retarded inch% idual and may be accepted
at his place of employment, as well as in the community at
large, as just another young citizen.

In other words, ue set out to detelop new plans for com-
munity set.% ices fur mentally retarded persons, we need to
remember that tens of thousands of substantially mentally
retarded children, adolescents, and adults are now and have
been for many years lit*, walking, and working in our cities
and towns, have attended public schools, have gone to camp,
hate used streetcars and subways, have toted and held a vast
variety of jobs. While many of them, maybe the majority, were
and are known to some as retarded inch% iduals, many are not
so recognized in day-to-day lit ing. Yet other individuals are so
handicapped or condi, them-wit es in ,,uch a fashion as to be
seen as manifestly ret...rned. We must understand that the status
of bring retarded is open to change, and the record will show
that our predictit e capability is limited.

Less dramatic perhaps, but to the individual invoked of
great significance. is a further and related phenomenon: The
let el or degree of mental retardation originally bestowed upon
an individual by a clinic, school, or institution may also change.
The individual who once sat in an institutional hack ward, half
naked, aimlessly rocking back and forth, and "obviously" pro-
foundly retarded may later he seen in a sheltered workshop in
the community, operating some simple mechanical equipment,
properly dressed and maintaining human contactsverbal or
non-verbal-- -with others around him.

Of course, at least presently. certain groups of children
or adults need more or less emensive nursing care for an
onspecifiable time. But their condition clearly does not require
confinement in a large state institution. They have a right and the
capacity to be in an appropriate community facility, with an
open door leading to a less restrictive, less restraining environ-
ment. Only time will tell who will use that open door.

And that brings us to the question: How many retarded
persons are there in our community? This invokes a counter
question: How retarded is retarded? Shall we he guided by the
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1959 or the 1973 definition of the American Association on
Mental Deficiency? The by now traditional statistical view was
predicated on a three percent figure. But no one has yet been
able to find the three percent mentally retarded persons in any
large unselected population group. Two scholars who have
given this question much study, Professors Burton Blatt and
George Tarjan, put the incidence of mental retardation in the
general population at no more than one percent, and quite
like); less

Furthermore, even if one could say with certainty that a
given community has today one hundred inditiduals waiting
for a place in a community group home or other facility, it

ould be hard, indeed impossible, to predict for how long each
one of them would need to stay there or how soon they could
mote to "regular" unsupervised living quarters. Broad statis-
tical generalizations will be of very limited use in this context.

Our knowledge of the developmental potential of individ-
uals labeled retarded is as yet insufficient for long range esti-
mates. A parallel will make this clear: Had we rushed in,
nationwide, in the nineteen fifties and sixties to build special
schoolhouses for children considered to be only "trainable," we
would now hate white elephants on our hands from coast to
coast.

The question "Whom do we call retarded ?" is best
responded to by a counter-question: Why call anyone retarded?
Webster's dictionary says "to call" means among other things
"to utter in a loud or distinct voice," "to read over (a list of
names) loudly," "to give a name to" and "to regard or charac-
terize as to a certain kind."

Perhaps the significance of he question and counter-
question will become more apparent if we take our cue from the
last definition and explore what "certain kind" we mean when
we use the term mental retardation.

At least to some extent the answer to this question will
surely come from young and not so young mentally retarded
adults themselves, whose emergency from the once nebulous
mass characterized as mentally retarded is providing us with
an exciting and challenging drama. One can already clearly
discern the first indications that some of these people, once
knowns as "docile retardates," are no longer willing to sit in the
back of the bus. Education is a powerful tool; the withholding
of education and of knowledge has been practiced thriugh the
ages by benevolent as well as oppressive rulers in Church and
State. Education and a new tool, "adtocacy," are now helping
the retarded citizen to assert himself and to protest a label that
he sees as a
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CHAPTER IV

THE RETARDED CITIZEN AND THE LAW

by Donald Freedman

Between October 1971 and July 1973 at least forty-one
court actions were initiated in the federal and state courts of
the lnited States on behalf of persons classified as mentally
retarded. None known to this writer has been filed before 1971.
Nine of these actions were based on the "rights to treatment,"
seventeen on the "right to education," fi'.e on the "right to live
in the community," four on the "right to just compensation" and
so forth.' These cases and the rights they enumerate have come
so rapidly onto the sock-legal scene that full implications and
the origins of their terms may be buried before they are fully
discos e red.

To determine where we have been, where we are, and
Nhere we might be going in this dynamic social action area, this
chapter will attempt to step back from the current cases and
evaluate relationships between changes in legal rights and
changes in mental retardation policy.

The following broad trends appear again and again in the
law and will be highlighted in this chapter: a trend from the
broad categorization of mentally retarded persons to a focus on
individual differences; a trend from a perception of mentally
retarded persons as being incapable of growth beyond narrow
limits to a focus on their developmental potential and particular
strengths; a trend from a perception of mentally retarded per-
sons as significantly different from "normal persons" to a focus
on the degree to which we all share the same aspirations, feel-
ings, and fears; and, perhaps most importantly, a trend from
enforced dependency toward self-determination and responsi-
bility.

Rather than attempt an unrealistically comprehensive sur-
vey of all the laws affecting mentally retarded persons and of
the way these persons are perceived by society as exemplified
in those laws, this chapter will focus on several particular areas

I Paul Friedman. "Mental Retardation and the Late: it Report on Status of Cur.
rent Court Casei." U.S.1).11.EAN.. Office of Mental Retardation Coordination, April
and July 1973.
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of legal rights. Examples will come from Constitutional and
from state law. From these examples, the chapter will draw
inferences about the future of the law in these and other sub -

stanti%e areas and about the future of society's perceptions of
persons it calls mentally retarded.

The first major section of the chapter will attempt to discern
the meanings of the major term, "rights." The ascription of
rights to a class or persons has social as well as legal signif-
icance, the one mutually reinforcing the other.

The second section will discuss the most critical unresolved
issues which must underlie any discussion of the rights of per-
sons classified as mentally retarded: What is the meaning of
"rights" for an inch% idual not only handicapped by his being
classified as mentally retarded, but often so intellectually or
behaviorally impaired that he cannot advocate on his own
behalf? What implications does this dilemma bear for advocacy
systems of all kinds: citizen advocacy, legal advocacy, consumer
group movements, and so forth?

The third section will discuss the due process clauses of
fifth and fourteenth amendments of the United States Constitu-
tion which serve as a particularly fertile field for developing the
concepts of the rights of persons called mentally retarded. While
several other constitutional law areas are serving as bases for
legal action in the mental retardation area, the due process
clauses seem to illustrate best the relationship between legal
rights and social policy change.

The next section will give an ineriew of guardianship, one
particular area of state law in which law reform efforts have
closely paralleled changes in public policy and social percep-
tions of person.. called mentally retarded.

THE NATURE AND ORIGIN OF RIGHTS

What is a "right?" What does it mean to "have rights?"
What does "liming rights" mean for persons society classifies
as mentally retarded? When we look at the changing ways in
which questions concerning rights have been answered over the
years, what does this history say about the way that society per-
ceives mentally retarded persons?

In one sense, a "right" is a legal power. To speak of the
"right to vote," we mean that the law grants the authority to
certain persons (citizens, over age eighteen, and so on) who
meet certain conditions (residency, registration, and so on) to
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have their voices heard and counted in certain areas of social
decision-making, governmental elections, or referenda. To have
the right to vote does not mean that one is legally obligated to
vote; in fact, any attempt at coercion by government or individ-
uals in this country would be strictly illegal. The law has merely
granted an individual that particular power.

From another point of v iew, the concept of "rights" means
something quite different. To say that one person has the right to
vote is also to say that all other persons and the government
have a legal duty, at the minimum, not to interfere with that
exercise in any way. In many ways, moreover, the government
must pros ide opportunities and facilitate the exercise of the
right to vote: for example, the location of polling places of
registration must not prevent segments of the community from
voting. Thus we might also say that a right is an expectation
based on a shared standard that other persons will act or refrain
from acting in certain ways. Some rights seem to focus almost
entirely on the perspective of rights as authority or power. The
right to practice one's religion, for example, does not depend on
any state action. On the other hand, the right to education, for
example, is based primarily on the expectation, justified by
statutes and constitutional provisions, that the state must bring
education equally to all potential recipients.

Where do rights come from? They derive from many
sources. The sources of those rights derived not from govern-
mental action, but from philosophical-religious mandates under-
lying our society are the most difficult to evaluate. Such human
rights( or rights seen to derive from our humanness rather than
from government action) are seldom defined or codified, but
are seen as implicit in the development of civilization. Examples
of generally accepted human rights are the right to have and
raise children, the right to privacy, the right to a decent life.

A second source of legal rights is the Constitution, really a
social-political contract or charter among persons establishing
a government. This contract concerns the general relationship
among the members and between the members and the govern-
ment. In the Bill of Rights, and in numerous other sections of
the Constitution of the United States, one can find many of the
bases for civil rightsrights enforceable by and against govern-
ments.

Perhaps the greatest number of rights affecting our lives
derive from the concrete and specific actions of legislatures in
passing laws within the framework and scope of the enabling
charter, the Constitution. Laws generally compel private individ-
uals and the executive branch of the government to perform
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certain actions or to refrain from performing certain actions:
to pay taxes, to pros ide medical ser% ices, or not to put other
inch% 'duals at unreasonable risk, not to exclude a child from
a regular school program without a hearing and showing of
good cause.

The role of the judiciaryanother major source of "rights"
in the American systemis a complex and varying one. The
legislature produces rules applicable to the population com-
monly and generally within the scope of the operating principles
laid down for it by the Constitution. But the judiciaryusually
acting within the context of a single direct clash between individ-
uals, between governments, or between individuals and govern-
mentsinterprets the iules and principles to resolve particular
conflicts in the light of developing principles. Although legisla-
tion is usually quite general, one part of the mandate created
by most pieces of legislation commands one or another executive
branch agency to de% elop regulations to detail the law's opera-
tion. In most states, as well as in the federal government, regula-
tions have the full force of law and are enforceable in court,
subject only to a condition of consistency with constitutions and
statues. Perhaps because of the distinctly undemocratic way that
the executive branch as a whole is chosen (only the top few of
thousands being elected) and because of the impact of regula-
tions on society, many safeguards, usually embodied in state and
federal administrative procedures acts, have been built into the
process of regulation-making. Typically these include public
notices, hearings, waiting periods, and so forth.

The last source of rights to be mentioned does not neces-
sarily depend on government action. This is the contract, the
mutual agreement between private citizens or citizens and gov-
ernment. The contract typically spells out the respective rights
and responsibilities of the parties to it: whether to give to receive
ser% ices or goods, or whether to do or refrain from some action
in return for some other goods, service, action or anything of
value.

ADVOCACY OF RIGHTS

Most of the trends noted above concerning developing and
e.erciing rights hiay . incipally affected persons capable of
advocating on their own behalf.

But what of those other persons who, for whate. er reason
or cause, are incapable or unwilling to ad% ovate on their own
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behalf (or who are perceived as being incapable, which amounts
to the same thing)? Does the concept of broadening respon-
sibility and self-determination mean anything for a person
unable to sdf-ads orate," unable to articulate his desires and
interests sufficiently to trigger the legal responsibilities of those
about him?

The notion of citizen advocacy responds partly to the needs
of some mentally retarded persons for assistance in obtaining
and exercising skills of selfadvocacy or the right to responsi-
bility. Although the advocacy terminology has by now been
used in so many different contexts as to have lost much definitive
meaning, one particular aspect of the notion deserves special
note in this context: How does an intik idual (any individual
citizen, agency, professional, parent, attorney) determine the
course of advocacy for an individual who has not expressed his
interests and desires?

First, the advocate may choose to act in the "best interest"
of client as "best interest" is articulated by another personthe
family, friends, service workers, and so on, or a majority of
these. Although this solution is probably the easiesteverybody
ha4 an opinion about what is best for his neighborit is also
the most dangerous: it makes the advocate the agent of the
sponsoring intik idual rather than of the client himself. It
eliminates the independent monitoring-evaluation function that
a true advocate can serve so well. Because the sponsoring
individual is not disinterested, it is particularly risky: typically
no advocate would be sought unless the sponsoring individual
had already decided on a particular course regarding the client.

Second, the advocate may choose to act on the basis of
certain articulated general assumptions, or principles of "best
interest," such as "minimum necessary restriction," or "no
deprivation without due process of law," or "equal protection,"
or "the most normal living and working environment possible,"
or "maximization of community integration," and so on. Even
though this solution avoids the conflict of interest problem noted
above, it raises a number of equally troublesome issues. Usually
it is difficult to reconcile an approach based on general principles
with another policy mandate in the field of mental retardation
indiv idualization of gen ices. Furthermore, when applied to
particular circumstances, general principles often clash. For
example, in a decision relating to the sterilization of mentally
retarded young IA omen, the human rights principle of the "right
to family life" vs ould clash with the similarly compelling equal
protection principle of the "right of access to voluntary steriliza-
tion." In a decision relating to a prospective special class place-
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ment, the principle of the "right of access to an individually
appropriate education" might clash with the "right not be denied
access to regular education." In all such cases of "decision by
principle," what principles are to be relied upon, and who
chooses them? Ahhough most might not object to the principles
above, how will people react to the statement of "the greatest
good for the greatest number" or "to each according to his
productivity?"

Third, the advocate may choose to act on the basis of what
he concludes he would himself do, were he the client. For most
advocates these mental gymnastics would likely end in the deter-
mination that the advocate would do (and therefore that the
client should likewise do) what the right, proper, or reasonable
thing to do would be under the circumstances, even though the
advocate, no less than any other human being, quite likely often
acts in ways which are neither right, proper, nor reasonable.
Should an advocate authorize drug experimentation with his
client in an institution, just because such participation would be
admirable and worthy?

This dilemma of advocacy on behalf of multiplyhandi-
capped persons cannot be readily resolved, if desolvable at all.
In the developing advocacy notion, this dilemma must be
squarely and consciously addressed in every contact between
the advocate and his client; and the advocate must evaluate his
decision from as many perspectives as possible.

One further related dilemma of advocacy bears mention in
this context. The advocacy terminology has come to describe
many different kinds of relationships: citizen advocacy, pro-
fessional advocacy, parental advocacy, corporate advocacy,
legal advocacy, class advocacy, and so on. Applied with diligence
and good will, all of these advocacies should, however, neces-
sarily lead in the same preordained direction. Each form of
advocacy mentioned carries with it the seeds of conflict or
interest, because the citizens, professionals, parents, corporate
organizations, attorneys, and classes have interests and percep-
tions of need which will conflict with those of the client. What
action a parent, professional or organization will take regarding
a client will always be colored by his or its own interests. A
parent's decision regarding institutional placement will be in-
fluenced, for instance, by the interests of all the family members
in addition to the interests of the child awaiting the placement
decision. Decisions right for a class of persons cannot be ex-
pected to be right for every member of that class. For example,
shifting resources from the large iesidential institutions to
community programs may be the best general decision for the
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class of all persons requiring mental retardation services. But to
advocate such a course is not clearly in the best interest of those
members of the class who remain in the institution during the
interim.

The foregoing examples are not meant to convey a distrust
of the motives underlying varying advocacy approaches. But we
should neither expect nor demand consistency among advocacy
movements in the area of mental retardation; the future may
well bring, on the contrary, a plurality and conflict of mental
retardation advocacies which ultimately will prove vital and
healthy.

DUE PROCESS AND THE RIGHTS
OF RETARDED PERSONS

Where is the concept of the rights of mentally retarded
persons going? One area of constitutional law seems to hold per-
haps the greatest long-term hope for mentally retarded persons
and the cause of their rightsthe due process clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment. This requires that no state deprive any
person of life, liberty, or property without due process of law.
The changing application of those brief words to persons classi-
fied as mentally retarded evidences the changing way that
society, through the political mechanism of its courts, perceives
these members. What does the clause mean? And what does it
have to do with mental retardation?

First, the clause is directed specifically to action by states
(action by Coe Federal government is already covered by the
Fifth Amendment), and not to the action of private individuals.
The doctrine of state action has, however, expanded greatly
over the years and, although still in flux, today clearly includes
the actions of persons acting "under color of" or under the
apparent authority of state law, whelk. or not state law specif-
ically authorizes actions. The doctrine also allows using state
facilities, such as a court, to enforce a private claim, such as
a restrictive covenant in a deed. Thus certain actions of parents
and particularly of courtappointed guardians may be inter-
preted as state action in certain instances, as might the action of
state agencies, private agencies which receive state licenses or
support, and the courts. For example, action by a guardian in
seeking to institutionalize, sterilize, or authorize medical experi-
mentation upon his ward may be subject to constitutional limita-
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tion and control to the same extent that such actions by the state
itself are subject to constitutional control.

The second point of interest in the due process clause
relates to the term "deprie." The term reaches not only
absolute and total depiiations, such a taking of property or
liberty, but more limited incursions or restrictions as well. The
state can deprie a person of property by restricting its use, just
as it does by taking ownership of it outright. For example, the
zoning of land, restricting the uses to which the owner mu., put
the land, is a deprivation of property subject to due process
guarantees of hearing, notice, and so forth, not unlike the actual
taking of land by the state nservation purposes, which
taking is also protected by the c'

Third, the concept of "liberty ' in the clause has come to
mean much more than the absence of criminal incarceration.
Increasingly, the term has come to represent the basic freedoms
of the Bill of Rights, as well as the right to choose and work at
an occupation, the right to travel, i*,:bt to be free of social
restriction (for example, segre:, and the right to be free
of legal restriction (guardian,. , criminal prosecutions not
involving incarceration, and so on). The future may well bring
an expansion of the liberty notion' into other spheres of it stric-
tion, whether physical (for example, institutionalization, chemi-
cal or body restraints), social ("special education" placement),
or legal (guardianship).

Fourth. the motive or intent behind the particular restric-
tion is increasingly being shown to be irrelevant. Supreme Court
cases concerning juvenile court law ha'.e clearly mandated an
objective assessment of state activities which have the effect of
restricting, whate'.er the label or underlying philosophy. That
institutionalization ma% benefit the individual and not punish
him for misbeha% ior makes the placement no less a deprivation
of liberty. That a guardian seeks the sterilization of his ward
for the best and most logical reasons may fall outside the scope
of inquiry into the individual's rights to privacy and family life.

Finally, %hat does "due process" mean? Hundreds of
scholarly works have intended to explicate these two words, but
the basic concept can be summarized very briefly for this chap-
ter's purposes: gmernmental action which affects individual
liberties must conform to traditional notions of fundamental
fairness. What is "fair" in the particular case depends on the
historical importance of the liberty affected and on the scope
and manner of the deprivation. For example, both murder trials
and parking fine assessments are subject to due process protec-
tions, though fairness in the second situation dictates a much
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less comprehensite scheme than in the first. Furthermore, when
the state i, acting to rests let the indtt idual for his own or the
social good, the nature and duration of the rest' iction must
bear some reasonable relation to the purpose of the confine-
ment. The restriction must last for the shortest time and under the
least restrictit e condition, possible to accomplishish the purpose of
the rest' let ion. When the classification of an indit idual leads to
his restriction or other detriment, that classification and the
means by which it is made must he rationally related to a legiti-
mate state objectit e.

GUARDIANSHIP: A CASE EXAMPLE

An example of the traditionally restrictit e-protective pos-
ture of the law and society toward mentally retarded persons
is guardianship and legal competency. Essentially, guardianship
is a legal deice common in state law by which control of a
person's property or of property and person is git en to a second
person, got ernmental agency, or pri% ate cm poration. The person
losing control is usually called the "ward," and the person get-
ting it is called the "guardian," the "committee," the "conser-
vator," or the "custodian," depending on the state.

Not just by chance can guardians typically be appointed
only by a court, and not by an administratit e agency. Despite
the benign motives usually behind the appointment, it and the
restriction it entails for the ward hate traditionally been viewed
as a deprivation of liberty and property sufficient to bring the
appointment within the due process guarantee of the Fifth and
Fourteenth Amendments.

Traditionally, guardianship has had absolutely nothing
to do with helping or protecting the ward in any way. When the
device arose centuries ago in England, its function was to pre-
sene the property of minors whose fathers had died, solely for
the ultimate benefit of the King. When most guardianship laws
were enacted in the United States in the !thirteenth century, the
absence of a king obviously implied some other legal function
for the des ice.

Modern guardianship is directed primarily at pie,ert ing
funds and protecting persons other than the ward from th,e
effects of the ward's indiscretions and inability to handle his
money. Both the language of the statutes and the nature of the
court car -s hate clarified the functions.

The effects of a guardianship eppointment ary from state
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to state, but are always niainfold. Typically, in the process of
the appointment, the ward is determined to be legally incom-
petent to handle his affair,. Thus, he may be legally incapable of
making a binding contract, buying on credit, buying for cash,
renting an apartment, obtaining employment, even opening a
savings account, or giving away or selling either his property
or items he has produced. Furthermore, he is made unable to
change his residence, to refuse or seek placement in an institu-
tion or other facility, to refuse or seek medical treatment includ-
ing sterilization and abortion, to refuse or seek being made a
subject in medical experimentation, and so on. These are the
direct results of the appointment.

Numerous indirect restrictions result as well. I Massa-
chusetts ar. individual under guardianship cannot, und .atute,
vote. In some states, wards cannot 2 obtain driving lie -es, can-
not obtain automobile insurance even if they have a license,
cannot marry. They cannot, in short, act to take control of their
own lives and .iestinies. Thus, while the specifics of guardian-
ship laws and cases vary from state to state, the overriding
themes remain constant: enforced dependency, expectation of
lack of change, overly generalized classification lacking any
rational relationship to the nature of the individual's handicap,
and a narrowly medical evaluation model.

From the point of v iew of social policy and mental retarda-
tion, guardianship statutes typically have three major flaws:
first, their position regarding the need for guardianship and the
powers of the guardian is strictly "all or nothing." If it is deter-
mined that the individual is wholly incapable of taking care of
himself or his property. then a guardian is appointed who has
the broad powers regarding the ward's future. Under these cir-
cumstances, the restriction, or "protection," of the ward is
complete. On the othe hand, if it is determined that the individ-
ual is not wholly incapable of caring for himself and his prop-
erty, then a guardian is not appointed and the individual is

2 Tile use of the term "( mince is admittedly an mersimpliti( anon for ,mral
reasons First, there is the traditional hgal distmi lion between rOniiilf Is %lin h are
"Nool----inithout legal fon e from the onset --and thos .1 li are '-Ionlable-- or Nall('
until challenged. Sec ond, legal ME omprtem y is not absolutely determiname of the
legal dim-m.116 anon. of the indiNolual under many of the listed ( in unman( es. In
many states., the fa( t of the appointment of a guardian is merely exidence of legal
In.:want% in oh mg. for example, the making of a will Third, smeral of the dis-
onaliti(ations listed imohe the nec essay of the noln Mind juicier guardianship hming
to be identified as sin h la fore the (11,1,1,111th ation Is e ITN' ti%P. Screening procedures
for %oting, for example, are suflu milk loose that many persons under guardianship
may vote, the likelihood being that the issue of guardianship will not be raised
unless the i Anidual raises it 111111,f-1f. NIn e rt bele.s. the disqualifying nature of
many of the guaohanship .tatutv, is the subject of this portion of the chapter, and
the fa( t that the disqualineation us innnplete does not diminish the negatiNe aspect
of the law
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wholly unrestrictedand wholly unprotected, regarding his
person and property. Since very few mentally retarded persons
require the total shelter of a full guardian and since a larger
number of retarded adults may require some lesser degree of
counsel, ads ice, and protection unasailable to them under exist-
ing guardianship laws, these laws do little good.

As a second flaw, traditional guardianship laws assume
that, once a guardian is appointed, nothing in the situation of
the ward will change. Most statutes do permit a subsequent hear-
ing to determine the continuing need for guardianship, but the
ward alone must request the hearing and prose that the guardian
is no longer needed. Once a person is placed in a situation of
total dependency, such as guardianship, and kept there for a
time, the self-ads ocacy which the statutes require is wholly
unrealistic.

1Ithough the basic difficulties remain, law reform efforts
hair progressed in lessening the impact of these flaws. Statutes
in New York and Ohio' now require multidisciplinary deter-
minations of the need for guardianship, as well as mandatory
periodic resiews of its continuing need, and new limited restric-
tion-protection levels of guardianship.

Furthermore, guardianship statutes typically require only
the certification by a psychiatrist or other physician of the
general clinical status( s list«1 in the statute, despite the fact
that a person's being mentally retarded has nothing in itself to
do with the need for guardianship.

In addition, except in the few states which authorize some
sariety of "agency guardianship," establishing the guardianship
relationship depends on the existence of a volunteer guardian.
For many mentally retarded citizens, particularly those institu-
tionalized for a long time, no one may be willing to take on
this role.

Where is the law headed with respect to guardianship and
its numerous failings for mentally retarded persons? Slowly,
current trends are indicating four basic shifts in the guardian-
ship laws in several states.'

First, the law is dropping the presumption that mental
retardation alone requires appointing a guardian. To justify
appointing guardians for those few among mentally retarded
persons really requiring this extreme protection, the law is now
demanding multidisciplinary evaluations. These evaluations
will tend to focus on the adaptive behavior of the hulk idual in

3 New `i ork Surrogate'. (.mutt Procedure Act. SS 1750-1754: Ohio Rel,i.ed Code,
section. 5119.b5-5119 89.

4 ( olorado. Maachu.ctt, Nebraska, New Noll( and Ohio.
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the community, rather than on the general medical-clinical
categorization. Second, the law is slowly backtracking from the
"either-or charade' of present appointments and endeavoring
to tailor the appointment more to the specific needs of the parti-
cular individual requiring guardianship. Third, the institution
of guardianship will take on serviceprocurement and option-
creation functions, with "estate preseilation," the classical
guardianship function, falling far into the background. Last,
guardianship will be percei% ed not as a permanent relationship,
but as a protectke de% ire brought on by social necessity for
limited [gestated purposes and for limited periods of time. The
burden for justifying the continuing need of guardianship will
ne er fall on the mentally retarded person himself, but on the
guardian. Further, the decisions of the court and the guardian
will be subject to formal periodic revie. And most states will
no longer authorize certain powers currently exercised or exer-
cisable by guardians. Generally, these limitations will be in
areas where vital interests of the ward are put in serious and
long-term jeopardy and where objective decision-making on the
part of the guardian is most difficult and usually based as much
on general social factors as on considerations of the ward's
welfare. Nreas of traditional guardian-prerogative being cur-
tailed include authorization of medical experimentation, parti-
cularly when unrelated to the individual's specific needs, steriliz-
ation, abortion, and institutionalization.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

Based on where the law has been concerning the rights of
mentally retarded persons and where it appears to he today,
some forecasting of the future situation of the law seems war-
ranted. These forecasts can be framed in terms of broad prin-
ciples with implications for law reform, for the "helping pro-
fessions," and for advocacy.

(1) The Liherty Principle: Any restriction of the individ-
ual is suspect, regardless of the nature, label, or motive of the
restriction. Any restriction must he to the minimum degree neces-
sary and for the shortest possible duration. Ultimately, none
should he countenanced for any person, let alone any class of
persons.

(2) The Sell-Determination Principle: Advocacy ulti-
mately aims to assist the individual to create and exercise
options, within hates er capabilities lic ,assesses.
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(3) The Deuelopmental Principle: Au individual can
grow; the function of adocacy should stimulate inch% idual and
social change and assist the individual and society in accom-
modating to this change.

(4) The Individualization Principle: All law and social
policy is grounded on the inch% iduality and the worth of each
human being, regardless of his handicap.

In short, the law seems to be dri% ing toward a goal of
broadening th,. opportunities of every individual, regardless of
handicap and allowing him as much responsibility for the
course of his life as his inherent and learned capabilities permit.
Therefore, advocacy must strive toward the enhancement and
full use of this concept, this new right to responsibility.
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CHAPTER V

THE GOAL OF INDEPENDENCE

by Jennifer Howse'

As a nation of pioneers we come from a tradition built on
conquering new territory. Essential to the pioneer spirit is the
will to set difficult and high-reaching goals and to apply human
energy, time, and resources until the promised goal is achieved.
This process has been repeated again and again in our history,
and in most cases a goal, once established and agreed upon ,is
accomplished. Examples of recent success in goal achievement
can be found in the fields of aerospace, corporate industry, and
military weapons development.

In human services the same pioneer spirit appears in national
goals such as conquering polio and cancer, providing medical
services and income maintenance for the poor, aged, and dis-
abled, and equalizing educational opportunities for handicapped
children.

The field of mental retardation iF now responding to a
national goal of deinstitutionalization. This goal mandates that
the community should possess service programs which will event-
ually eliminate placing retarded individuals in state institutions.
This goal also calls for returning mentally retarded individuals
from large institutions to their respective communities.

A change in service location does not, howe% -r, necessarily
guarantee greater well being. Concomitant with the goal of
deinstitutionalization, current expectations about the potential
of retarded persons must be examined: toward what ultimate
state of well-being are retarded citizens being directed in the
community? This most crucial question demands dramatic
changes in the expectations of the public and of many persons
in the field of retardation. These expectations concern the quality
of life we allow ourselves to envision for the retarded. Stated
in a different way, what dreams and plans do we have for those
people on whose behalf we have chosen to advocate? What ulti-
mate goal do we envision for retarded individuals?

An examination of many of today's institutional and
1 The author %i -her to express her indebtetfnesc to Mr. Kingsley Ross for many

of the voncrpts in the paper.
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community prop am, suggest, that maintaining the status quo is
about the extent of our S ilOn. t sing a status quo model of
,err ice, ha, three major philosophical implications, all negatixe.
The model's nature argues against change and development.
Further, a status quo model nurtures a focus on disability, since
the disability of retardation is the reason for pros iding services.
Finally, bit- reason, of efficiency and economy the model allows
for the fewest sers ice, to be delixered to large groups of institu-
tionalised client,. Because a sere ice .,tern designed to main-
tain the status quo will maintain the status quo, this model of
,erx ices dictate, a goal of dependence for client,. Therefore,
peisons who es er needed serxice, would always need them.

If we are piing to shed this entrapment which can occur just
a, well in a community setting a, in an institutional setting, a
new national goal must be shaped, articulated, and applied for
retarded citizens. This goal must carry a new set of assumptions
upon which to build a set% ice delis ery model, and it must point
toward future action, and direction,.

A NEW NATIONAL GOAL

What ultimate goal should we adxocate for mentally re-
tarded persons? Independence. The ,ae independence we take
for granted.

For us, such independence mean, being able to
participate in a variety of physical activities and sports

including swimming, bowling, solleyball, and skating
eat our meals 18 ith relatixes and friends in a family style

atmosphere
eat in a restaurant whenexer we choose without receiving

assistance in ordering and paying for our meals
choose and purchase our own clothing and make deci-

sion, about appropriate size,, color, style, and cost
assume responsibility for paying our rent or mortgage
pay federal, state and local taxes
entei into ielationships with others and have an oppor-

tunitx to ,hale feeling, with friends
work competitixely with other.. in a factory, office, or

work NIS ironment
earn at least a minimum wage to he self-suporting
use the public transportation available in our community
plan for and take xacations
know when to call a police officer for assistance
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arrange for medical and dental checkups when necessary
and to provide for our own medication

read newspapers, periodicals, and watch television news
programs to follow current events.

exercise our basic rights including the right to vote.

ACHIEVING A GOAL OF INDEPENDENCE
FOR RETARDED INDIVIDUALS

If we adopt the proposed goal, we must also establish a
method to account for the progress of retarded individuals
toward the goal. This method must recognize that retarded
individuals function at different levels of capacity for independ-
ence. These levels may range along a continuum from complete
incapacity to a full capacity for independence.

Although these levels of capability are difficult to define,
one can project a desired level of independence for any person
in relation to his physical, economic, and social functioning.

(1) Physical FunctioningMobility:
The fully capable mentally retarded person will inde-

pendently use all a%ailable public and private transportation
without assistance.

The less capable retarded person can use public and
private transportation but may depend upon some occasional
supervision and direction.

A person with quite limited capability can use public
and private transportation with supervision.

The least capable retarded person can be helped to
him use public and private transportation.

(2) Economic FunctioningWork Skills:
A fully capable retarded person can engage indepen-

dently in competitive employment and earn a lining wage.
The marginally capable retarded person can work in

a sheltered employment situation and may earn a living wage.
A less capable retarded person can participate in

work and earn some wages, depending on his productive ability,
in a workshop or activity program.

The least capable retarded person can he helped to
perform some rewarding tasks.

Such a classification allows one to identify distinctive levels
of physical, social, and economic functioning among all mentally
retarded persons. One must take into account these varying levels
as starting points but must, at the same time, stress that almost

;
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any person's current level of functioning can develop toward a
more independent level.

A. unting for au individual's progress toward the goal
of independence must, however, occur in more detail than a
simple assessment as above. An individual's current level of
capacity for independence must be r.ssessed in terms of the
separate skills that constitute his current level of social, eco-
nomic, and physical functioning. All three of those areas should
be considered equally since they are interrelated and can all
affect a person's ability to live independently.

Different levels of functioning may be viewed as a corn-
po,ite of a person's acquisition of certain skills. Therefore, to
chart the movement of a retarded client from one level of func-
tioning to the next, one must chart the exi,tence and acquisition
of certain skills. In this way one can develop and monitor a
meaningful plan of service for each individual. Further, services
pro% ided to retarded clients can be accounted for in terms of
what changes occur in the client.

After a person', level of functioning has been assessed, the
skill, he needs to function independently can be identified, and
appropriate services to develop those skills may begin. Through
this approach, one can identify and develop those social, eco-
nomic, and physical skills necessary to move a person from a
level of dependence, semi-dependence, or marginal indepen-
dence to a level of complete independence.

STATE EFFORTS TO ACHIEVE THE GOAL
OF INDEPENDENCE

Several states, including California, Florida,' and Nebras-
ka, are currently trying various methods to measure the effect of
services in changing client skills. The assessment efforts center
on the concept that retarded persons need to acquire certain
abilities to perform certain functions necessary for a successful
existence in society. Therefore, a meaningful service program
should identify the skills which a client lacks and develop those
skill, to the fullest extent possible. Inherent in the approach of
each of these states is a goal of independence, and further, the
implication of a developmental model. The California ap-

2 For information about the Florida model, write for "The Directions for
Florida's Retarded Crtizen,-, Dni.ion of Retardation, Florida Department of Health
and Rehabslttati.e Senn Tallaha....er, Florida.
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3proach was developed on the premise that current methods and
standards of ealuating services for retarded persons are inade-
quate. These methods fail to specify whether a program success-
fully solves a specific problem and what progress th, individual
makes.

The California method perceives mental retardation as a
continuum of functioning ranging from complete dependency to
independent functioning. Dependency is characterized by the
need for total specialized sery ices such as for profoundly re-
tarded, nonambulatory persons resew ing 24-hour care in a
state institution. The other end of the continuum is characterized
by completely independent functioning which reveals no func-
tional or behavioral difference between a person once identified
as retarded and a "normal" person.

The California approach has attempted to identify those
skills and functions necessary for independent functioning.
These areas include self-help skills such as ambulation, eating,
dressing, and personal hygiene; communication skills, com
munity living skills such as money management, use of trans
portation, and participation in recreational activities; and be-
havior problems such as aggressive or destructive behavior,
withdrawal, and excessive dependency.

By defining those skills necessary for independent func-
tioning, this approach pros ides a method of setting goals for
each retarded person and then of evaluating the results of
program efforts. The skills necessary for independent living
which an individual does not yet have can be identified, and
goals for developing those skills can he established.

Nebraska has developed a smiliar approach to the evalu-
ation of services provided for mentally retarded persons.' This
approach is designed to measure how well the needs of clients
are being met and to determine how well service providers are
functioning.

The Nebraska method, like the California approach, defines
those behaviors or skills necessary for independent living.
These include self-management skills such as grooming, eating,
and personal hygiene; communication skills, interpersonal
skills such as group participation and interaction with others;
environmental structuring skills such as meal preparation and
money management; environmental access skills including using

3 The ( al forma method is ( ailed "Indtliduallied Data Base," and information
may be obtained by unting to Alan Boroskin, l'h I) , ific State Hospital Research
Group, l' O. Box 100.8. Pomona, California, 91766.

4 community Regional Smut', fl%eloped the "Nebraska Client Progress System"
under the dire( lion of the State Office of Mental Retardation, Nebraska Department
of Public Institutions, lan«)In, Nebraska.
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the telephone and public transportation, and employment skills
including work quality and persistence.

This method assesses each person in terms of his ability to
function in each of the areas defined as necessary for indepen-
dent living. As a result of this assessment, the method identifies
areas of need and begins appropriate programs to develop those
skills. This approach can identify gaps in services and duplica-
tion of efforts and can objectively measure and evaluate the
effect of programs on indiv iduals.

IMPLICATIONS OF ADOPTING
THE GOAL OF INDEPENDENCE

An approach which identifies and develops those skills
necessary for independent living can help a retarded person
toward the goal of independence. National adoption of this goal
would affect the planning of sere ices on federal and state levels
and the delivery of services in local communities; most impor-
tant, it would increase the ability of retarded individuals to
participate as independent members of a community.

Deemphasis on the Need for Life Support Serrices. This
approach would obviate programs which provide only life sup-
port service. Instead, all programs would aim toward growth
and development of those skills necessary to achieve inde-
pendence. For the retarded ;ndividual, this approach means that
the services he receives will be designed to increase his level of
functioning rather than maintain him on a certain and often
permanent level of activity.

Reduction in the Labeling Process. An approach which
assesses those criteria necessary to achieve independence does
not use a relative IQ score to determine potential level of func-
tioning. Instead, the method focuses primarily on those social,
economic, and physical skills which individuals have or will
need to achieve independence. Plans for a retarded person's
future development will not be based on an IQ level, which of ten
implies a static 4ndition with negative expectations. Instead,
each retarded person will be recognized as having varying
degrees of abilities and having individual needs which can be
developed to Alley e independence.

Activation of a Developmental Model. Programs aimed at
achiev ing independence use a developmental approach in pro-
viding services to mentally retarded persons. They will be viewed
within a framework which recognizes and encourages the poten-
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tial for growth. A dynamic and growth-oriented approach thus
replaces traditional models which often implied inabilities and
limitations. Such an approach will affect the way a retarded
person v iews himself as well as the way family members and
the general community perceive him. If an individual lacks
certain skill, to be independent, the approach aims to develop
then, so that the retarded person can achieve the highest level
of independence.

Motivation and Direction for the Retarded Individual. An
ultimate goal of independence can motivate and direct a retarded
individual and lend i sense of purpose to his family and friends.
The stated goal implies that retarded individuals can develop
skills to live more independently if they receive appropriate
resources. The goal clearly define, a purpose for each program
and pros ides direction for our efforts. This clearly defined
approach show, the retarded nulls idual and his family the level
on which he is functioning and what skill, need to be developed
for independence. Programs of sell ices thus become more under-
standable and purposeful because the family and the individual
know what they are working toward.

Recognition of Individual Competence. This approach
replaces the more traditional attitude of incompetence asso-
ciated with retarded person, and recognize, the abilities that a
retarded person has or can develop. Thu,. the adoption of this
goal will replace a negative attitude with a growth-oriented one
which leases room for and indeed encourage, active participa-
tion by the retarded person in decision-making.

IMPLICATIONS FOR COMMUNITY AGENCIES

An approach which can assess an individual's level of
fu 'dinning and can identify those areas needing development
to achieve independence has direct implications for community
agencies involved in prodding services to retarded person,.
When one (-insider some of the constraint-- on serving individual
clients, such an approach seems especially important.

These constraints mostly relate to the type, of funding
and to categorical resource allocation pattern, that have emerged
over the last decade. The current problem of resource alloca-
tion arises from the administrative realities of dealing with
special target pours and the model, that have es olved for
categorical funding. For example, administrative reality may
be based on population characteriqic, such a, urban, rural, or
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suburban. But homogeneity of population characteristics does
not mean a homogeneity of problems. Special problems asso-
ciated with this model of reality ale characterized as "ghetto"
or rural-isolated, and ser ice project funding depends on meet-
ing the needs of individuals in these settings.

income level of clients provides another type of adminis-
trative reality, because of the categorical emphasis on using
funds for services to low-income clients. From this model arises
a dual service system, especially in the area of medical services
for clients who can afford medical treatment and those who
cannot. Anyone who compares public health services to those
offered by private physicians can see the inequality of this
system.

Another type of administrath e reality is based on neigh-
borhood, city, or county boundaries or agency delineation of
sery ice areas or districts, in which these zones may impose
criteria for eligibility for services.

Superimposed on these criteria for services are the types
of constraints associated with the way agencies traditionally
evaluate and account for services. Specifically, agencies account
for sery ices in terms of dollars spent, types of persons employed,
types of facilities used, and number of clients served. Yet none
of these indicator, really identifies what happens to the client
after he receives the service. The implementation of the goal
of independence %ill affect the way a local agency assesses
retarded persons, the method by which it provides services, and
the manner in which agency effort: are evaluated.

Developing More Individualized l'rograms. To implement
the goal of independence, community agencies will begin by
assessing an individual's needs and the skills he requires to
function independently. kfter identifying these needs, the local
agencies can plan appropriate individual services aimed at
developing skill,. These service, will recognize retarded persons
as indiv iduals with varying degrees of skills and provide for
the development of abilities essential to independent living.
Thus, the valuable ser%: prov ided by the agency will he
individualized service, rather than broad, generalized programs
directed at groups f clients.

Better Decision-Making .4gencl Administrators. This ap-
proach should allow administrators of community programs to
make decisions more effectively, as they nbccive ongoing data
relating to the individual client's needs and abilities-. By being
able to identify individual needs and progress, the administra-
tor should be able to recognize gaps in programs and sery ices.
Therefore, he should be able to make more appropriate decisions
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about allocation of manpower and resources and the direction
of future program development.

More E ff ective Et aluation Methods for Local Agencies.
The method implied in the goal of independence for mentally
retarded persons will require that agencies identify all measur
able skill, necessary for independent living. Evaluation of local
program efforts will then focus on the number of individuals
who have achieved independent living and the number of skills
necessary for independent living which has e been developed.
Through this improved method of evaluation, program adminis-
trator, can identify those areas of programs providing effective
services . I those areas not achieving; their objectives. The
improved method of eN aluation will result in the development of
improved sere ices for retarded persons.

Clearer Direction for Local Ager:cv Efforts. If a local
agency adopti, an ultimate goal of independence, it must objec-
tively consider and plan individual programs and allocate
its resources effectively so that it can carry out the programs.
All programs will have a specific purpose and will be directed
toward the same goal of achieving independence for retarded
persons.

St. MMARY

We are currently responding to a national goal which calls
for deinstitutionalizing retarded individuals and subsequently
returning then) to the community. No one can deny the impor-
tance of such a goal and its potential effect on the life of a
retarded person. But this return to the community should be
guided by the ioomi.e of new opportunities for positive growth
and change for the individual The goal of independence will
afford such opportunities and can bring many positive results
for program do x elopment, mar tgement, and evaluation. Through
the Ain assessment approach suggested earlier, information on
each iTntiy !dual client can help in building hulls idual prescrip-
tions and managing program,. Further, programs can be evalu-
ated in their most important dimensions; What changes are
occurring in the client as a result of the program?

Above all, the goal of independence promises far-reaching
benefits for the retarded persons themselves: Within a frame-
work of independence the retarded person must be viewed as
an indisidual with certain skill, at his oval level of competence
who, like m st of us, is working toward a goal that will bring
about a better quality of life.

6 ' 4
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CHAPTER VI

A PA RENT SPEAKS

by Lotto Moise

What made olr small house in rural Western America
into a home? What insights did wea father, a mother, and
three childrengain so that our home worked and we became
a family that 'hangs together'?

Barbara, our third and handicapped child, contributed
significantly to the subtle changes in our heads and hearts
changes which have taken twenty years to come into clear focus.

When she was born we were a rather achievement-oriented,
middle-class family. Intelligence was expected; stupidity was a
dirty word. We were hardworking, super-responsible members
of the communitynever too busy to put up downtown Christ.
mas decorations in a howling gale or preside over the PTA.
Karen and David, at the ages of four and two, lived up to all
our expectations in line with Gesell and Spock. Then Barbara
was born and changed the tenor of our 1..orne. Karen was the
first to voice her doubt when almost accusingly she asked me
one day: "Why doesn't our baby DO anything? Keith (opr
friends' baby) rolled off the bed today." And this was the
beginning of months and years of doubt, ("She'll be okay
My cousin didn't walk until she was three")guilt ("Maybe
that rash I had last year WAS German measles and I should
have checked it out")fear ("What will become of her when
she grows up?")resentment ("Why did this have to happen
to us? I had such plans for our lives")prayer ("Dear God,
if only she'll learn to talk, please!").

There were times of terrible tension. While I was aware
of Barbara's noticeable early deficits and was soon to be caught
up in the rigid clinical prognoses of the early 1950s, Al, the
papa, seemed to be d,dging the problem 17 refusing to admit
that anything was wrong. "Don't be nervous," he'd say, "she'll
catch up if we work with her hard enough.' I remember many
a furious argument when I defended the reality of her physio-
logical impairment and could see only limits in her future,
while Al deft nded his irrational belief in unlimited potential.
Barbara, in the meantime, responded to the warmth of his love
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and optimism and squirmed ecstatically wheneter he came into
her range of t ision.

We luckily had good allies to help us ot er the rough spots.
Our 'puma' y physician' was frank, warm, and supportive and
v tru a A him. Karen and David heard the simple advice of
Ba. l ara's pediatrician who said "Help your sister grow, but
don't help her too much"

!Aim ly at first, but accelerating all along, Barbara taught
us to listen to and learn about her needs. Like a Jack-in-the-box
she popped out of the confines of the 50-IQ trainable cubby-
hole and blew all my neat professional pre-conceptions, labels,
and limitations to the four winds. And with these restraints
gone, I can now recognize the SIX R's which helped our house
become a home.

RIGHT TO RESPECi

Respect means "velue""to be worthy of esteem." Be-
tween mates in marriage it is considered a solid plank and a
foregone conclusion. Respect can grow, even when passion and
romantic lose hate cooled. But how about the children? Although
we cuddle and love, bathe and feed, spank and tease, and play
and help with homework, is it ever too early to express our
respect for them?

Once I came into Da% id's mom and found him sitting,
just sitting, on his bed and loin , nothing at all when he was
supposed to he changing his clothes. When I burst out angrily
with my displeasure at his apparent laziness, he looked at me
earnestly and said: "Mom, I need to lave some time to think."

Karen, the A student, doggedly tried to overcome her poor
natural coordination. Starting with her tiny two-year-sized tri-
cycle, then stilts, later a bike, then tumbling, diving, and master-
ing her big stubborn horse, she irritated us to a point of anger
with her persistenceuntil we recognized why and how valiantly
she was strit ing.

I only hope that we spoke clearly of our respect to them,
for all children need such solid stepping stones on their way to
self-esteem.

Barbara's geared down rate of progress led us naturally
from taken-forgranted high evi 'cations to generous praise
and applause. I still see herage two years and three months,
feet straddled wide, hands clutching the clips of her coveralls
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taking her first real steps. That and each new word in her
limited ocabulaily became causes for family celebration.

And from this we graduated to a dimension of respect
which surprised us. We discoered that Barbara was aware of
her handicap and that, if we truly respected her as a human
being WITH her impairment, we owed her frank explanations
and discussions of her handicap and its implications on her life.
We also recognized that not long could she live her life as a girl
without an awareness of boys and that true respect of her as a
human being would grant her the right to a heterosexual life.

REGARD FOR OPINION

Regard for differences of opinion was not easily come by
in our marl iage. Broad areas of agreement existed in our rela-
tions4, such as in politics, money management, and music;
BIT we disagreed on such sensitive issues as whether claiming
a % eteran's exemption is honorable or whether children must
eat hot oatmeal eery morning. At first we thought we must
present a united front to our children on all issues, and we
expected them to r ho our opinions in important matters.

SHOCK! They didn't. David, the product of two parents
who had taken an acme part in World War II, was an avowed
pacifist at age eight, and at ten he caused a hot discussion around
the supper table when he challenged the value of daily pledging
allegiance to the flag. Differences of opinion became the order
of the day during the children's adolescence and ranged from
hitchhiking to hotpants, from beards to booze. Then we began
to recognize that home is a good place to air your views, be
they o. er so outrageous and shocking. Barbara soon joined the
dissonant chorus by balking at baths, wanting to grow her hair
long, and stating that she hated school and home. Gradually we
began to bear each other outto listenand to accept. As we
heard our chddien's different opinions on a variety of subjects,
we learned that they were indeed widely differing people and
that we had to prepare them for life in an evershrinking world
of infinite variety.

Many "normal" young people came to our "Youth Hostel"
during those year,. It soon became apparent that these visitors
did great thing, for Barbara's self-esteem, for she felt one of
them. Many young people became profoundly moved by her,
and some chose to enter a field of human services.
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ROOM FOR DIFFERENCE

Our home was well regulated during the children's early
yearsregular naps, regular chores, much urging on regular
elimir..ttion, and almost iron-clad bedtime hours on school nightsuntil 'rbara came along. She seemed to crave irregularity
and notice,tioly blossomed whenever we packed her with us to a
potluck suppt, or school program. Late bedtime hours and
strenuous trip, seemed to spurt her rate of growth, and in this
way we began an informal program of "infant stimulation."
It was scanty and haphazard. At times the busy mother of a
three and a five-year-old was glad of her quiet child. Looking
back on those years I wish that Barbara could ha-.e had then
the kind of preschool program we can provide now. We also
stumbled onto an awareness which I now recognize as a
"developmental profile." While she was slow at gross motor
skills such as craw hug and walking, she did an excellent job of
feeding herself at an early age, and she had an uncanny under-
standing of complicated record players and operated them more
competently than her sister. She spoke late and unclearly for
years, but had a highly des eloped sensitis ity for people's moods,
and a startling extra-sensory quality. As we reinforced her
assets to bridge the gaps of her deficits, we grew in tolerance
of each other's short suits. It became acceptable for Mom to be
poor at sew ing and dense at threading movie projectors. Karen
was rated as sloppy, but a venturesome cook. David's spelling
was purely phonetic, but he was a fine mechanic. Fatherwell
father remained 'perfect" Our housefurnished in a variety
of styles, textures, and colorswas beginning to have space for
different people, too.

RISK-TAKING

On the day Karen climbed up a tall slide for the first time,
I experienced my first pain of risk-taking. At the bottom I could
support her. Then she was out of my reach. She teetered on the
top rungthen at and looked fearfully the long distance down
then back at me. I would have climbed up and brought her
down again, but already other children were impatiently waiting
for their turn. So down she slid. Triumph reigned, and I knew
then that other moments just like this one were waiting for me.

There were many. She and her brother left for kinder-
gartenthey spent a first night with a friendrode a Grey-
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bound fru, alum- -went on their fir-t date in a eat--got i%er.,'
license,. \\ hat made it -0 much harder to watch Barbara take
chance,'? Since "normal.' luld ten had conditioned u- to success,
Barbara', diagnosis of mental retardation haul ,cared u, into
expecting failure. Once we recogruied that ri-k-taking i, e--en-
tial for learning, we were better able to let go. So .,he learned
to light her father., pipe and later the fire in the grate. To go
on errand, to the neighbor and later on the 1;1u-shown! bus. She
.%% MI, in deep %%ate.- and pour, hot coffee. Mole !wile-racking
learning-, ,lich a, crossing busy inter-ecnon- and riding e,cala-
tor-, we delegated to -unworn. le-- per imolved. Of
cour,e wort% that -oreone might hurt her feeling-, cheat
her when -he shop-, or take ad% antage of her busting aliection:
but e also recognize that e cannot let Ol R wor IN become
IIER straightjacket that we mu-t not cheat her of her right to
failure, which i, a- integral a component of growth a- i-
For Barbara Asa, learning about freedom and the ti -k- it entail-.
She must clearly expressed her own feeling, about this when she
was sixteen. 1 friend of the f mink. had died, and it wa, a fir -I
and %er% up-etting experience fur Barbara. We explained a,
well as we could and hoped that he wa, feeling better. 1 few
weeks later -be and I %Sere ha% lug a round-and-round. I nagged.
She balked, and -uddenl% -he looked at me and asked: \\ hen
are NOU going to die. Niumm%r 1 w a. -hocked. She wa- %11/1 -
ing about drub one clinditiuffi %%1111 h tie cannot change fur our
handicapped u {ribber]. 1- I put ms at in- around her -boulder.
I a --used her that I w a- feeling fine and -horrid be good for a
long, long time---"But why do %on a-k, Barbara' ?'' lieu an-wer

"Becan-e then I will be free . .

RESPONSIBILITY

RESP1)NSIBIL1T1 w a- an "all-cap- word in our hou-e-
hold. It apphed to daily ,ghoul attendance. Sunday School,
scout meeting-. and concert-. 1 promi-e meant total commit-.
ment. We expected ,hildren to abide by our standard, of

. In de-porati:.n Da% id once turned to hi, father
and -aid: "But what if I don't W 1NT to grow up to be a, good
a, you. Dadf---- and ..%ith that use realiied that a setae of
re,pon-ibility mu-t be bharned and cannot lie dictated. EAervone
must experience the con-equence, of irre-pon-ibility in order
to opt for the opposite.

Of course wee merwhelmingl% concerned that Bar.
Kara learn revon-ible and appropriate beha% ior in the frame.
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work of our home, and gradually she did. 1t first she was
clumsy and desouctile. Falorite mirk, lost wheel,. Dolls
found theta -el' es decapitated and cold games disappeared. It
wa, difficult to referee between irate normal" older brother
or sister who took care of their possessions, and their young
retarded sister who was exploring with a engeance. Later she
learned to leave then things along: and although she occasion-
ally still probe, the innards of lief transistor radio, she is
generally better organized with her personal belonging, than
the rest of the family.

No secret formula aided this learning process. She was
exposed to the same group dynamics a, were her brother and
sister. We praised and scolded, rem aided and punished, hugged
and spanked. We learned that many concepts needed to be
explained with greater patience and in great detail. Flip answers
instead of the 'honest truth' had to be dealt with, and ,till do.
The need for an occasional 'white lie' a, opposed to a 'black
lie a, hard to explain.

Becoming responsible invoke, many ,mall steps From
indkidual task, such a, personal cleanliness, taking messages,
and wrapping presents, she ha, had to learn to take part in
group- oriented task, such a, folding clothe,. washing dishes and
dusting. Slit is not much of a self-,tarter yet, but is becoming
niore aware of he responsibility toward the group she rile,
and work, with.

\\ hen she was little, liquor and sex loomed as tremendous
worries on the hot iron of her adulthood. But the first time she
observed a drunk in a downtown gutter, she commented aptly,
and she herself has derided to turn down alcoholic drinks in
favor of diet coke,. She learned about sex in our home in the
same way in which we all learnedby asking question, and
getting straightforward answers, by obsening animal, and
humans, and by watt hint; telex i,ion. She is well able to expres,
one of the most basic of all human needs: to have a person to
lole her for herself just the way she isand she think, well
enough of herself to expect that some day this will happen.
Our goal and hope for her is that she could hold up her end of
a one -to -one relationship, he that in friendship or in marriage.

READINESS FOR ROLE CHANGES

We had a letter from our son recently. "Dear Al and
Lone," it began, as he told us its latest new,. Then came a
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subtle switch. "Could you do nn- a favor, Mom, and look fur
something in my closet, please." The twenty-two-year-old young
man, % el y much his father's respected colleague and his mother's
friend, had unconsciously slipped into a former, more dependent
role, where he called me Mom and asked for help.

The see-saw patterns of maturity and childishness are
strangely unpredictable. Transition from childhood and depen-
dence to adulthood and independence, later to old age and a
return to increased dependence, rarely happens smoothly. Yes-
terday the children piled into our bed to snuggle. Today they
pull away from hugs and kisses. A few days ago the child
bristled at Mom's insistence that she wear snowpant. Today
SHE N ant s pantihose and claims that her legs are cold. Small
bids for adult status may alternate with regression into childish
behmior, but overall most children dream of becoming grown-
ups, and mentally retarded children are no different.

Barbara longed for THE status symbol of maturity, her
monthly period, N hen she was only ele%en. She could hardly
wait to be eligible for lid to the Totally Disabled at eighteen;
and when we asked: "Why are you so anxious?" she informed
us that she could then help pay for Ler sister's hospital bill.
She would be proud to have her own money. The acquisition
of a nun - drier identification card was also ,, source of Ire
mendous pride to her. With Karen and Da% l we expe Ie!
adulthood, but with our handicapped child it took jolt after
little jolt to shake us out of our 4herprotecthe parental attitude.

One day, about a year ago, Barbara complained of a
little headache. "Want to take an aspirin?" I asked. "I already
did," she replied, and with that I jumped all iher her. "Don't
you remember," I bellowed, "that we have a rule in this house
that von must NE\ ER take any medicine without asking?"
Her lower lip drooped. "But I KNOW aspirin" and she
promptly went to show me the bottle. I suddenly thought of
three thing., at once: "Mv child is eighteen and a young adult.
During our %isit to Denmark where Barbara Ihed in a group
home for a month, the director told us that all her mentally
retarded residents learn to take their own medicine. And here
we are planning to let Barbara Tithe away from home, while
I can't unlearn Inv 'mother' role."

I apologized to Barbara: "We will lime a new rule now--
a rule for young adults who KNOW aspirin."

11 ihis point you may sav "ye., but ... my problems are
quite different"- -and right you are. I have no illusion that
our family's SlX li's--the six principles which seem to hate
worked for uswill magically turn into a blueprint for homes
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and the capacity of coping with the presence of a handicapped
family member.

That not every family will cope in the same manner is
essential to our American tradition. People feel that they have
the right to raise their kids the way they want. Although it
may have served our pioneer forefathers better than it does
us now, rugged individualism is still held in high esteen. While
in some areas of the world handicapped children are registered
at birth, then followed up, treated, and provided habilitative
programs by Government, we must first create family undel-
standing of handicaps by public education and awareness. I
believe such awareness is well worth pursuing and will result
in full citizen status for our children.
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CHAPTER VII

WHAT IS A HOME?

by Lotto Moise

What type. of homes do we envision in our communities
for families with handicapped children or adults? Successful
homes for developmentally disabled persons already exist,
scattered across this country and throughout the world. They
come in different sizes and for persons of different ages with
varying degrees of handicap. Guidelines and evaluation tools
are available.' Now we must begin to close the gap between
dreams, scattered experiments, models, or plansand real
needs. If we will stimulate public awareness, generate public
support, and demand public funds, we can have good com-
munity homes for all persons who need them.

Each communitybe it a city, a county, a rural region
must prepare homes for a variety of people, based on a con-
tinuum of growth and development. If we see handicapped
persons as developing human beings, then they clearly do not
need a "lifetime residence." We don't expect our normal
children to mark time in the same place. In fact they often
hope, "Some day I'll get away from here to a place of my
own," a hope which carries them through some rough spots.
The disabled child has the same need to be assured that he
will grow upand away. His home must he a rung on a ladder
leading to higher levels of achievement, selfesteem, and inde-
pendence. For example, when I asked our daughter Barbara
for her definition of a home, she said, "Home is a moving out."

The home must help young persons become as independent
as possible. One of the first surprises of the Danish group home
in which Barbara spent a month came on the first day. They
handed her a key to the front door! A key is a symbol of
adulthood. In the Danish hostel each severely retarded young
adult is awarded a room key as soon as he can manipulate it.

I Some of these haw keen published by the Accr.ditation Council for Accreditation
Council for Facilities for the Mentally Retarded in Chicago and the National Insti
tute on Mental Retardation in Toronto.
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Our next sin prise was the fact that this group home in
central Copenhagen was a three-story house, and the back stairs
were steep and winding. In no time at all our fearful, awkward
gal, raised in a groundleel California house, learned to negoti-
ate themnot one foot at a time, but with alternate feet, and
een carrying something in her hand. Risk-taking does pay off.
In contrast, when the family care home where she was staying
in California was checked out for certification requirements,
the official requested that horizontal shekes be placed in the
glass panels on each side of the front door. These panels were
about eight inches wide, and there was no way in which our
husky I80-pound, 3 ft. 7 in. daughter could have fallen through
them. Part of our overall public awareness energy needs to be
directed at fire and licensing regulations on state and national
le els.

SIZE OF HOMES

In addition to de. eloping homes which allow for the
growth and independence of residents, what are some of the
other common and distinctive characteristics of good community
homes? The first important factor is the size of the home. We
are trying to integrate our handicapped friends and their homes
into neighborhoodsyours and mineso one of the base
requirements for every kind of group home is small size.
Experience has shown that the growth and developmentthe
integration into the community and the acceptance by neighbors
of the handicapped personhappen more successfully in a
moderate-sized house than in a junior institution. In many cases,
a normal house in a typical neighborhood can be adapted to
its new role with minor changes.

The number of residents cannot be an absolute figure.
Ii may mean two children to one family and six to another.
The potential residents of the homes may haze varying prefer-
ences regarding size also. Ann Shearer of Great Britain's Cam-
paign for the Mentally Handicapped tells of the conference
which was organized to consult mentally retarded young adults
about homes. At the time the Government was planning for
twenty in each residence. The conference participants over-
whelmingly felt that ;his was too large a number and opted
for six.
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LOCATION

Location of the residence is the next important considera-
tion. The home must be close to the mainstream of the com-
munity. I know a group of young people who live in a luxurious
ranchstyle house overlooking the oceanabout ten miles from
a small town. There is no public transportation, and the road
is too dangerously curs y, narrow, and heavily traveled for safe
walking. Their work consists of making gilt items in the back
of a little downtown store. The seven young men and women
represent a wide variety of interests and abilities, but they can
only get to and from town "in lock-step" via their large station-
wagon. How much better for their individual growth if they
could learn to navigate on their ownto church or to a movie
or to shop. If they lived close to town they could learn to return
home in time for meals or to find their way to new parts of
town. This kind of risk-taking could pay off in increased
independence.

In Denmark one hospital for severely retarded residents
is located right along one of the main thoroughfares of Copen-
hagen. They are allowed to roam all over their 'campus' without
restraints. There are no gates or locked buildings. "We haven't
lost one yet." was the answer to my concerned inquiry about
their amazing mobility. "Mealtime always seems to bring them
back!" I am convinced that the only way in which a handicapped
person can learn his neighborhood is by exploring itjust like
everyone else. This does not mean that the handicapped person.
any more than the normal person, can do what he likes without
regard for safety. He too can be hit by a car or drown if he
goes swimming. It does mean that we must help him develop
the abilik to make choices and then be ready to accept the
risk of these choices.

ROOMS AND FURNITURE

For the handicapped infant and small child, the group
home must be a home. There should be a crib for sleeping
and a playpen to want out of. a highchair to be fed in and to
throw food and spoons from when that time comes. There
must 1w a sturdy children's record player and a heat -up old
piano, and just ordinary furniture which can handle an occa-
sional natural accident. There should he a mike safely enclosed
yard with fascinating things in it like rubber tires and a sandbox
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and perhaps a swing or a slidea balancing bar am! .;:. obstacle
or two.

The balance between sleeping room, and living area,
depend, Iffy much on the location of the home and the' age
zinc' condition of the residents. A home in the country, iu a
moderate climate, can rely more on the outdoors thun can a
house in town. Little children tend to use their bedrooms mostly
for sleeping and require more play space in the lining area
of the house. Therefore infant, and children can share a smaller
bedroom with two or three others, provided there is a large
rumpus room with toys, physical therapy equipment, and a
tele% ision. For the protection of adults and other children :n
the famill, a quiet loom should be iesened foi reading or
1 isiting. This arrangement shift, where the residents art' adol-
esrent, or adult. Then the young person must ha\ e a choice
in the number of roommates, and the bedroom will become a
place in which to Tend more time. The young adult may want
to save allowance money or workshop earnings to buy a TV
or stereo for his room.

The young per on's bedroom (whether it is for one, two,
or perhaps even three people) should he a retreat. Silence is
a xaluable commodity in any busy household. Privacy is
elervbody's light; and with adolescent, and young adults, the
rest of the household may need a closed door as protection f;oot
pop record,. So each mom must hale a door and a lock, even
if it's the kind that can be opened with a sereA(161er from
the outside.

The furniture need riot differ from that of any other teen-
ager's. If the bedroom is to be used a, a ,ittingroom some of
the time, a bed which converts into a couch i, nice. Since she
was young. Barbara ha, had to make her bed, change sheet,
(with help at first), fold and put away clothes, into her own
dresser. She has her own desk and used to have a children's
phonograph in her room. To he able to take pride in their
rooms the residents of a home should ha% e a say in arranging
their furniture. Ind i % ido ality should be valued above confor-
mity. Wall decorations may have a tendency to get a hit flashy
during the pin-up arid poster stage'; but with a little guidance,
sanity and good taste will prevail in the end. In Barbara's cur-
rent residence the wall, of the girls' bedroom, were recently
painted, and the staff have ruled that nothing shall be placed
on them. How easy it would he to mount a couple of large
cork be Ards so that they could put up pictures of their families,
postcard:: from friends, or other bright treasures,.

Using a bathroom is on of the most basic self-help skills,
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and this oom will continue to be important as the adolescent
learns to take pride in his appearance. The number of residents
per bathroom certainly depends on circumstances and econ-
omics. In our own 'twine the bathroom was off a central hallway;
and when the children were small, we had just one for five of us.
In Barbara's current residence, six girls in three bedrooms
use one upstairs bathroom, but there is an rdditional toilet
downstairs. This kind of sharing can provide training in patience
and consideration. In fact, the personal interaction and charac-
ter training of a busy bathroom in the early morning hours is
invaluable. Unless the developmentally disabled resident has
specific physically handicapping conditions, he or she does
not need a private bathroom. Sometimes a partition mound the
toilet can allow another person to use the tub or shower at
the same time. All bathrooms should have locks, and each
resident must have a shelf or cubbyhole for his own potions
and lotions and a rod for his washcloth and towel. I believe
that it is part of training in responsible behavior to learn to
handle simple firs: aid equipment and household remedies. A
special shelf can contain bandaids, rough medicine, ear drops,
kaopectate. milk of magnesia, and aspirin. Training in this
aspect of responsible health care can he adjusted according to
the age, maturity, and ability of the tesidents and will prepare
them for adulthood when they may need to cope with more
important medications.

The kitchen is probably the next most popular room in
any house. Again there is no need for special institutional
equi; nt although commercial mi (ers are fun to have in
any home where there's lots of baking. Perhaps electric, ranges
are safer than gas, but rules can be made and enforced about
who may strike matches, and when, and where. A broiler is
a potentially dangerous piece of equipment, but parents and
staff can establish the time for learning its use. Just as tiny
toddlers and their mothers have to learn to avoid the back
hinges of heavy refrigerator doors, so the person who is retarded
can lean. about burners and ovens.

Residents should have free access to the kitchen in spite
of the high cost of food. Refrigerators are tempting treasure
troves to most people, and padlocking them doesn't solve the
overeating problem. Good nutrition, balanced meals and sensi-
ble snack habits are learned better when there is Jell-guided
access to the refrigerator. Meals should be a fun time, and a
large diningroom table can set a family of almos' any size up
to twelve. We started our family with good plastic tableware.
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Later they learned to handle pottery and china with kid gloves
Barbara too.

THE RIGHT TO INDIVIDUAL LIFESTYLES

Furnishings for all of these homes will be as varied as
the people who reside in them. Houseparents and residents
come in all sizes, colors, styles, and textures; and homes can
reflect styles and lifestyles from Danish Modern to Grand
Rapids. Some residences in Denmark are models of elegance
and good taste, and reflect their attitude that "nothing is too
good for mentally retarded people," but even the Danes some-
times wondered how these beautiful new quarters might look
a year later. Actually, the residents took such pride in their
surroundings and possessions that they reached unexpected
heights of care and responsibility. We talk of the retarded
perron's rights to education, rehabilitation, and treatment. Let's
not forget their right to an individual lifestyle: neat or messy,
chic or funky, straight or groovy, energetic or lazya little of
all of these things, but not cut from the same piece of cloth,
poured into one mold, all in a row! Homes must have rules
and chores, o' course, but all rules should allow for exceptions
like sleeping late on weekends, not making your bed once in
a while, or eating breakfast in your bathrobe.

It came as a surprise to me, sometime during Barbara's
teens, that she did not always want to accompany me. Somehow
I had no faith it, her ability to stay at home alone, although
she could answer and dial the phone and take simple messages.
I worried about the woodstove; I worried about intruders. One
day I was nagging her to come along when she exclaimed: "I
wanna stay home, Mummy. I want my peace!" Site had to
tell me how comfortable it feels to be alone in one's house
which is temporarily quiet and empty. Each home must recog-
nize this need for privacy and the sort of "space" which has
nothing to do with square footage, but rather with the right
to be oneself. And this right also belongs to our more severely
retarded fellow citizens and can and must be expressed in
their homes. Even the most severely handicapped person should
live close to the community where he can enjoy the stimulation,
warmth, and companionship of family and frriends.

Our local convalescent hospital recently accepted a pro-
foundly retarded young lady of 20 whose mother requested
her transfer from a large state hospital. Angela had spent all
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of her life in a crib. At the Com alescent Hospital they lowered
the crib bars and let he play on a pad on the floor. Soon she
was crawling, then walking with help. The old folks kept track
of her when she headed for the front door. Angela's mother
came eery day to help feed her the main meal. She learned
to hold a spoon and feed herself; and after a while she slept
in a regular bed, all night long, for the first time of her life.
E%en the maximum care which someone like Angela needs,
can be gi%en better in a less institutionalized setting.

Model programs of integrated apartments, for severely
disabled persons exist in Sweden with England, Canada, Ger-
many, and Holland planning similar projects. A Swedish non-
governmental organization, the Fokus Society,' prm ides spe-
cially designed apartmentsmodified slightly from surrounding
apartments for 'normal' tenants. MoA of the Fokus tenants are
wheelchair hound. Seenty percent need help with dressing and
going to the bathroom. Thirty percent ha'.e to be fed. Twenty-
five percent ha'.e to be turned mer in bed during the night.
Most of them hme other than physical handicaps. But in spite
of the seerity of their disability these people have been allowed
to choose their lifestyle. The project prm ides special personnel
and transportation, so that they can enjoy mobility and have
access to work and social activities. Those who have ventured
out of their protecti%e nursing homes find dignity in being useful
members of society. Return to the mainstream of life results
in incredible deelopmental progress.

This return to the mainstream can only happen if we
orient the home outward at all times. Residents must ha'.e the
Opportunity to %enture forth and meet people on their own,
not in a cluster or well-chaperoned group. For short-term inten
si% e training, adolescent group homes may have boys or girls
only. In that case friendships with members of the opposite
sex must be encouraged and sex education provided. A sense
of responsibility does not happen mernight on one's eightenth
birthday. The component skills of choosing, judging, planning,
and deciding must be fostered over many years of sensitive,
listening, non-judgmental houseparents.

Only a broad base of staff persons can make a system
of renidence,, work. Parents of disabled children will rest well
only when they are assured of a continuing system of com-
munity residences, which, like our schools, come with a supply
of motivated, well-trained, adequately paid, and sympathetic
staff people.

I Brattgard, Swo.010f. "Integrated Lining for the Seerely Di.abled." in Models
of Sertire for the Multi Ilanduapped Mutt, New York United Cerebral Palsy of
New York, :973
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For people are at the core of every homepeople and
their attitudes toward ,T.ch other. Kahlil Gibran in "The
Prophet" speaks straight to the residents of each community's
homes for developmentally disabled persons. When he was
asked to "Speak To Us of Houses," he said:

"Your house is your larger body,
In their fear your prefathers gathered you too near

together,
And that fear shall endure a little longer.
Your house shall not be an anchor but a mast.
You shall not fold your wings that you may pass through

doors, nor band your heads that they strike not
against a ceiling, not fear to breathe lest walls should
crack and fall down

You shall not swell in tombs made by the dead for the
living."
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CHAPTER VIII

CREATING COMMUNITY HOMES

by Nathan Newman

The right to live within one's own community and in
facilities which offer access to good programs as well as ade-
quate care is essential to growth and dignity. Adequate com-
munity residential sell ices can allow a person to remain within
his own community. The concept of the handicapped individ-
ual's living in the community as close to his natural home as
possible implies the concept of the community as the focal point
for the delivery of care, treatment, education, and recreation
seri ices. The first concept cannot easily be achieved without
the second.

The overriding goal of all residential programs should
be to allow the greatest possible flexibility so that the citizens,
retarded or not, can make the greatest developmental gains.
A variety of residential options must be available to fit the
individual requirements of each child or adult. The retarded
person should not be forced into programs which fail to meet
his needs, and if an individual can no longer profit from the
residential program, he must he provided with a route out
of the system.

THE FACILITIES

For this chapter, a community residential service can be
defined as a community-based housing facility, other than the
individual's natural home, which affords liing experiences
appropriate to the current functioning level of the individual.
It also offers needed supportive programs to maintain his
placement within the facility and to assist him in achieving
his potential. Many types of residential facilities are possible,
ranging from the single apartment not tied to any service or
supervisory pattern to specialized facilities providing a pro-
gram of intensive rehabilitation or behavior modification. Some
of these facilities may be group homes; others may combine
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meinight care and (la% time program, attended by other resi-
dents within the community. Still others may be apartment
complexes for those indk idual, who require little or no super-

The philosophy that normal patterns and conditions should
be available to retarded persons should goxern the establish.
ment of the facilities. One means to achiexe this is through the
strategic location of residential facilities. The area should pro-
ide opportunities to use a variety of other public centers for

shopping, entertainment, recreation, and other growth-stimulat-
ing experiences. In this manner, a person can learn the daily
tasks essential to his increasing independence. As the person
expands his world of interaction he needs to learn how to
moe throughout the larger community, gaining greater auton-
omy and testing his abilities by increasing independence within
specialized facilities for the same reason that the less handi-
caped person requires it. Ile should be able to wear appropriate
clothing of the correct size and some semblance of style, r ,in-
tained in the same manner that other persons keep their clothes.
Ile should be allowed to participate in self-feeding and toilet
training programs which will add to their dignity and inde-
pendence. lie should receive social experiences outside of fire
facility to help their growth and development. Ile can go on
shopping trips. field trip, to the beach, mountains, park, drives
to Ni;-tit family or friends, and so on. A severe handicap should
not mean isolation. By helping the individual in these and
similar ways, we create new perceptions for ourselves and
others regarding the potential of all persons, while continuing
to make available every opportunity for individual development.

PROTECTIVE I AWS

Each citizen within the community has a right to protection
from harm. Whether retarded or non-retarded, handicapped
or non handicapped, every individual must be assured that his
safety and security is considered a high priority. In safeguard-
ing the community's well-being, the prmisions within protective
laws that relate to fire, safety, and health standards are impor-
tant.

The appearance of the facility should conform with other
homes in the neighborhood. The physical structure should in
no way isolate the residence from others in the neighborhood.
A ct mmunitv is more likely to respond favorably to residential
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facilities which do not contrast dramatically %sill' other resi-
dential -structures. Architectural design must help the facility
blend into the neighborhood.

For retarded persons to fit into society, we must expose
them to a "normal" life style. Any living facility should
establish a setting vshirli allows a normal rhythm of the day:
awakening, eating meals, working, and sleeping at the same
times as other members in our society. A facility should establish
a .tormal rhythm fur the week: leasing the place of residence
to go to work, to school, to recreational activ ities, and so on,
the same as the rest of society. This implies a separation of
function, because it is not normal in our society for people
to live and work in the same setting or to spend all of their
leisure time in their residences.

Only a carefully considered program can prevent a resi-
dential facility from becoming a large, impersonal quasi-
institution with restrictions and fixed patterns of services. A
facility must give persons with severe handicaps a sense of
being persons. Respect for their feelings must be developed.

Many groups who have developed community residential
facilities in the past have encountered their greatest problems
around licensing requirements, zoning regulations, and safety
codes. Restrictions which run counter to normalized living
should be challenged. Retarded persons must not be singled
out as a special group requiring stricter enforcement of these
regulations. Unfortunately, communities often misuse zoning
regulations to exclude persons seen as detrimental t the com-
munity's way of life or its property values; these regulations
are often enforced only at the pleasure of the neighborhood
residents.

The public must be properly prepared to support residen-
tial programs, so that the chances of arbitrary enforcement of
restrictive standards may be reduced. To do this, a concerned
group may distribute clearly worded educational material that
spells out farts about retarded persons and the residential pro-
gram. Informal "town hall" meetings can allow the public to
ask questions and receive responsible answers.

STAFFING

The number and types of staff necessary in residential
facilities will vary, epending upon the particular program
and the individual needs of the residents. In some cases, a
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houseparent or housecouple might suffice, while in other cases,
a social worker or educator may be involved as well. Some
cases may require no houseparents or staff on a 24-hour basis
(such as in cooperative apartment complexes).

Retarded citizens living away from their own homes need
the experience of personal relationships, but the emphasis and
significance of these relationships will differ fur each person
accurdirg to his or her needs. The staff must possess the human
qualities necessary to engage each resident in a persot al rela-
tionship which brings a sense of worth, dignity, and self-confi-
dence, thus helping him toward emotional maturity. In the
course of their homemaking duties, the staff members must be
aware of and respond to the resident's emotional development
and his physical, recreational, and educational needs. They
must also recognize the resident's need to form relationships
outside the facility, and they should encourage the resident to
do so whenever the occasion arises. Furthermore, the staff must
understand that the retarded person has the right to choose
the person with whom he wishes to develop a relationship.
Programs should select staff members who are responsive to
the needs of the residents and the goals of their home. Their
attitudes must s!ress the goals of integration, social acceptance,
integrity, and dignity. They should be well-motivated and
trained, adequately paid, and sympathetic. Some of the criteria
which might be used in selecting staff include:

Persons attire in community affair... They provide an
ongoing contact and informal communication network with
ahe larger community. This type of social interaction rep-
r .cents a powerful and constructive public education tech-
n que. 1 well-informed and socially responsive community

often guarantee the autonomy and stability so neces-
sary to the long-term success of the residential services
program.
Persons with eAposure to the social welfare community.
TheV Can assist the residents in using service systems with-
in the community. They should he familiar with the
requirements and processes necessary for the residents to
receive services.
Persons who have practical experience working with handi-
capped individuals or who have had handicapped relatives
or friends. These persons are often equipped with a special
understanding and sensitivity, difficult for professional
persons with limited experience to grasp.
Persons with respectful attitudes toward retarded persons.
No individual can develop in an atmosphere which is



rejecting, stifling, or dehumanizing. The staff must be able
to accept the retarded person as an hh% idual and treat
him with the respect due all persons and so essential to
self-concept and dignity. :Hording dignity means recog-
nizing and respecting the huh% idual's rights and his capa-
city for self-direction to the gratest extent possible. For
example, young adults liv ing in a community residence
should be allowed pH% acv, use of the telephone, uncen-
sored mail, personal possessions, freedom of movement,
and freedom to practice or not to practice their religion.
To the extent that an indiv idual can manage the responsi-
bilities involved, he should be able to come and go from
his home, have friends N isit, have appropriate contact with
the opposite sex, and experience the normal role of an
adult.

STAFF TRAINING

In many of the residential facilities the staff has continuous
day-to-day contact with the residents over long rriods; there-
fore their potential influence is second only to that of the
parrots. Thus, they must be given every opportunity to acquire
understanding of handicapping conditions as well as the chang-
ing concepts of mental retardation so that they are better able
to provide a helpful and understanding relatiorship. Whenever
and wherever appropriate, specializml murs,s on children and
adults with special needs should he prov i:led, using a variety of
professional consultants. During the raining stages each staff
member should learn to understand the emofional, intellectual,
physical, and social needs of retarded persons, fcusing first on
their general human needs and only se( and on special needs
related to the particular type and degree of their disability.

Since the staff and residents will have frequent contact with
health and welfare agencies, the staff should known these
agencies' roles within the community, as well as eligibility re-
quirements, procedures, and types of services. Training should
also be provided on the rights of retarded per,ons and on their
eligibility for benefits. Qualifying for and recuis ing health and
financial benefits requires many forms, and unless the staff or
the resident is aware of this, many of the residents may lose
out on their benefits.

One of the more important elements in a successful train-
ing program is the trainer. Usually this role includes such
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professionals a- public health nurses, physicians, psychologists,
and so forth. Although they can contribute much to an effective
training program, the staff also needs exposure to individuals
ysho can recount real life situations. Many of the staff members
themselyes czn rela:e incidents they have encountered with resi-
dents or agencies that can be beneficial learning experiences
for others. The staff themselves should participate in organizing
training sessions so they are relevant to their needs.

Retarded person- can be very effectixe trainers. Their per-
ceptions of the world and assessments of the programs available
can provide sharp insights into the areas where training is
needed and seuice systems need altering. As an integral part of
any training program, retarded persons should participate
act iy elv in planning the training content.

The accessibility and time of the staff should determine
the location of training courses. Since the staff may not all he
able to meet at one time, sessions may be staggered for both
(netting and day classes. klthough the training program could
use various locations, they should he under the auspices of an
educational program. A feasible location might be an adult
night school, where ongoing sessions can meet without inter-
fering with other clae:. This is al-o more economical, since
attending a college campus usually entails parking problems
and extenske costs.

Summarizing, the following are primary factors in imple-
menting staff training:

( ) Training structured around the goals of the program
(2) Using a range of trainers from carious health and

welfare systems, community organizations, and other
staffs: and the participation of retarded person: in the
training program

13) Participation of the staff in the organization, struc-
ture. and content of the training sessions

(1) Training conducted in a setting accessible to all par-
ticipants 'with resources for ongoing sessions.

In addition to formal training sessions, the staff members
should meet regularly with other staff in informal discussions,
where they can speak candidly. As is the race with natural
parents, the staff may need an opportunity to get out from under
the routine of the facility and sound off about the problems they
may he having with residents or agencies. This healthy exercise
can lent fniqrations and angers: and it can help one staff
member learn from another how to handle specific problems.
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RECOGNITION

If the stall members are to feel that they are contributing
to the Ike-, of retarded persons and if they are to continue
within the program, they should revere recognition. Providing
training sessions and consultants may partially accomplish this,
but that alone does not provide explicit recognition of their
status. At the completion of the training sessions, they should
revere certificates or degrees which agencies and professional
organizations would officially recognize.

The status of residential staff must also be recognized
through just payment for their services. If they are expected to
commit thernsek es try this program, they must ieceke salaries
comparable to those of other staff within the care delivery
system.

MONITORING

An acthe service program e%okes according to the ex-
pressed needs of its clients. A monitoring process is necessary
to assess whether the clients' needs are, in fact, met by the
program. Indnidual progress can be monitored through the
administration of an individual program plan. It should be
designed around the residents' current functioning level and
needs, with concrete objectives on which to focus. Such a plan
shout(' include short as well as long-range goal-, but remain
flexible enough to allow for change within the indk idual's
situation.

Any system of monitoring should stipulate a periodic re-
% iew of the progress of the residents arid effeetheriess of the
program. Such a re%iew should become a systematic part of
the program arid should be repeated frequently enough to insure
that at e% (Tv stage in de%elopment the resident meets the full
range of opportunities necessary for continued functioning.
Since this is the basis of the program, the retarded person, or
his advocate, should participate in both the individual planning
and re%iew. lie probably know- best what he needs and whether
or not the program is meeting these needs.
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SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY ACTION

The planning of a community residential program should
include a range of community leaders, especially those who can
can and will exert genuine effort to achiese the program goals.
Official links should be established with community agencies
which relate to the program. For example, the local chapter of
the National Association of Real Estate Boards could help plan
and locate a residence or other facility. The local ARC may
know of pockets of resistance within the community that may
need reassurance about the intent of the program. Opportunities
should be sought out to speak with resisting groups and to present
the entire picture of the residential program and how the com-
munity as a whole can benefit. A campaign should be outlined
consisting of the elements necessary to educate the public in
this regard. Active insolsement of community persons as volun-
teers, visitors, and advocates can become an effective antidote
to many of the problems that will be faced in implementing a
program.
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CHAPTER IX

A SYSTEM OF SERVICES

by Sheldon R. Gelman

From th discsu,s, sion in the preceding chapters it should
be clear that he diverse,iieeds of mentally retarded citizens
approximate the varied needs of cidtes, in society. Rich or
poor, mentally retarded or non-retarded,-urbanite or resident
of a rural area, we all strive to fulfill our coimnon yet distinc-
tive needs. The ease with which one accomplishes this depends
on a variety of resources (i.e., family, schools, community,
human service agencie-s)- designed by society to assist indivia:
uals in developing their potential as human beings. A person
must have access to a continuum of care which permits . . . .

"fluidity of movement of the individual from one type of service
to another while maintaining a sharp focus on his uniquie
requirements . . . "

The existing or expanding framework of generic services
should provide for the PnajOrity of needs expressed by mentally
retarded individuals...This does not imply the immediate dis-
solution of specialized services or a marked expansion of generic
agencies, but rattler a commitment to include in generic services
those previously 'denied entry. A generic approach to service
delivery, based on an accurate assessment of individual needs,
helps to reduce the effects of mental retardation-on human devel-
opment and expand the potentials of every human being.

Given the foregoing emphasis, what are the goals of a
service delivery system designed to meet the range of needs
expressed by mentally retarded persons? The following series
of goals can serveas a prototype in identifying the components
which will enable a retarded citizen to live and function within
his community.'

President's Panel on Mental' Retardation, A Proposed Program for National.*
Action to Combak Mental Retardation. (Washington, D. C.: Superintendent of
Documents, 1962.) 73-74.

2 Special thanks for assistance in the development of the following section belong
to Paul Pearson, M.D., C. Lewis Meyer, Children's Rehabilitation Center, University
of Nebraska Medical Center, and Gunnar Dybwad, PreOssar of Human Development,
Heller School, Brandeis University.
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GOALS OF THE SERVICE SYSTEM

The system should identify and register needs of persons.
The person in need should, be the focal point of the system;
the initial and continual evaluation and assessment of. needs
would allow for the appropriate match of the individual to
an array of services.
The continuum of services should meet these identified needs.
A sufficient range of service components must exist to meet
the variety of known needs. Services should be accessible to
persons of all ages and all degrees of disability. Services'
must be comprehenOve and appropriate to the needs of indi-
viduals. "The var.Wus services that should be available in
this array must be marshaled in different ways and for dif-
ferent people in accordance with their needs at different
times." 3 This may entail developing different forms and
modes of service delivery, includinc outreach, mobile teams,
resource centers, and new funding 'sources.
The continuum of services should be provided where possible
through generic service systems, to which parents and, clients
have guaranteed access. No specialized service should be
developed to meet the identified needs of an individual when
existing rgencies could address such needs. "The 'richer'
and more easily available all general services. become, the
less need for special services for the-retarded"' The system
should stress the importance of the family in planning and-
decision making. Such an effort will have to view parents as
potential reAut es .rather than as obstacles to be overcome.

4 Coordinate _mechanisms should exist among agencies and
service systems ensuring the goals of the individualized

llitatioq, plan. All services, generic and specialized, must
be ed together to facilitate coordination in line with the
specifi needs of the individual. An absence of linkages
among the valious elements in the total system results in a
non-system.

Service Jottings must reflect geographic disper!al at the com-
munity, area and regional levels. The component parts of
the service system should be located at levels where 'clients
Can obtain them readily. Services should be combined in ways
which will ease interdisciplinary approaches to common and

3 The Preident'g Panel on Mental Retardation, i Proposed Program for National
Action to Combat Mental Retardation. (WaThington, D. C.: Superintendent of
Documents, 1962), p. 75.

4 Mid , p. 73.
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special needs. Some services should be highly mobile so that
distant clients can use them.
Service settings should strive to integrate the individual into
the mainstream of community lie. The service stystem -must
strive to create new and more appropriate living patterns
for mentally retarded citizens, including participation in the
activities of the community appropriate to people of the
same age. Such social opportunities pertain to both children
and adults.
A normal range of options should be available for parents
and clients among an array of services. ;his includes the

fight to enter and leave the system as the need occurs. This
range of options refers to the continuum of care previously
discussed. Individuals may move into or out of the service
system as needs arise. Access to and egress from the system
must be guaranteed. The system must recognize that some
individuals may need combinations of services for a long
time, while the majority may "only" require specific services
for a relatively short time.
Services should be instituted at the appropriate time. Appro-
priately timed interventions lead to an improved level of
functioning. The effectiveness of late interventions is minimal.
Age obviously is a crucial factor in this process. Age is
important not only regarding the initiation of a service but
also regarding the kind and duration of service.
The human and civil rights of all persons should continuously
be observed and served, including appropriate habilitation
within the least restrictive setting, regardless of the severity
or combination of disabilities. The various recent statements
regarding rights and the impact of class action proceedings
have opened many new avenues for mentally retarded 'per-
sons. In Chapter IV, Donald Freedman examines the issues
raised by this goal. .

Record systems should be designed and maintained which
facilitate program efficiency and effective service analysis.
Record systems must maintain the continuity of individual
program planning, document a client's progress, store reliable
information, and assess the program's effectiveness. The rec-
ords system must guarantee appropriate confidentiality.
Program evaluation should be integral to all service systems
and reflect the involvement of consumers, system staffs, and
the public. The input and involvement of persons not directly
involved in providing rerVice is crucial. A provider of a
service, is not an impartial and objective evaluator of his own
interventions. The agency and the service system of which
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it is a part must have built in and ongoing mechanisms for
monitoring the quality of its operations.
All service systems should be accredited or have plans for
achieving accreditation within three years. This goal will
become a reality soon. Mechanisms now exist for all systems,
both residential and non-residential, to achieve the standards
set forth by the Accreditation Council for Facilities for the
Mentally Retarded, Joint Commission on Accreditation of
Hospitals.
To assure effective implementation and functioning of the
service system, qualified specialists should hold positions of
leadership in-the system. Without this prerequisite, effectively
meeting the diverse needs of mentally retarded individuals
becomes an exercise in futility.
Mechanisms should be established between Education/Train-
ing Programs and the service delivery systems to assure the
continuous availability of enough appropriately trained per-
sonnel to meet the goals of the service system. The relation-
sh;p between education and training facilities (i.e., colleges,
universities, linisersity Affiliated Facilities) must be refined
to meet the needs of the service systems. Such an arrangement
can lead to new methods which may more appropriately meet
the needs of mentally retarded persons.
Laws should he recodified to, facilitate the development of
services and facilities to fulfill the goals of the service system.
Legislation has received a great deal of attention in recent
years because of the perception that new legislation can
answer a long standing problem. The need very clearly is
one for good, adequate, and implementable legislation, not
legislation which creates additional confusion. -

Prevention should he an integral component of the service
system, and measures should be planned and implemented
to reduce the incidence and severity of mental retardation.
This goal, so well articulated by the ('resident's Panel, is a
continuing concern. Preventive services must reflect present
knowledge and effectively use private and public resources.
Th potentials that exist through new medical advances (e.g.,
amniocentesis) and new screening techniques for PKIi and
sickle cell anemia must be continued. Prevention must be
an ongoing part of all components of the service system. In
many instances appropriately timed intervention may prevent
the need for other services. One man's prevention is another
man's cure.
An effective means for educating the public and generating
public awareness and support should he implemented. The
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for an adequate and appropriate program of education
at. awareness must be conducted on several levels (i.e.,
professionals, the public, and the legislature). This chapter
will further elaborate on this goal.

(The above listing of requisite goals is not rank-ordered
and may be expanded to reflect the specific characteristics of
a community.)

NOW, WHERE TO:

In a chapter like this, one is tempted to set forth an ideal
or model service system, with potential universal applicability.
However, this is neither practical nor desirable, given the
diverse geographic, political, and economic circumstances
throughout the country. Nevertheless, the chapter can describe
a systematic way of interrelating the functional components
of a service delivery system. If one chooses to refer to this
exercise as systems design or model-buildimi4 he should do so
within the context of Kugel's description of a model service
delivery system.' According to Kugel, a model must consist
of a clearly circums-cir bed, currently functioning entity that
can be identified and described. Such a model must contain a
range of services. The model must be evolving and have its
foundation in a formally defined planning scheme. Its existence
is predicated on legislation and is associated with a well-defined
geo-political unit.

One may chart the components of a service system to
illustrate the range of services which an individual may require
to achieve his potential. Such a scheme, presented in the accom-
panying chart, does not show a totally complete system. It serves
rather as a technique to describe various types of services
which may be required in an integrated continuum of services.
A description of the working parts of existing service systems
follows the chart.

HUMAN MANAGEMENT SERVICES

In the inner ring of the chart, a series of nine service
headings have been grouped and designated as Human Manage-

3 Robert B. Kugel, "Why Innovative Action?" Changing Patterns in Residential
Services Jar the Mentally Retarded. ed. Robert B. Kugel and Wold Wolfensberger
(Wascington, Superintendent of Documents, 1969), p. 11.
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ment Services.' All of these assess needs or provide direct or
indirect services. Although all of these services should be avail-
able, given the specific needs and age of the individual, they
will be utilized only when required. The service components
are not distinct entities' but should be integrated and flow
together; they are not hard and fast categories.
Entry Services

Entry services include case finding, information and refer-
Yal, intake, fixed point of entry, and registration. They include
thee service contract functions as well as the assignment of a
case manager or expediter. At the local or area level, agencies
designated as Base Serb ice Units, Mental Health/Mental Retar
dation Centers, or Duman Service Centers can best provide these
services. Actual location can vary from a storefront to a mobile
unit touring the countryside. Available and appropriate services
are a prerequisite for prevention. The system, however, requires
adequately and appropriately trained staff to carry out these
functioqs.
Health Support Services

Health Support falls into at least two major areas, specific
and general services. Specific services include diagnostic and
evaluative procedures, necessary medical and surgical inter-
ventions, various therapies ( i.e., speech, occupational, physical ),
genetic counseling, and public health nursing. General Services
include health screening and preventative activities (e.g., PKU,
lead poisoning, sickle cell), health super., ision (prenatal and
postnatal care, nutritional services), and basic medical research.

Any number of existing private or public resources can
provide these sec ices. Private physicians, hospitals and clinics,
and Departments of Public Health have the resources, facilities,
and expertise to offer a range of needed services in this area.
Physicians, medical social workers, public health nurses, or
organizations such as Planned Parenthood have or are develop-
ing programs on genetic counseling.

Public Health and visiting nurses can' provide needed
services in health supervision and nutrition and can assist in
establishing and carrying through screening' programs. Pre-
vention as a goal must remain a prime concern and is essential
to all service elements. Support for basic medical research must
be continued within hospital and/or university bad facilities.
Both preventive as well as health support services must move
out beyond the existing boundaries of such agencies.

foInnar Dybwad, 'Action implication,, USA. Today'. Changing- Pattern; in
Residential Seri ices for the Mentally Retarded, ed. Robert R. Kugel and Wolf

olfen.berger r V. a-hington. I) ( Superintendent of Ihw umerit%, 1%91, p. 403.
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Developmental EducadOn arrvervices
Developmental and eaticational services can 5e discussed

as two major categories: Developmental Services for Infants
and Toddlers, and School Services. Both broad areas have their
own specialifed diagnostic and evaluative procedures. Early
assessment and intervention in both areas are important preven-
tative tools. Developmental services would provide for interven-
tion and assistance in motor, cognitive, and communication skills
as well as in socialization activities. School Services would
encompass early childhood education, elementary school pro-
grams, secondary school programs including pre-vocational ser-
vices and the possible use of five-day residential boarding
programs, and post high-school programs.

At the local community level4 day care, pre-school nursery
programs, and Head Start can and do offer developmental pro-
grams. Early education programs exist under both the public
(Head Start, Home Start) and private (ARC) auspices. Ele-
mentary, secondary, and post high-school programs should be
provided under the public school system. The entire area of
developmental and educational services will expand under the
influence of the recent Right of Education court decisions.
Leisure. Time and Recreational Activities

Such activities may include craft activities, sports, outings,
social clubs, vacations, and adult education. The forcal point
for thee activities may be the local Department of Parks and
Recreation, the Community Center, Scouts, neighborhood groups,
sen ice organizations, ARC's, Y-ABC's, and the public schools.
Activities such as those developed by such organizations as the
Nipon Society of Philadelphia can serve as prototypes.
Vocational and Employment Services

This service component encompasses activities ranging
from an ongoing evaluation and assessment of needs and service
requirements to follow-up-services. It may include assessment,
vocational and technical training, social and vocational counsel-
ing, job placement, employment support, follow-up, provisions
for sheltered employment, and adult education.

The public school system or vocational training centers
can provide these services. The emerging Regional Vocational
Training Centers are a valuable resource for those needing
specialized training. Linkages must be established between these
programs and existing or potential~ manpower programs, private
contractors, unions, and the State employment service. Since
mentally retarded individuals spend far more years of their
lives as adults than as children in need of academic services,
programs and efforts in this area must expand. The successes
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of the federal government should serve as both a prototype
and as an inspiration.' Follow-up services are integral to the
continuum.
Family Support Services

A wide range of available services and service options
lie within this broad category. Services may Include Home Start
Programs, homemaker services, home sitter, home management,
health visitor, dietary assistance, individual and family coun-
seling, respiteieare, transportation services, crisis intervention,
and religious nurture.

Responsibility for coordinating these services should rest
with the area center or base service unit, with both public a
private agencies actually providing services through a w._.r
range of in-house and outreach programs. The in-home services
can be provided on a contract basis with a Homemaker or Home
Health- Aide Service, Visiting Nurse Association, ublic or
private Child Welfare Agencies. The center can p.rOile Social
Services, including various forms of counselitt, or contract

*for these services with public or private family service agencies.
The area center should also coordinate Respite and Crisis ser-
vices (i.e., 24-hour hot-line) and link them into the residential
service component. Transportation services will require coordi-
nation with school authorities, regional transportation systems,
and private contractors. Religious activities will range from a
highly individualized approach observing familial allegiances
to the provision of services by ministerial associations.
Income Maintenance Programs'

Income maintenance programs include Social Security,
Survivors Health Insurance (OASDHI), Social Security Dis-
ability Insurance (SSDI), General Assistance (GA) and the
Supplemental Security Income Program (SSI). The importance
of these programs lies in their po. tential versatility. Coordination
between funding agencies and services dealing with potential
recipients is mandatory. These ,various forms of funding may
someday follow the individual and thus facilitate the purchase
of necessary services rather than exclude individuals from ser-
vices because of eligibility requirements of service gaps.

7 Ronald W. Conley. The Fronomirs of Mental Retardation. (Baltimore: John
Hopkins Preis 19731.

a Gunnar Dybwad. Challenges in Mental Retardation (New York: Columbia Uni-
versity Press, 19641. pp. 85-194: U. S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare. Mental Retardation Financial Assistance Programs. (Washinxton, D. C.:
Superintendent of Document'. 19711: National Association of Coordinators of State
Programs for the Mentally Retarded, 92nd Congress: Federal Legislation Alerting
the Mentally Retarded and Other Handicapped Persons (Arlington, Virginia:
National Association of Coordinators of State Programs for the Mentally Retarded,
1973).
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Residential Services
Residential services encompass a full range of age-appro-

priate domiciliary options which may include residence with
one's own family, respite homes, inp"vidual and group foster
homes, community residences, boarding homes, nursing homes,
intermediate care facilities, apartments, independent living
arrangements, and multipurpose (regional) institutional settings.

Funds for placing individuals in most of these settings are
available through- reimbursement or existing income mainte-

. nance programs. Residential services are one component in
the continuum of services which enables an individual to reside
in his community.
Advocacy and Protective Services

Protective Services can be either specific or generalized.
Specific protective services may include casework services
(available.from any number of agencies), individual advocacy
(i.e., >Fellowship Plan, Big Brother/Big Sister, One-to-One,
other advocacy programs), Legal Services, Ombudsman, Guar-
dianship, Citizen Advisory Boards, and Periodic Review (peri-
odic I review is a joint responsibility of public and private
agencies, providers of service, consumers, and interested citi-
zenszens .' Generalized Services include institutional monitoring,
advocacy by or for organizations, and the voluntee1 services of
religious or civic groups. Some roles and functions of advocacy
are discussed in detail by Robert Perske in Chapter XIII and
by Thomas Graf in Chapter XII.

As stated previously, the foregoing service components
comprise the Human Managerwt portion of a generic service
system. It is not an all- inclusiv account of possible service
options. Services have been grouped in what appears to be a
logical o der.

..
a

REGULATORY SERVICES

Regulatory services entail the various aspects of licensing,
zoning, Life Safety Codes (fire-building codes), health and
sanitation codes, and wage' and hour laws. A state usually
mandates and regulates licensing of facilities, personnel, and
services. Licensing should guarantee appropriate programs,
staffed by certified or approved personnel, which meet the

9 Sheldon R. Gelman, Social Policy Implications of Statutory Periodic Review of
Residenu in State Institutions for the Mentally Retarded. Unpublished Ph.D. die.
.ertation, The Florence Heller Graduat., School for Advanced Studies in Social
Welfare, Brandeis University, 1973.
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accepted standards in the field. Local ordinances concerning
zoning, fire, and health must reflect standards consistent with
a normalizing environment. A state must use codes and regula-
.,ons to include mentally retarded individuals in the community,
not to exclude them or set them apart.

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES

This chapter has stressed the importance of planning,
coordination, and cooperation. Without them, no continuum of
service can exist. Appropriate research and evaluative proce-
duires are crucial for effective planning and coordination. Only
skilled personnel and adequate budgetary provisions can gen-
erate the range of services required. Citizen advisory boards
must share in planning and policy development. Without effec-
tive and efficient Administrative Services the Human Manage.
ment Component of the system lacks the dynamic quality
necessary for meeting individual needs.

PUBLIC AWARENESS ACTIVITIES

A public awareness of the scope and content needed for
mental retardation cannot and should not be the responsibility
of any single existing organization, but should become the joint
responsibility of several.

No one agency working in this field is in a position to
discharge the full responsibility for this important work, because
each is concenied only with special aspects of this program;
and broad public awareness, as well as an effective ,approach
to professional groups and other organizations, requires a
broader concept and the use of different although related tech-
niques.10

The above mandate of the President's Panel explicitly
sets out the needed actions in public education and information.
Public attitudes re.ist change and can withstand extraordinary
pressure for change on certain issues. In recent years we have
made great strides with a variety of media to generate public
awareness and acceptance of individuals and groups who in
the past have been relegated ta a special status. The efforts of

to The President's Panel on Mental Retardation, A Proposed Program for Notional
Action to Combat Mental Retardation. Washington, D. C.: Superintendent of Dom,.
menta, 1962.
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the President's Cornmittee on Mental Retardation, the National
Association for Retarded Citizens, the American Association
on Mental Deficiency, and the Council for Exceptional Children
have brought facts about mental retardation to the living room
of almost every American home. Public awareness can also be
accomplished through agency consultation services to reach both
lay and professional attitudes.

The message has also traveled other avenues, including
the exposure of a, variety of dehumanizing situations. These
exposes have generated both concern and fear. To avoi4 resur-
recting the stereotypes and prejudices of the past, xtreme
caution and restraint must be exercised. On case may serve
as a guide in this area. Altlibugh intended to generate concern
and . more appropriate habilitative programs for mentally
retarded individuals, a series of events in Pennsylvania during
1972-n may have served to reinforce the perception of these
individuals as "deviants." Newspaper and television accounts
of conditions in a .piivate licensed facility showed residents
4 4 wantering aimlessly in a semi-clad condition around the
grounds." A parallel series of newspaper accounts of the same
situation as well as conditions in state-operated facilities linked
deaths of residents to the activities of other residents. If you
add the spectacular disclosure of "wooden cages" as a means
of controlling aggressive residents, many cannot avoid a con-
clusion which emphasizes the "animal-like" qualities of individ-
uals labeled a mentally retarded. The damage of this type of
publicity far exceeds the very noticeable gains made through
appropriate and constructive media coverage. .

ONWARD!

....tis chapter has no conclusion;'' it is merely a starting
point for what must follow. The mandate and requisites have
been set out; the goals and components have been described.

However, let me close this discussion with a few words
of caution. A service system without a firm administrative base,
without adequate funds for staffing and support.systems needed
for implementation, without the necessary comprehensive plan-
ning and coordination, and without effective linkages to other
service systems cannot go far toward improving services to
mentallftetarded citizens. A well designed and executed service
system, geared to the needs of its clientele, sees its service gaps
and continually takes the necessary actions to improve the corn-
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pleteness of its services. Effective and appropriately designed
monitoring procedures, integral to every service system, can
assure this continual upgrading.

If then we should discover what is to be done and who is
to do it we may slowly come to recognize that we need
no oraclesonly dedication, wisdom, and above all,
common sense. 11

11 Philip Klein, From Philanthropy to Social Welfare. Jossey-Bass, San Francisco,
1971. p. 300.
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CHAPTER X

ONE SERVICE SYSTEM AT WORK

by Brian Lensink

THE CHALLENGE

After assuming that services in the community (readily
accessible to mentally retarded citizens and their families) are
the most reasonable, practical, and humane approach to service
delivery, we must confront the specifics of developing a service
delivery system. Although administrative designs might offer
systems of community services for mentally retarded persons,
closely examining one existing system at work might be more
helpful. The Eastern Nebraska Community Office of Retarda-
tion (ENCOR) has been developing in Nebraska since 1969
when almost no services or programs were available to mentally
retarded people ip the community. This service system developed
through the hard work and vision of a small group of parents
and Interested professionals, people intent on developing an
alternative- to institutional care.'

Today, six regional offices in Nebraska coordinate com-
munity services foi mentally retarded citizens across the state.
ENCOR, the oldest of the regional programs, has developed
most of the service components necessary in a comprehensive
system. It is designe'd to provide a continuum of services to
meet the individual needs of mentally retarded citizensfrom
the mildly to the profoundly retarded, from infancy to old age,
end in population densities which range from ru:al to urban.
The services are located in communities throughout the region
and integrated into neighborhoods, industrial areas, and recrea-
tional areas. Depending Alei individual needs, the system offers
educational, vocationa17 residential, and family support ser-

i
1 See Gtivernor's Citizens' Committee on Mental Retardation, The report of the

Nebraska'atizens' Study Committee on Mental Retardation Vols. 1 and 2, Lincoln,
Nebraska: State Department of Public Institutidns, 1968, and Into the Light, Lin.
coin, Nebraska: State Department of Public Institutions, 1968.

See a6o'F. Menolascino, R. L. Clark, and W. Wolfensberger, The Initiation and
Development ol a Comprehensive, Countywide System of Services lor the Mentally'
Retarded of Douglas County, 2nd Ed., Vol. 1, Omaha, Nebraska: Greater Omaha
Association for Retarded Children, 1969.
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vices. Each program is designed to facilitate the retarded
citizen's active movement into education, employment, and
independen,t living in the mainstream of his community.

To meet current needs, ENCOR bolsters existing services.
As existing services have broadened, especially through generic
agencies opening up to retarded citizens, ENCOR has altered
its services. It intends only to fill in where existing services are
lacking. Since maximum _normalization of retarded persons
hinges on their greater integration into -our society, the-system

' of services offers any service or support which a mentally
retarded person might need to live in the community, with
greatest social-vocational adjustment and personal dignity.

THE IDEOLOGY

The principle of normalization has strongly spurred the
current renaissance of community-based service for mentally
retarded citizens in our country.' Several key ideological princi-
ples, encompassed within an overall normalization philosophy,
have shaped the way ENCOR services have developed. The
major principles include the developmental model, specializa-
tion, continuity, integration, and dispersal. Directly flowing
from these important principles are six practices: consumer
participation, .human dignity, cost benefit, system flexibility,
human scale programs, and community support systems. Figure
I illustrates these principles and practices. This chapter will
individually discuss the five basic principles and present the
six practices later in the context of service descriptions.

The developmental model (see Figure II) strongly affects
the direction in which a service system develops. Based on the
developmental model, programs can modify the rate and direc-
tion of client behavioral change. As a retarded citizen grows
and develops, the system must allow more independence and
less structured program alternative.

The sincere belief that each retarded citizen can learn is
demonstrated through programs that prepare a retarded citizen
for subsequent steps or goals in his individualized develop.
mental plan. These programs originally aimed at facilitating
growth, movement, and progress. The system then accommodates

2 See G. Dybwad, Action Implications, U.S.A. Today, in R. Kugel and W. Wolfens
berger, (eds.), Changing Patterns in Residential Services for the Mentally Retarded,
Washington, D.C.: GoyernmeRt Printing Office, 1969, pp. 383-428: albe also B. Nirje,
The Normalization Principle and Its Human Management ImplVations, op. cit.,
pp. 179 -19'5. See also W. Wolfensberger, Normalization, Toronto: National Institute
onMental Retardation, 1972.
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., growth and development with program options which take into
account the individual's growth through less structure, more
integration into the community, and more normalized conditions
in which to learn, work, and live.

Small specialized facilities and programs enable a system
to offer services geared to meet individual needs. For example,
on xesidcntial setting cannot serve all clients: the moderately
retarded Person, the medically complex person, and the mildly
retarded person who needs little supervision and guidance
require different settings. On the contrary, programs can be
specialized according to age, degree of disability, or the, need
for structure or a prosthetic environment. Persons with dis-
similar handicaps are not rigidly segregated, but individual
needs can, and must be, met within specialized programs.

This principle is particularly important when considering
community residential alternatives. Most people in our society
sleep, work, and spend leisure Are. in separate settingsso also
should retarded citizens. A residence should provide a home
environment: a place to eat, sleep, spend leisure time, relax
with friends, entertain, keep one's possessions, or receive tele-
phone calls and mail. Children leave their residences during the
day to attend public school or other educational programs.
Adults leave their residences to participate in %,cational train-
ing or to work in the community. Some leisure time activities
occur at home, as they do for all of us, but many take place in
the communityin theaters, restaurants, community gymnasi-
ums, or parks. The division between home and work or school
is just as significant for a mentally retarded person as it is for
other citizens in our society.

, A continuity of programs, a primary objective of a pro-
gressive service system, facilitates the growth and development
of each mentelly retarded person receiving services. Individual
development is manifested by a person's movement from a
highly structured educational, vocational, or residential environ
ment to a less structured and more normalized setting within
the community. A service system can accommodate such devel-
opmental m vement by provi ng program options within
developme tal and resident' continua of servicei".ror exam-
ple, the residential continu m illustrated in Figure III assures
that the client who enters t e system at-the.family living resi-
dence stage of developmen has available to him the next,sjcp
of an adult training residence as well as several future sterk,....
The developmental continuum illustrated in Figure IV assures
the same service availability in developmental and vocational
programs. This comprehensive system is continually evolving
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so that services will never be denied because the system cannot
provide the program or support necessary for continued devel-
opment. These efforts toward continuity of service permit
retarded citizens, parents, and staff to see what is ahead of them
as they ~work continuously on their developmental program.

Integration of retardedxeople into the mainstream of soci-
ety affords them the same rights and opportunities the rest of
society enjoys. A service system can facilitate physical integra-
tion by constru ing -ripical housing in popular neighborhoods;
by locating voc lonattraining centers in industrial or commer-
cial eas; by sec n ed ational services in ways typical for
the co munity and uring that community resources (i.e.,
retreat nal, ocial, reli and medical) are available and
accessible. Any opportunities for interaction between retarded
and non-retarded citizens in the community should deepen social
integration. Seeking education for children in the same build-
ing or classrooms used by other children, securing work training
for retarded adults with other workers in the community, and
finding a residence with ,a real familyall these can greatly
facilitate social integration. For true physical and social integra-
tion, the community as well as the retarded citizen learn to live
together.

Programs must be carefully dispersed across a state, across
a region, within a city and even within a neighborhood. When
a new program or firility is being planned, the planners must
consider its location. Because many facilities could present a
neighborhood with more retarded citizens than it might be willing
or able to absorb, two or threejesidences should not be estab-
lished in the same neighborho4l. Of course, a program must be
readily accessible to clients and reasonably convenient for the
staff. While dispersing programs, 'planners must thoroughly
examine the accessibility of vocational and developmental pro-
grams for those citize iving in the various residential facili-
ties: All administr eve and program decision-making must
actively consider the preceding five principles and give them
high priority in planning and developing community-based sys-
tems for mentally retarded citizens.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE SYSTEM

In Chapter IX, Sheldon Gelman explicitly presents the
goals for services and demonstrates the wide variety needed for
a truly comprehensive program which adequately serves all
mentally retarded citizens. To meet this challenge while im-
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plementing the principles and practices critical to an innovative
system, ENCOR developed four divisions for the administrative
structure of the service system (see Figure V).

These four divisions represent a comprehensive approach
to administering mental retardation services. Flexibility is of
prime importance to implementing this system of services. As
needs, expertise, location, and cost-benefit considerations change,

-so will the administrative structure of the system. Interdepen-
dence between divisions is important to a workable system. No
one division should be able to stand on its own without support
and assistance from another division within the system. Only this
important concept will allow a true "systems approach to the
problem of mental retardation. Repeatedly one notes, in the
same community, a series of independent vocational programs,
day-care programs, family counseling services, recreation pro-
grams, and transportation systems. None of these individual
entities, either in a singular approach or in partial combinations
with other components, can serve retarded citizens comprehen-
sively. Planning for each component to depend on the other
components within the system assures comprehensive and coordi-
nated services. Flexibility als comes into play concerning deci-
sions about what services the system will deliver. As generic
community services develop, the system must be flexible enough
to let go of its efforts; correspondingly, as new needs are iden-
tified, the system must be able to move into those areas.

In the following detailed description of service divisions,
it must be remembered that programs and services are directly
provided only when existing generic agencies cannot or will not
include mentally retarded citizens in their programs and only for
as long as it takes these other agencies to meet their legal or
moral responsibilities. As counselors identify their clients'
service needs, they use as many existing services as possible.
Clients and their families might require services in health
care, diagnosis and evaluation, recreation, family cnunseling,
family planning, or legal assistance. After identifying a need for
generic services, the counselor seeks out the appropriate com-
munity agency and assists the family throughout application
and follow-through procedures.

Some generic service agencies are routinely used as part
of the community's informal network of services for mentally
retarded persons. For example, a children's evaluation and
rehabilitation service of the University Medical Center diagnoses
and evaluates handicapped children under the age of 16 through
pediatric, psychiatric, and neurological staff; physical, occupa-
tional, and speech therapists; psychologists; social workers;
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and public health nurses. Most children entering the system go
through the diagnostic and evaluation services of this com-
ponent of the University; consequently, the program avoids
duplicating these services.

The ENCOR system strives to stimulate greater community
service to mentally retarded citizens through its involvement
with a variety of other agencies. Several years ago, for instance,
recreation programs for mentally retarded children started in
the facilities of a local YMCA. After much discussion with the
YMCA, the two systems agreed to a contract prescribing YMCA's
greater involvement. It was reimbursed for its expenses and w:as
also provided with training for staff and volunteers, "curric-
ulum" plans for the program, and regular consultation. During
the second year of the contract, the YMCA assumed one-half of
the expense of this service and is now independently serving
mentally retarded childrenintegrating them into their other
recreation programs whenever possible. Thus, through existing
programs, local duplication of services has been eliminated
while Federal, State, and local funds have been freed for other
needed programs. Concomitantly this has promoted the integra-
tion of retarded citizens into the mainstream of tt4ir community.

Division of Developmental and Vocational Services. Chil-
dren classified by their school districts as "educable" mentally
retarded and "trainable" mentally retarded participate in
public school special education. Recent legislation in Nebraska
guarantees all children be.ween 5 and 16 years of age a "mean-
ingful education program,' placing the responsibility for insur-
ing that all school-age children receive educational services
directly on the local school boards. School districts may directly
educate these children or contract for educational services for
them. The developmental and educational services provided by
the mental retardation service system are designed to serve those
children not eligible for public school programs.

By October of 1976, the deadline for school districts' man-
datory compliance with this law, some of the children presently
served in developmental and educational services will be trans-
ferred into public schoOl special education classrooms: ENCOR
will continue to insist that public schools educate as many chil-
dren as possible; however, it will continue to present some
educational services. ENCOR will serve preschool children and
the more severely handicapped children, Working to prepare
thernffrehtrance into public school or other mainstream educa-
tiona programs. The local school district will fund this. In addi-
tion, ENCOR's support systems far mentally retarded youngsters
and their families will remain viable, even if another system
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should someday assume full responsibility for the direct provi-
sion of all educational services.

The Infant Program stresses early i4entification of and
intervention with very young retarded children. This new ser-
vice offers day care in a community day care center to infants
(ages 1 month-24 months), focusing on cognitive, language,
motor, and social adaptive development. Instruction in develop-
mental stimulation is offered to interested parents at the day care

-center. For families who do not choose to place their infant in
a centers a mobile teacher offers in-home instruction to both
parent and child.

The Development Center program serves mentally retarded
children under 12 who are ineligible for public school programs
or other mainstream public (or private) educational programs
because of their'age or extent of their handicaps. Developmental
programs last just long enough to prepare the children for main-
stream educational settings. pis year-round program operates
five days a week on a school-day schedule, with extended hours
offered to families needing day care services. The centers, geo-
graphically dispersed, serve approximately 25 children each.
Whenever possible this program uses existing structures such
as churches. The objectives of the Developmental Center pro-
grams focus on several general areas of education. Training in
daily living, skillssuch as eating, dressing and undressing,
grooming, toilet training, and personal hygieneis offered to
children according to their individual needs. Children may need
help in gross and fine motor development, perceptual and sen-
sory discrimination, social skills,/cooperative group interactions,,
and speech and language development. The belief that each child
has an individual rate of growth and needs highly personal
attention is accompanied by the belief that there is always an-
other step or goal for each student. Progress and success for
these students then is the responsibility of the teaching staff. A
system of direct and continuous measurement of children's per-
formance allows teachers to maintain an accurate picture of
each child's development. Teachers*use "precision teaching,"
a measurement system that 0. R. Lindsley and his students at
the University of Kansas started developing in 1965.3 Precision
teaching brings accountability to the forefront and allows less
subjective analysis of a student's performance.'

00. R. Lindley. Precision teaching in perspective. An interview iv' Ogden R.
Lindsley, Tearhing Exceptional Childrin, 3 Arlington, Virginia: Counci for Excep
tional Children, 1971. pp. 114-119.

4 See C. Galloway, Preoision parents and the development of retarded behavior,
in: J. R. Jordan & L. S. Robbins (eds.), Let's try doing something else kind of thing:
Behavioral prinriples and the exceptional child. Arlington, Virginia: The Council
for Exceptional Children, 1972, pp. 92-109.
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The Coordinated Early Education Program places pre-
school children in early education programs in the community.
A resource /consulting teacher, trained and employed by the
service system, works with four or five young retarded children
in an early education center in the community. The- retarded
children play and engage in learning activities with the other
children in the center. To provide specialized support within
this normal, active preschool setting; the resource/consulting
teacher manages several individualized educational projects
with each child (i.e., language development, self-care, motor
development).

Two specialized education programs, the Developmental
Maimation Und and the Behavior' Shaping Unit, aim at faeili--1
tating children's development so that they might move into one
of the less structured, more normalized settings previously men-
tioned. Severely and profoundly retarded children with multiple
handicaps and complex medical problems can be served in a
residential/educational program called the Developmental Maxi-
mation Unit. Most of the children participating in this program
have some serious medical problems; therefore, the program
seeks to minimize these physical problems so that the children
can start learning. A consulting pediatrician extends needed
medical care to the children and refers the children to appropri-
ate specialists when necessary. Although the Unit operates in a
remodeled wing of a hospital and has emergency access to
medical staff and equipment, it does not resemble a medical
environment. Draperies, children's furniture, brightly painted
walls, carpeting, murals, stuffed animals, and toys of all kinds
help make the environment 'as home-like as possible for these
children. Educational priorities of this unit include.,motor con-
trol, the development of chewing, sucking and swallowing skills,
the improvement of gross motor skills, and the acquisition of
skills for language development. Many of these skills, however,
depend on the child's ability IT sikupright comfortably. Posi-
tioning therapy plv^es a multi-handicapped child in the best
functional sitting postilion with the support of individualized
wooden chair inserts:-Because this adapted positioning chair
stabilizes a child, he can use his upper extremities to their fullest
potential. All children tend to develop with these types of
imaginative adjuncts to growth.

The Behavior Shaping Unit serves severely retarded chil-
dven whose maladaptive or 'primitive behaviors prevent them
from participating in other programs.' Operating according to

s F. Menolaseino, Emotional disturbances in institutional retardates: primitive,
atypical snd abnormal behaviors, Mental Retardation, 10(6) , 1972, 3-8.
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the principles of applied behavior analysis in educational resi-
dential programs, the behavior shaping programs, seek to serve
intensively the most children in the least time. Substituting
appropriate social b aviors for .maladaptive behaviors is im-
portant for the childr s success. Primarily the Behavior Shap-
ing Unit aims to ch the children the self-help skills and
appropriate socia skills needed for their entry into other devel-
opmental programs in the service system or in public schools.

The Adolescent Educat n program serves children between
13 and 17 who are presentlfineligible for public school special
education. Again, each child receives an individually tailored
educational program, with special emphasis placed upon the
development of prevocational skills. Many of these children will
enter vocational training at age 17. The Adolescent Education
training program allows an age-appropriate grouping and cur-
riculum for teenagers preparing for adulthood.

A young person entering adulthood, regardless of his
degree of retardation, leaves the world of the classroom and
enters the world of work. Because Work is a crucial evaluation
criterion in our society, retarded adults. must try to develop
their work skills and earn the accompanying societal respect and
advantages that producti, e work brings. To accomplish this goal,
the system establishes Vocational Service Centers (or workshops)
with a wide number of evaluation and training services. In voca-
tional evaluation, the client enters the general shop setting. The
physical setting is the same for all programs in the workshop
and comprises a real, work situation rather than a simulated
one. During an initial period, the program evaluates a client's
potential for ultimate employment in a competitive community
setting. At the end of the evaluation period, an individual sum
mation is completed concerning the predicted potential of each
trainee. This individual summation directly results in a decision
about the client's employment capability. This final summation
also outlines the suggested training program for the client and
specifies whether he will be placed in the vocational center's
training program or in the center's Work Activities Center (long-
term developmAt program). The objectives for each trainee
whether in evaluation, work activities, or trainingare indi-
vidualized and designed to bring about greater growth and
development, whether their immediately resultant skills lead
directly to employment or first to greater proficiency in skills
such as money management or performance of a specific work
task. Training in vocational service centers takes place through
paid subcontract work from local business and industry.

The minimally supervised employment offered through
I 4d -
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Work Stations in Industry can also provide vocational services.
In these settings, vocational training occurs in an ,actual com-
munity industry or business. Under the supervision of a staff
member, a crew of trainees completes subcontract work for the
industry or business which houses the work station. Work stations
in industry costs little for the service system. The system need
not pay rent, purchase equipment, or employ all the supportive
'staff necessary in a vocational service center, Such an arrange-
ment also profits a company by eliminating the necessity for
transporting subcontract and short-term jobs outside its own
sho

The .integration of retarded and nonretarded citizens
facil ated by the work station in industry is a most important
featu of this type of vocational training. The retarded worker
learns rom other workers, and gains the dignity of membership
in the community's work force. As retarded and .nonretarded
worke clock in, work, drink coffee, eat lunch, and produce
togethe , normalization usually takes place. Work stations have
created new possibilities for the more severe13r handicapped
adult. 1 e new work station employee, five years ago determined
to be rever in need of a sheltered setting, has competently
maste d work tasks with every piece of machinery in the work
stat n and recently completed his first job interview. Another
wo station is successfully training and placing in competitive
em s oyment men and women directly from the "work activities"
designation.

A vocational services effort strives for independent com-
munity employment, Monthly, at least four persons of the 200
adults served in vocational centers and work stations enter com
petitive employment. A service system must consider creative
approaches to the employment of retarded citizens, and must
cultivate new employment options. The lack of employment
opportunities tends to slow down a system and discourage a
staff successful in prepiring the retarded citizen for a move.
Because a service system must address job development directly
and forcefully, ENCOR hired two full-time persons in this area.
All nearby businesses must be contacted and ,gularly recon-
tacted. The employer must see' the retarded citizen as a produc-
tive asset and IA as an unfortunate needing a goodhearted
gesture. If the service system will invest in creative approaches
to job development and plat'ement, all retarded citizens can bene-
fit an employer. Individual employment opportunities alone
cannot do everything; the system must consider creative efforts
such as two-for-one employment. This- entails employing two
marginally productive citizens to do the job of onea possibility
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which allows many retarded citizens to. work at their highest
ability in a competitive job environment.

DIVISION OF RESIDENTIAL SERVICES

A family should receive the support it needs to keep its
mentally retarded child living at home until he reaches an age
appropriate for lFving away from the natural home. When cir
cumstances prevent a child from remaining with his natural
family, the child has a right to live in a setting similar to that
of other persons' his age. An array of residential services are
designed to provide this opportunity (see Figure III). These
residential possibilities include foster and adoptive placements,
small group residences in the community, special purpose resi-
dences, and semi-independent living arrangements for adults.
The residential settings should resemble other homes in the
community. For example, a Developmental Home offers a long-
term family living situation to a child so that he can gain the
sense of identity and security vital to realizing his full potential.
Family placements intend that a child will remain in his devel-
opmental home until he reaches adulthood and is appropriiitely
ready for more independence. A developmental hothe provides
an environment very similiar to that of other children his age
in the community. A developmental home can give a mentally
retarded child more than a loving family, however, (or devel;
opmental home parents are mined to extend the developmental
center or public school program ;nto the home environment.
Coordinated with the school program, the home carries out the
child's specific training programs as designated by his teacher.

Children ranging from 3 to 15 years may live in family
living residences with a houseparent couple. The surrogate
family in this residence allows the children to experience family
life as other children do, providing them with intimate contact
and involvement with a small group of people. This family
living experience forms an important base on which to develop
skills in community living. A family hyping residence may be
located in a house in the community, in a duplex, or perhaps in
a modern apartment complex with ready access to the com-
munity. During the day, children attend Developmental Centers
or public school programs. After school, they may play with
children in the residence or in the neighborhood. A team effort
gets the table set for the evening. Dinner is a time for friendly
family interaction around testable, but also provides an oppor-



tunity for helping children develop their self-feeding skills and,
of course, their table manners. Clearing the table and assisting
in washing the dishes may also be a part of the regular opera-
tion. Evening schedules vary according to the age of the resi-
dents. Teenagers in public school special education classes may
have homework to complete after dinner. Younger children may
engage, in games and special learning project , with staff mem-
bers. Some evenings the family might watch television, listen to
records, or just go for a walk. On the weekends, some children
visit their natural families. For the others, activity abounds to
keep them busy. In many homes, Saturday morning may be a
time for putting the house in order. Children clean their rooms
and help with vacuum;ng, dusting, window washing, and laun-
dry. Even though the staff could quickly and efficiently handle
the cleaning themselves, everyone's participation is sought. By
helping in these routine procedures, a child can learn about
what goes into running a house, learn how to perform some of
the tasks involved, and view himself as an essential part of the
family unit.

As mentioned earlier, SpAcial Purpose Residences such as
the Behavior Shaping Unit and the Developmental Maximation
Unit provide more specialized developmental /residential alter-
natives for some children. Children from these units may leave
them for their own homes, for a developmental home, or per-
haps for a family living residence.

The structured correctional' residence serves the mentally
retarded adolescent whose actions have brought him to the

attention of judicial authorities. In dealing with the adolescent
offender, who is by no means a hardened criminal, a specialized
program in the community is appropriate. A special residenefil
unit, housing eight young persons and perhaps a houseparent
couple, may operate under the direction of a person experienced
and trained in behavior 'management. The program in this resi-
dence is likely to be highly structured with some degree of
limitation imposed upon the freedom of the residents. The
structured correctional residence will operate within the devel-'
opmental continurn of services. The progfam in this residence
will, therefore, be designed to modify the behavior of the
residents so that they may eventually participate in less restric-
tive, more normalized programs in the community.

Several residential options are open to mentally retarded
adults. These offer the adult a continuum of residential alter-
natives which prepare him for and allow him increasing degrees
of independence. Programs in adult training residences prepare
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the mentally retarded adult to live someday in more independent
situations. By sharing the responsibilities of caring for many of
hi, own needs and of operating the household, the adult resident
can learn new skills and develop close relationships with a small
group of friends. During the day, the adults living in a residence
work in a vocational training program or competitively in the
community.

In an adult family living home, one to three mentally re-
tarded adults live with a sponsoring family. These adults may
be receiving training in a vocational services center or be com-
petitively employed, but not yet ready to live independently and
in need of some supervision and assistance. To qualify as a
placement site, a family's home must provide easy accessibility
to the rest of the community and must resemble other homes in
the neighborhood! The house must allow each resident privacy
and facilitate comfortable interaction among everyone living
there. The attitudes displayed by the family who has opened its
home to retarded persons must be constructive, respectful, and
appropriate to the age of the mentally retarded persons. The
family must believe in the growth potential of the retarded per-
sons and be willing to help them increase their independence
and control over their own lives.

Even after a client is living independently, residential staff
members and clients who have lived together remain friends.
They may sometimes share social activities or birthdays or may
spend other special occasions together. Even after a move into an
independent living situation, a client may still call his counselor
when he needs assistance or advice. If the retarded adult experi-
ences no difficulties in living independently, he may break all
formal and legal ties to the service system.

fo support families of mentally retarded citizens in their
endeavor to keep their families intact, t e system provides crisis
assistance. The first component of this ervice is a Crisis Assis-
tance Residencea home in the community with houseparents
and other staff. Parents can temporarily place their mentally
retarded son or daughter in this home setting from which he or
she can continue educational or vocational activities. During
this short separation, the family might take a vacation or attend
to an important situationperhaps the birth of a new baby,
illness of a parent, or an out-of-state wedding\ An alternative to
the crisis assistance residence is a Crisis Home i the community;
the agency can contract with families who are willing to have
a retarded citizen stay in their home for a short t me (from one
da) to a month). Because only one person is plad in a crisis
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home at a time, close contact with members of the crisis home
family is assured. Both types of crisis residences provide great
flexibility.

DIVISION OF FAMILY RESOURCE SERVICES

The Family Resource Services Division administratively
groups staff members who provide services to families, clients,
and other service system programs. These staff members include
counselors, speech therapists, recreational specialists, nurses,
psychologists, and psychometrists. Direct service programs do
not employ their own teams of specialists and, thus, allow a
more cost-efficient use of professional services. Consolidation
of these services into one division also allows professionals and
paraprofessionals in the same field to share ideas and experi-
ences and to collaborate in innovative program development.
All Family Resource service staff members are assigned to
family service offices dispersed throughout the region. These staff
members use their assigned offices as bases of operation con-
veniently near the persons they serve.

Centralized Inquiry facilitates entrance into the system of
services. A client, a family, or a referring agency in the com-
munity has to make only one phone call to find out about enter-
ing the system. Basic information about a potential client is
taken through Centralized Inquiry and referred to either child
counselors or adult counselors serving the geographical areas
from which the call originates. Child and adult counselors assist
clients and their families in seeking out and receiving other
appropriate services in the community, facilitate entry into the
system, coordinate individual program plans for clients, con-
tract for direct services relating to goals, and provide follow-
along services to clients who have left direct service programs.
Once a counselor has received the name of a potential client
from Centralized Inquiry, he visits the client's home to com-
plete the application procedures. If the system's services are
inappropriate for the inquiring citizen, the counselor may assist
him in seeking out and receiving other, more appropriate ser-
vices in the community. If the counselor does feel that services
within the system are appropriate, he proceeds in assisting the
client in obtaining them.,

The counselors coordinate an individual program plan for
each client in their family service office area. This individual
program plan details the 'objectives and goals of the develop.
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mental services The retarded citizen, parents; teachers or
trainers; the psychologist, recreation consultant, and speech
therapist, as well as staff from any other agency serving him,
can all be involved in program planning meetings. Long and
short-term goals are expressed within a specified time frame and
staff members responsible for each objective are identified.
Three months later, the same group reviews the client's indi-
vidual program plan, updating objectives as appropriate. The ,
individualized plan is then reviewed semi-annually for each
client. Any direct "counseling" services for clients in develop.
mental, vocational, or residential services are rendered on a
contractual basis. Under this system, if a staff member from one
of the direct service programs sees the need for special assistance
which cannot be easily provided in the direct service program, he
sends a request for that assistance to the counseling supervisor
for the geographical area in the form of a contract request. The
contract describes counseling functions in goal-directed terms
signifying that a counselor who engages in a contract becomes
responsible for reaching certain objectives with the client. Once
a client has graduated from .r;. direct service program, the coun-
selor sees that the client's needs are met. Once a client is success-
fully employed, is living independently, and does not need his
counselor's services, he may terminate formal ties with the
agency.

A comprehensive service system must offer Medical Ser-
vices. The system employs two nurses who maintain contact with
students in Developmental Centers and clients in residences,
acting in a capacity similar to that of school nurses. Although
the nurses provide simple medical attention, they refer clients
to physicians as necessary. Eighteen physicians in the five county
region provide the needed medical care to the retarded citizens
living in residences. In this arrangement, since the residence is
interpreted as another family unit, the physician simply acts
as a family doctor to the mentally retarded persons in the
residence. Local psychiatrists provide any necessary psychiatric
consultation.

The syr,tem also aims at preventing mental retardation.
Counselors make referrals to the genetie research and counsel-
ing component of the University Medical Center. A cooperative
"physician and community education" program has involved
both the service system and the Association for Retarded Citi-
z?ns. Information on mental 'retardation, its prevention, and
local service availability was placed in the offices and waiting
rooms of physicians throughout the community. This effort
should not only reduce the incidence of mental retardation, but
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also encourage early childhood intervention, thus preventing
more serious future handicaps. Medicalitudents and psychiatric
interns receive practical experience in the service system.
Through educating future physicians about mental retardation /
and community service systems, the system will improve early
identification and appropriate referrals for educational inter-
vention.

Speech and language specialists serve students in Devel-
opmental Centers and trainees in Vocational Service Centers.
This staff has outlined a language lattice which shows the
ordered development of speech. Through seminars, these pro-
fessionals have taught other staff persons the skills they need
to accelerate language development. The lattice guides all staff
members in pinpointing objectives for speech projects.

The psychological services staff helps evaluate clients at
the time of entrance into the system. This staff also works closely
with schools, school boards, school psychologists, and public
school teachers in evaluating which developmental center stu-
dents may realistically enter public school programs. Also
working closely with Vocational Service Centers, the staff mem-
bers aid in program development for pre-vocational trainees.
Psychologists are also providing consultative service to resi-
dences concerning the individualized projects for clients.

Recreation services are available to any mentally retarded
child or adult in the region and do not depend on the individual's
enrollment in the.service system. The staff strongly encourages
community recreation agencies to include mentally retarded citi-
zens in their regular programs. This inclusion helps many
children and adults integrate into the leisure time activities of
their own neighborhood areas. The direct programming for
children provided by the recreation staff stresses physical and
social development.

Transportation is available to all retarded citizens :who
would not otherwise be able to attend their educational or voca
tional programs. The system expects all adults to use public
transportation if at all possible; programs exist for those need-
ing training in how to use this public service. A good transporta-
tion system is very important. Children and adults must leave
their residences to go to school, workshops, or employment and
to maintain a normal rhythm of life. Also, in more rural parts
of a region, transportation may be the key to service availability.
When looking at transportation for severely retarded multiply
handicapped citizens, a system must consider special creative
solutions.

The service system provides for the recruiting, screening,
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placing, and evaluating of volunteers. Volunteers _only supple-
ment paid staff. These interested citizens can greatly embellish
the quality of services as well as help mentally retarded citizens
in the community form important friendships.

DIVISION OF CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION
SERVICES

The centrally located administrative services are totally
administrative. No direct service efforts emanate from the
Central Administrative Office. Administrative services include
personnel, purchasing, accounting, research, grant administra-
tion, public education, and centralized secretarial support. Also
the Central Administration includes the offices of the Directors
of the three divisions within the service system. This centralized
location encourages the all-inweitant ongoing communication
and p'.aniiing between divisions. The administrative services
benefit all service areas, and each division depends on Central
Administiation for all administrative support activities.

CONSUMER INVOLVEMENT AND MONITORING

To insure the continued viability and flexibility of the
service system, ?consumer involvement and monitoring activities
progress at all levels. Beginning at the very highest administra-
tive level, this effort includes consumers on the Governing Board
of the service system. These individuals must be able to express
their opinions and effect meaningful changes,within the system.

In addition to direct involvement on the Governing Board,
the service system should develop an advisory committee repre-
sentative of consumers and citizens from across the service area.
This advisory committee should study all planning and budgeting
aspects of the agency and make recommendations directly to
the Governing Board and the agency director.

The opportunity for consumers to be continuous agents for
change within a service system also implies some direct involve.
ment at the client level. Therefore, each service or program
within the system should develop an advisory committees or
group which assures the mentally retarded citizen and his
parents the chance to make recommendations on individual
program considerations. These internal consumer involvement
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mechanisms will help to insure that the services continue to be
those needed by the consumers. However, internal mechanisms
alone will insure neither viability nor change within an agency.'
Some external monitoring forces must be developed.

Parents of the mentally retarded citizens within the service
area were responsible for getting the community-based system
of services off the ground and consumer involvement in these
services continues tit play a vital external monitoring role.
Through the organization of the local Associations for Retarded
Citizens, groups of parents and consumers actively monitor the
service system. Human and Legal Rights Task' Force Commit.
tee tisit programs, solicit information about programs from
parents and clients, hear grievances, and recommend changes
to the staff and ultimately, if necessary, to the Governing Board.
In Chapter XIII of this book Mr. Robert Perske discusses various
kinds of monitoring systems and their direct relationship to the
on-going efforts of a system of community services.

CONCLUSION

In the preceding pages we have closely examined the devel-
opment and structure of one comprehensive service system for
mentally retarded citizens..Tnis system was built on the normal.
ization philosophy. Five major principlesthe developmental
model, specialization, continuity, integration, and dispersal
underpin this system. The practices derived from these principles
consumer participation, human dignity, cost benefit, systems
flexibility, human scale programs, and community support sys-
temsmust enter all decision-making considerations of the
system. Based on these dynamic considerations, the structure of
the service system grew. Four well-designed divisions were im-
plemented with interdependency as a prime consideration. These
divisions ccoperatively provide a continuum of services for
mentally retarded persons. To continue this development and
assure that the programs meet the clients' needs, the system must
give consumers access to all levels of the service system from
Governing Board to individual programs and services. Because
this *nput may not be enough, local Associations for Retarded
Cifaens must monitor the system to provides an external evlua-
tion of it on an on-going basis. These efforts of implementation
and management are today's challenges.

In the future, people will probably perceive and accept the
mentally retarded citizen as a fellow human being who needs
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and can benefit from on-going developmental guidance and
education within normal community education systems. In fact,
a complete network of specialized services providing continuity
in a retarded person's life will be integrated into our community
services structure. Further, similar systems of service will be
integrated into communities across the sate and across the
country. Mentally retarded citizens and theilconsuTher advocates
will demand and obtain equal rights for all retarded citizens
and will force states to provide services which accord human
dignity. Therefore, large congregate care institutions will be
gone foreverreplaced by the true integration of retarded citi-
zens into society. The.', all handicapped citizens will enjoy
dignity and resiiect, and our society will be accepting and caring.
Under those circumstances no more challenges would apparently
exist.

What then would be the major challenge when internal
change agerttry, efficiency, and a sufficient 'quantity of services
exist within a society? Quality control. And this challenge will
rest with the consumer movement which must develop continu
ously with progressive service systems. Effective consumer moni-
toring and advocacy will assure a life of dignity and respect
for retarded citizens in the years to come.
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CHAPTER XI

SERVICE DELIVERY IN RURAL AREAS

by Dennis Popp

The special needs of rural areas seem to have been neglected
in the nation's efforts to recognize and cope with the problems
of mentally retarded persons. When the federal government
arranged in 1964 for "comprehensive" state-wide mental re-
tardation studies throughout the country, only a very few states
even inentioned the specific needs existing in rural areas. Yet
rural areas still comprise a large part of the nation, from the
farm lands in the central United States to the Indian Reserva-
tions in the Southwest; from the mountain sections of some
eastern states to those c f the Northwest.

A report of a community service demonstration project
carried on in six sparsely populated counties in Wisconsin
cogently summarized the special problems faced by mentally
retarded persons in rural areas:

A. In a rural area the understanding and awareness of the
retarded's needs and the subsequent impetus to serve
him has suffered from the relative lack of exposure to
publicity, information, and educational effort.

B. Services for the retarded have not developed in rural
areas due to the mechanical problems involved in
bringing people together in an area of low population
density.

C. In a rural area there is often a lack of facilities such
as day care, sheltered workshop, and special classes to
serve the retarded.

D. Most rural areas lack diagnostic and treatment centers.
E. Rural areas lack an organizational structure for proper

identification, treatment, and referral of the retarded
and their families.

F. There is an extreme lack of trained professionals, such
as psychologists, social workers, public health nurses
and physicians, who can offer service to the retarded
or their families.

G. The rural retarded and their families have long been
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unaware of any alternatives to strict custodial care in
the home.

H. People in rural areas often have low expectations for
their normal child, as well as the retarded, and are
unable to see the value of training and edUcation.

I. There is often a stigma attached to family coun ling
in a rural area, and the fixed point of referral y be
located in a clinic or welfare department. Where little
stigma is attached, such as the public health nursing
service, this office is understaffed in a rural area.

J. Neighbors in a rural area often have less experience
with and understanding of the retarded child than their
urban counterparts.

K. Parents of the retarded in a rural area are often poor
and cannot afford the cost involved in transportation
or the child care necessary to attend parent group
meetings or take advantage of counseling and diagnostic
services for their retarded child.'

Increasing resources available, innovations in service de-
livery and building upon the unique strengths of rural
areas may alleviate some of these factors. But many will require
new organizational patterns. Many services formerly state-
administered or provided centrally will have to be administered
on a decentralized basis, often in cooperation with counties. At
the same time, other services delivered locally to "normal"
persons will haw to be supported with special resources from
a regional level. A region may be a combination of two adjoin-
ing counties, a large segment of the state, or even- a territory
encompassing areas of several adjoining states. The.involvement
of a multiplicity of governmental units with different levels of
authority and different functions clearly necessitates energetic
communication, coordination, and cooperation. But it can be
done. Interstate projects for rural mental retardation services,
for instance, were developed in Indiana, Kentucky, and Ohio,
and between Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, and Utah.

In actual service delivery the great distances in rural arev
require different solutions depending on the nature of servic.
Individualized services such as guidance and assistance to a
mother in managing her severely handicapped infant would
suggest that the service be brought to the home. On the other
hand, schooling and vocational sere ices require either avail
ability of daily transport or, in cases of unusual distances, a

f Communal' seri+, e Demonstration Project tor the Mentally Retarded in a
Rural Ora (,rant No MR 5301A65, April 4. 1%6 (mimeo) Central Wt.ronqn
Colony, Madison
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boarding arrangement away from home, preferably for four'
nights only. .

But, despite their small population groupings, diverse
political influences, and lack of public and professional leader-
ship, rural areas do possess great strengths, unknown to urban
and suburban areas. Rural areas have a cohesive social and
cultural pattern that demonstrates concern and acceptance for all
"members." A strong local pride is easy to self-generate on
behalf of "meeting the needs of our own." Small populations
also facilitate a personal knowledge of one another's abilities
as well as limitations, leading to formation of more personal
relationships.

Typically, however, only one or two persons' energy and
guidance lead to the development of services. As long as this
energy is present, the service remains. When the energy fades,
so does the service. If we are to overcome the current lack of
comprehensive rural services and the resulting human suffering,
we will need greatly increased efforts to build on local Strengths
and continued innovation in delivery methods. The f011owing
pages describe some positive efforts which build upon local
strengths and which use innovative methods.

\
CASE-FINDING, INFORMATION AND
REFERRAL SERVICES

For services to be given, the service provider must identify
those needing a service (case-finding) ; and, on the other hand,
the parent-consumer must be able to find out where to turn for
assistance (information and referral).

In the absence of the health and welfare agencies typically
found in cities, rural areas offer informal informational net-
works which can help find people needing services. Because
through their general knowledge they can assist people to enter
the service system, people in these networks are sometimes re-
ferred to as "gate keepers." A study' made in Vermont (desig-
nated by the U.S. Census as the most rural State in the Union)
identified mentally retarded individuals in a two-county region
and found that such persons as town clerks and postmasters had
more such information than physicians and public health nurses.
Because of case-finding's being so informal and unconnected

2 Bru e W. Lagay, "Mental Retardation in a Rural New England Area: The Use
of Gatekeepers to ldentily Retarded Persons in the Community." Doctoral disserta-
tion, Florence Heller Graduate School for Advanced Studies in Social Welfare,
Brandeis Unisev.ity, NI altham, Mass. 1972.
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to service providers, informatIon and referral has also been
informal and undesigned. Many parents have, therefore, been
uncertain where to turn, whom to talk to, and how to learn what
the future may be like for their child.

A solution to this problem, first sdggested by the President's
Panel on Mental Retardation in 1962, is the establishment in a
given area of a "fixed point of referral." The Wisconsin rural
community serv;.e project mentioned earlier approached such
a solution by e.s ....dishing in each of its six counties a fixed point
of referral in the person of a specifically assigned staff member
of a local agency. In two cases this was the county welfare de-
partment, in another twq the mental health clinic, in one the
public health nursing service, and in the remainiog one the
sheltered workshop.

These workers spent more than half their time on individual
contacts, general evaluations of the presented problein, referrals
to the appropriate agency or agencies, and 'counseling with
families so that their initial fears could be alleviated and parents
could develop the strength to seek further help. The workers
spent the rest of their time on community education, consulta-
tion to agencies, and stimulation of new or expanied services.
This system succeeded so well in the six-county demonstration
area that Wisconsin is now establishing "fixed points of referral"
in all the counties.

PREVENTION

. In the past, because of the distances, lack of knowledge,
lack of manpower, and lack of available media, thinking about
prevention within r,,ral areas was difficult. It once seemed ad-
ministratively impossible to inform every expectant mother of
her need Tor immunization against measles or even to have each
one receive prenatal examinations. But today prevention in rural
areas is being attacked on a regional and even statewide basis.
The University of Nebraska Medical Center,' for example, has
developed a mass public education program which stresses early
and frequent prenatal examinations of mothers whose unborn
babies may be at high risk. The Medical Center first aims to
reach out with preventive information and to help all mothers
of potentially high-risk infants during their prenatal stage. As
a secondary prevention strategy, when a newborn child does

3 Uni%ersity of Nebra,ka Medical Center Report to the President's Committee on
Mental Retardation at a meeting in Kansa. City on September 21. 1973, Gerard
Van teelien.
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show definite symptoms of problems associated with mental re-
tardation, the Medical Center has a specially equipped van and
a plane to bring in the mother Ind the infant. This dual strategy
of primary prevention and dery early intzrvention has signifi-
cantly reduced lasting handicapping conditions.

Continued mandatory screening and inoculation of chil-
dren at their entry into public gybe :As will help to reduce the
number of handicapped persons in rural arras. New provisions
for early screening and medical services under T tle XIX of the
Social Security Act could greatly help a largely t nserved popu-
laticn. This program of medical screening, diagnosis, and
treatment bf health problems in economically deprived families
should pre%ent many of the problems we now find causing long-
term handicapping conditions.

DIAGNOSIS AND EVALUATION

In most rural areas few professional people are available
to assess developmental problems and to plan for appropriate
treatment and training. Referral for a comprehensive diagnosis,
including biological, medical, psychological, psychiatric, educa-
tional, social, and other necessary developmental tests may be
available at only one or two very distant locations, usually a
state university medical center or a state mental retardation
training facility. For diagnostic information to be useful to those
who seek itparents and other community agency personnel
the distant diagnostic facility must share it in clear, understand-
able language. Diagnostic findings must lea io treatment and
training that can be carried out by minimally trained or non-
specialized staff. If appropriate goals, objectives, and methods
are clearly determined, most treatment and training cdu be con
ducted locally. If these measures are taken, only rarely, when
specialized and intensive treatment by a highly trained profes-
sionalis required, will the handicapped .ndividual have to be
treated in a distant

Sometimes one cannot travel away from home for diagnosis
and evaluation. In this case, even the highly specialized services
should come to the family. Public and private agencies can pur-
chase specially designed and equipped mobile vans for medical,
educational, and social evaluations on a district or regional
level. (These mobile facilities can be adapted periodically to
meet the needs of various other programs as well.) In particular,
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mobile vans can be used to train parents and to equip and sup- /
port professional personnel who come to work in rural areas.

HOME TRAINING SERVICES

In all areas of the country parents with severely retarded
infants and young children commonly find themselves facing
the task of meeting their child's special needs without-helpful
continuing guidance. This experience is particularly damaging
in rural areas because there is so much less chance of helpful
contacts with other parents of handicapped children or with
knowledgeable professional workers. Feeding problems, sleep-
ing problems, listlessness, hyperactivity, and lags in motor and
speech development greatly concern parents; they need guidance
and practical help.

This help may come to the parents through home training
specialists employed by a healthi meutal health, education of,
welfare agency, through a public healOrturse or, especialli, in
rural areas, through a home- demonstration agent from the
Cooperative ,Extension Service of the U.S. Department of Agri-
culture. the home training specitilists should act as
extended dims of local agencies with which they can consult
about special problems they encounter during home visits. A
good though rare example of this type of service was developed
in 1969 in Portage, Wisconsin, originally with federal funds,
but now maintained by contributions from 23 school districts.

The Portage Project serves a group of rural counties with
numerous small communities in central Wisconsin. On its staff,
the Project has ten to twelve specially trained teachers who visit
the homes of preschool children with mental and physical im-
pairment, many of them multiply handicapped.

As children were being identified it was clear that class-
room programs could not be provided due to the cost and
responsibility of transporting very young handicapped
children great distances. In addition, even when several
children were identified within a smaller geographical
area, i.e., cne school district, the variance in chronologi-
cal ages, functioning levels and handicapping conditions
precluded establishing classroom programs. In addition,

4 See Jennifer Howse, Preschool Instruction Mobile Facilities: Description and
Analysis, Southeastern Education Laboratory, 1971. If the mobile unit is used fre
quently, it should be self propelled rather than the trailer type. Ordinary small
camper vans have been modified for use truck vans have been used to transport
bulky and expensive diagnostic equipment,
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classroom programs would severely limit parent involve-
ment due to the geographical and psychological distances
between home and school. Thus, a major prop, am decision
was made: all instruction would take place in the parent's
and child's natural environmentthe home.

Thus, the Portage Project is iihome teaching program
attempting to directly involve pants in the education of
their children by teaching parents what to tf ach, how to
,teaoh, what to reinforce, and how to observe and record

/behavior.'
With the aid of a developmental check list the teacher, who

,visits the home generally once a week for about two hours, helps
the parents to see how their child is functioning, determines
what they want to teach their child during the next week, re-
cords whether the child has pro, -essed, and then has this reviewed
by a supervising teacher. The traveling teaches not only gives
parents the encouragement they need, but also provides sugges-
tions for new techniques and methods. This project has demon-
strated that parents can objectively evaluate their children,
teach them, and joyously watch them grow and develop. Where
more complicated problems suggest help from other agencies,
the teacher can make referrals cr at least assist parents with
them. When major diagnostic work-ups are required, the teach-
er, if at all possible, will accompany the parents ai:d the child
to the clinic. She is then able to share her observations with the
clinic and, in turn to receive a first-hand interp etution of the
clinic's observations. 4

OTHER MEANS OF HOME TRAINING

In some regions, inaccessible or very difficult transportation
routes and insufficient personnel prohibit frequent contacts.
Still, evaluation and training can be brought into the home.
Correspondence courses can be developed (as has been done for
many years in New Zealand)." The pare. zs receive weekly pre-
scriptive material for use with their handicapped child. Since
most homes today have either a radio, a television, or both,
retardation services should design specific training programs for
radio and television broadcasting at predeterinined intervals.

5 David E. Shearer and Mar.ha S. Shearer, The T irtage Project: 4 Model for
Early Childhood Intertention. Prepared for the rod retire on Early Intervention for
High Risk Infants and loung Children, May 5.8, 1',74, Chapel Hill, North Carolina.
(Mimeographed 1

6 R. Winterbourn, "Home Training Through Correspondenrea New Zealand
Programme." In: International Child Welfare Review, 19.4, 1%5.
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Television can also be used to train and support parents who are
not as isolated Some public libraries serving rural areas work
hard to have available helpful literature for parents of handi-
capped children and also to present information on how to
obtain appropriate films. Telephone, television, radio, and
periodicals can also tremendously help the isolated professional
and paraprofessional located in rural areas, helping them to
keep abreast of current knowledge, philosophies, principles,
and techniques.

INFANT DEVELOPMENT CENTERS

Parents can profit greatly from contact with other parents
and with professionals associated with the facilities serving
their child. Parents in rural areas (where highways are acces-
sible) will drive sixty to ninety miles one way to attend infant
developmental programs. They need both the opportunity to
relate to other parents of handi f ped children and to observe
how easily others handle their children. Infant development
center's could demonstrate how specialists from different areas
can work -together to help each child and his parents through
explicit steps of development. At these centers the parents also
could learn what toys help best with growth and development
and how they can build their own toys with simple materials.
The)i should be able to check out toys from the centers fthus
they 'would borrow a book from the public library. As the com-
muniCations media present additional information on growth and
development and as more local programs are established, par-
ents can become more secure in raising their handicapped chil-
dren at home. They no longer have to feel rural isolation.

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

With the federal courts reemphasizing the right of every
child to have an education, new administrative systems and
methods are needed to provide educational services in rural
areas. Above all, the integration of a severely handicapped
child into regular public school buildings is requiring schools
to plan for space and equipment which they consider unusual
because it is special. These requirements are actually no more
unusual than that space and equipment required by other students
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enrolled in special areas of learning such as chemistry, wood-
working, home economics, and so on. A special effort must pro-
vide multiply-handicapped children with classroom space with-
ou architectural barriers.

Special educational services in rural areas will also call for
an expansion of the traditional school bus systems to include
specially designed buses to transport multiply-handicapped
children in wheelchairs. Since they travel up to sixty miles one
way to school, these buses may also carry teachers and training
equipment to provide educational and social stimulation to the
students.

As school districts become unified in the delivery of special
services, there will also be an increase in the recruitment and
use of temporary residential progra ns for five days and four
nights. These temporary living a angements are repeatin't a
historical practice of educationz.1 attendance in rural areas; --.,
many years ago all of the children in some rural areas were
"boarded out" when there were insufficient number of schools
available for those who wanted to go beyond the eighth grade.
A variety of boarding facilities are necessary in rural areas since
most "temporary parents" have preferences for the degree of
handicapping conditions they can accept in a child. A system
must not only find understanding and accepting boarding fam-
ilies but also give them needed back-up services to cope effec-
tively with, any special problems the children might present.

ADULT SERVICES

As another major problem, rural areas lack varied work
opportunities for individuals or contract work for those adult
developmental facilities which use work as the primary train-
ing method. For many years simple farming or service job
opportunities were the only choices.

More recently, because the agricultural industry became
mechanized, opportunities were limited to truck gardening and
tasks identified with migrant farming. But the rural environ-
ment is now beginning to offer new opportunities to retarded
workers.' In a southwestern state, for instance, rehabilitation
authorities initiated a system which organizes and employs
retarded young men in work crews of six and assigns them to
tasks in state parks. A similar project has worked well in the

7 See Employment Methods for Severely Physically Disabled. SRSDD Grant to
Unites erebral Paley of Kaneae, #57 13.603, 1973.
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park system of a midwestern state. Irrigation, hoeing, and the
spraying of citrus and avocado groves have recently been found
to offer productive jobs for retarded workers. Groups of re-
tarded workers have been successfully placed with the poultry
industry, both on farms and in processing plants. In several of
these agricultural occupations both young men and women are
employed.

As industries relocate in rural areas and a variety of jobs
and subcontracts become available, additional work opportuni-
ties for rural mentally retarded young people should materialize.
It has been demonstrated that industries can profitably employ
handicapped workers, and some are now hiring more multiply-
handicapped adults. As industries set aside specially designed
space and develop specialized tools and equipment, handicapped
persons will integrate into production lines and labor unions.
Here again only specialized housing and other ancillary sup-
port services can allow this integration to continue successfully.

As industrial development has expanded in rural areas,
rural schools in midwest and western states have played a signif-
icant role in widening the range of job opportunities for re-
tarded people by introducing work-study programs. When such
programs have extended over three years for the individuals
involved, substantial vocational benefits have been achieved.
Once such a program has gained acceptance and approval, place-
ment opportunities multiply. A cooperative tricounty special
education work-study program lists no less than twenty-four
different types of work facilities in which students have been
trained and employed.

Increasingly, more severely handicapped adults in rural
areas can work in work activity centers, sheltered workshops,
and adult day-care centers. Because of the difficulties in sub-
contract procurement some of these centers have been able to
provide only "busy" activities. As isolated centers, they are now
realizing that they do not have sufficient t. wined personnel or
subcontracts to deliver appropriate treatment and to design
specialized training services. Consequently, these centers are
entering into contracts with a variety of service agencies at a
regional or multicounty level, and these contracts become more
and more prevalent as planning becomes more sophisticated at
the regional level.'

8 This trend is well dew( ted in the philosophy and principles of the new Standards
for Community A gen, les .`serting Persons filth Mental R 'ardatton and Other Devel-
opmental Disabthtirs, Accreditation Council for Facilities for the Mentally Retarded.
Chicago, 1973.
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RECREATIONAL SERVICES

While opportunities for adequate schooling for even the
more severely retarded child are improving year by year, recrea-
tion remains a critical problem, particularly in rural areas.
Fortunately, in a number of states the 4-H youth clubs, organized
under the Cooperative Extension Service of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture, have recognized this problem and come up with
a twofold answer. Special 4-H Clubs have been organized to
meet the needs of children in specialized classes, and "regular"
4-H Clubs have taken an interest in offering recreational op-
portunities to retarded children. While some 4-H Youth Mem-
bers have volunteered as camp staffers, others are helping re-
tarded young people with grooming and other social training.
Some of the Extension home demonstration agents also have
developed recreation activities such as creative art projects and
nature study.

In some areas "Scouting for the Handicapped" programs 1

might be available. Youth groups affiliated with the National
Association for Retarded Citizens also have developed recrea
tional programs for young retarded adults, and some of these
have been extended to rural areas.

COUNSELING

Counseling services must be available throughout the life-
time of a handicapped person. It is a difficult decision for
parents to choose to place their young child in even a temporary
boarding home in order to attend school. The emotion experi-
enced by most parents when their child first enters school is
doubly experienced by these parents. They feel that pnly they
know the sudden occurrences which can place their child in a
dangerous situation and which require immediate, knowledge.
able help. However, with expert counseling and understanding,
school and community professionals can make this transition less
painful for both parents and child. Of equal importance is the
availability of counseling to the retarded person in adolescence
and adulthood as he leaves the protection of home and school
and faces the challenge of life in the community. Only a very
few rural areas have a counseling agency, let alone a specialized
service geared to handicapped individuals. For the time being,
reliance must be placed on volunteers and informed networks.
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ETHNIC SERVICES

In some rural areas the majority of the population may
represent a single ethnic group. An outstanding example of an
ethnic group which initiated services for their handicapped
members is the Navajo tribe. Other Indian tribes, including the
Mountain Utes, were also involved, and it was an interstate,
effort as well. The states were Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico,
and Utah.

The planning effort included representatives of the follow-
ing agencies from each state: The Bureau of Indian Affairs, the
State Coordinators of Mental Retardation Programs, the Gover-
nor's Planning Office, the State Special Education Division, the
State Vocational Rehabilitation Services, and the State Public
Health Department. Through interagency planning with these
tribes and tribe leadership, members of the Navajo tribe were
trained to establish and staff a fixed point of referral to pro-
vide counseling services, child and adult training services, and
special education services. Ethnic groups in most rural areas
would need to involve many of the same agency representatives
in planning efforts for comprehensive services because over-
lapping political jurisdictions and several state and federal
agencies will provide these services.

CONCLUSION

In the beginning of this chapter we spoke of some of the
pre'lems associated with planning and providing services for
handicapped citizens in rural areas. We have attempted to point
out how various areas throughout the United States are over-
coming these problems. Because of the vast geography and the
resulting need for specialized' transportation and housing, pro-
viding comprehensive services in rural areas will always cost
more than in urban and suburban areas. But when measured
against the human and economic price of unattended problems,
these costs should not deter us.

We have made significant strides in the last twenty years
as we have proven that parents isolated in rural areas can pro-
vide excellent care and training for their handicapped child
when given the proper support and guidance. Given the creativ-
ity and support of home care services and understandable,
clear-cut professional guidance, the rural parents of a handi-
capped child need not send him away in their quest for services,
nor need the child and family languish in need and neglect.
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Parents and p fessionals must continue to demonstrate

a creative approach to he problems presented within large rural
areas. They must plan r and develop methods and techniques
that guarantee that hands apped people receive proper training
and treatment at the app opriate time. The pride of people
living in rural areas still ru s deep, and this pride will enable
them to demonstrate a self-d ermination to meet the needs of
their fellow citizens.

But rural areas must not b left alone with their pride as
their major strength. To deliver needed community services,
rural areas themselves need to rec ive much greater adminis-
trative and financial attention from\state And federal govern.
ments. In a technological country, rural areas should be able
to expect far greater innovation in service delivery methods
through greater research and development funds.
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CHAPTER XII

OUTREACH IN URBAN AREAS

by G. Thomas Graf

Although authorities do not agree about the exact per-
centage of retarded persons among us, few would dispute that
the problein of mental retardation is more severe in poor popu-
lations than in the middle and upper socio-economic levels of
our society. The retarded citizen who is poor often lacks the
rights and services available to more affluent handicapped per-
sons simply becauie the poor are unaware of the services
available and how to obtain these services. The mentally retarded
person in urban poverty requires the same generic services as
other retarded persons. While many retarded persons have been
deprived of these services, those living in urban poverty have
been even more deprived than others.

To meet the needs of mentally retarded citizens in our
inner cities, we must understand not only their specific problems
but also the political dynamics of change in the American sys-
tem. The American political system responds to well organized
and sophisticated pressure campaigns and influential citizens
rather than to the worthiness of a particular cause. The compli-
cations and intricacies of the political process seem strange to
most people, and especially so to the poor. For centuries men-
tally retarded people of all socioeconomic levels suffered both
the inequalities and dehumanization of our system; only when
middle-class parents organized the Association for Retarded
Children and pressed for their children's rights did the Ameri-
can system respond. To deny the importance of middle-class
involvement in the change process would be unrealistic and
certainly misleading to an understanding of the avenues to
social change in America.

e parent movement (ARC) historically has been com-
posed f middle and upper-class parents fighting for services
and m re recently for the rights of their retarded children and
adults. In the midsixties the national movement began to shift
its emphasis from providing services primarily to the children
of its membership to obtaining services for all retarded citizens.
This shift of national association policy has resulted in many
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states' passing laws mandating various community programs
and sen ices for all retarded persons. Many states now have
mandatory education acts for exceptional children; others have
passed community services acts providing for training centers,
vocational centers, group homes, and diagnostic and evaluation
services. Concurrently, the national parent movement began to
deal more concretely with the particular problems posed by the
relationship of poverty to mental retardation. To obtain basic
rights for retarded persons, associations have begun to use the
courts instead of legislative mandate. Because of this reliance
on judicial decisions, middle-class parents could not seek a legal
guarantee of the rights of their own alone without also seeking
the guarantee for all retarded personsblack, white, rich,
or poor.

THE SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF POOR FAMILIES
WITH MENTALLY RETARDED MEMBERS

Beyond the political and legal issues, the complexities of
urban living and service delivery pose major hurdles for all
families, especially the poor. Metropolitan areas with their
intricate governmental bodies, service agencies, school districts,
boundaries, and overlapping services form an often incompre-
hensible and impenetrable maze. Simplification of a service-
delivery system is seldom a reality in the United States.
Consequently, urban living and service delivery problems
require knowledgeable advocates for all retarded citizens,
especially the poor.

Project STAR was such an advocate. STARa recent
poverty project conducted by the National Urban League, Family
Ser.% ice Association of America, and the National Association
for Retarded Childrenconcluded that, "There is an overall
need to increase the capacity, effectiveness, and efficiency of
services to the mentally retarded and their families, but par-
ticularly among the poor and minority families. Major problems
in the service system that have contributed to this need are:

gaps in service
uneven distribution of services throughout the com-

munity
varying quality of services, some excellent and some
just meeting minimal standards
fragmentation of services. Problems encountered here
include:
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difficulties for the client in finding the best way to
enter the service system

' conflicting ana inconsistent eligibility standards,
especially for the multiply handicapped

inadequate mechanisms for comprehensive work-
::ups and case planning

inadequate mechanisms for case managerrient con-
,tinuity for interagency services

-- cumbersome mechanisms, fOr assigning costs to the
appropriate agencies
insufficient opportunities for staff development and
infusion of new service techniques

insufficient planning and coordination among
agencies with complementary services

insular attitudes tied to one *type of client, dis-
ability, or service within agencies (public and
private)

inadequate input fromk, low socioeconomic and
minority groups."

A lack of planning and program coordination of the
broader service system presents major obstacles to all persons,
but especially to the poor. During the past twenty years com-
munity services for mentally retarded children have grown.
rapidly throughout many sections of the United States. As a
result of centuries of neglect, programs were too often initiated
by a variety of public and private agencies without regard for
enough short and long range planning or interagency coordina-
tion. In essence, we find an often sporadic array of services in
"ur cities. Although national priority is beginning to shift
towards the provision of well-integrated service models, a well-
planned and coordinated service delivery system is too often
the exception rather than the rule.

The Example of Adult Services. Many community-based
service agencies are experiencing the consequences of planning
neglect. Specifically, vocational rehabilitation agenciesby vir-
tue of their concern and federal funding for adult services
are just now beginning to feel the impact of effective advocacy
and ineffective interagency planning for the mentally retarded
adult. Massive program development by one community service
agency will sooner or later make an impact on others. Advocacy
and public agencies initially demanded services for retarded

I Long, Earl L., "A Final Report on Project Star" (Serving to Advance Rehabili
tation). National Urban League, Recearch and Demonctration Grant Number
15-p-55061/2.03 from Social and Rehabilitation Service, Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, Washington, D.C., 1973, pp. 16-17.
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children, specifically day care and special education. While
some enacted mandatory education laws for exceptional chil-
dren, others received a mandate from the courts that public
education is a right of all citizens including mentally retarded
ones. The court decisions and legislation mandating education
for mentally retarded persons have resulted in identifying and
then providing services for thousands of retarded children. We
are experiencing a revolution in the development of community-
based services for the retarded persons. Because this massive
reform in education and other child-oriented services (day care,
diagnostic and evaluation, and other treatment services) has
caught the traditional adult-oriented service agencies ill pre-
pared, vocational rehabilitation agencies are hearing thousands
of special education and day care graduates knocking at their
doors for service. This problem will continue to be acute for
the inner city adult retarded citizen.

If employment and economic progress are major escape
routes out, of poverty, mentally retarded citizens living in
America's inner cities must follow these routes. Why guarantee a
person fifteen years of education (3-18) only to deny him the
vocational training required to "succeed" in society? Although
we must still emphasize creating and opening up employment
opportunities fotr retarded citizens, we should give major priority
to developing innovative pre-vocational and vocational training
prograins. Services for mentally retarded adults have changed
little over the past two decades. For the most part we are still
witnessing the limited, untier-finanCed, sheltered workshop
model of the early fifties.

Traditionally, vocation al rehabilitation agencies have main-
tained a "case closure" mentality. They have given priority to
those handicapped people with the potential for fast rehabilita-
tion and case closure. Needless to say, this excluded most men-
tally retarded people.

Although employment opportunities for retarder persons
generally exceed the ability of service agencies to fill them, the
need for adult rehabilitation services exceeds the ability of
traditional agencies to supply them. While more affluent parents
may be able to make their own private short or long term pro-
visions for their mentally retarded adults, this crisis in public
provision vkimizes the poor. The unemployed adult retarded
person in the inner city is at great statistical risk of getting into
trouble with the law and entering the criminal justice system.
Vocational rehabilitation intervention by the community could
save it from more costly and needlessly restrictive offender
rehabilitation later on.
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In view of these factors, a high national priority must now
be given to expansion and integration of comprehensive adult
services for retarded citizensespecially for those living in
inner city poverty pockets.

Unless we follow up with adequate comprehensive adult
services, we are wasting all the diagnostic and evaluation clinics
spr ial education classes, day care centers, recreation ptograms,
counseling, and grout) homes. We should give special priority
to vocational training and job placement services for inner city
retarde,d adults.

SPECIFIC OUTREACH STRATEGIES

Even if an ideal coordinated service system for retarded
citizens existed in every American comrr the poor would
still face a very real dilemma. Despit,. *tic ny available ser-
vices to retarded persons, low income tz......ites know little about
these valuable resources and programs. This fact alone produce
the need for advocacy outreach service- to assist families in
obtaining he needed services. Although outreach programs
are not the only special need of mentally retarded citizers
living in poverty, they are one of the major needs of this group.

The scarcity of literature on advocacy and outreach models
reveals the low priority our society places on persons yiho are
both mentally retarded and poor. Aside from several pilot
projects administered by the National Association for Rtarded
Children and a few state and local parent, associations, little
effort has been expended to reach out to poor families. With
the start of Project RESCUE in 1969, the Atlanta Association
for Retarded Children was one of the first to demonstrate a
concern for mentally retarded members of poor families. Since,
as Executive Director of this association, I was involved in
developing the outreach project, I will draw heavily on this
experience and Project STAR, mentioned above.

Pilot projects RESCUF and STAR represent valuable
building blocks for new service models which can be adopted on
a broader base throughout the United States.

Administrative Auspices. In developing an outreach pro-
gram on the local or state evel, one must consider two important
factors: (a) Which agency n best administer the project? and
(b) What are the p6ssrble sour of financial support?

A private, independent advocac lion would be
the best sponsor for an outreach program. It would have freedom
to act and a pool of strong volunteers.
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The sources of .financial support should probably be
diversified among private and public resources. High costs-
usually prohibit strictly private support, even though partial
support must come from this area. Public funds should be
sought from those public agencies least likely to be adversely
affected by the advocacy program. Federal or state grants from
public agencies removed from direct program operations are
the best sources of public funding.

Human Recources. Assuming the appropriate independent
agency secures funding from an independent source, we can
now consider the operation of a quality service. Experience has
shown that a useful outreach program begins with good staff
and volunteers, i.e. professional staff, paraprofessional staff,
and weltrained %olunteer advocates at various levels of pro-
fessional development. The real success of Atlanta's Project
RESCUE has been attributed to its use of indigenous workers
as home visitors. According to Patricia S. Powell, Director cf
RESCUE, "While our paraprofessional home visitors have not
had a long formal education in counseling techniques, the
home % isitors' ability to empathize (enriched by their own
similar backgrounds) and to convey their sincere concern and
willingness to help has brought about the effective type of
counseling needed by families who in the past have been unable
to relate to `ivory tower' therapists."

A model outreac' -advocacy staff should also include a
social worker, a nurse, and an administrator responsible for
supervising and coordinating the program. The professionals
train and back up the paraprofessional neighborhood workers
or home %i,itors and also the volunteer advocates. Aside from
the standard clerical and office workers, the staff also includes
a parttime person skilled in public information techniques.
He assists in preparing various types of community education
materials and plays a key role in campaigns to recruit volunteer
ad, aces from inner city agencies and neighborhoods.

The second major factor in RESCUE'S success was the
initial intensive inserlice training program for paraprofessional
staff. The program included three major phases:

(1) Lecturt and discussions concerning mental retarda-
tion as a phenomenon: its varieties, causes, degrees,
and potential treatments, including special emphasis
on heha% ioral shaping techniques.

(2) Field trips to an.i discussion of agencies and resources
in metropolitan Atlanta which were alread; providing
serlices to mentally retarded persons. Li sonic cases
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the paraprofessional staff could observe and briefly
work with mentally retarded persons.

(3) Orientation to other staff members, role allocations
within the project, and the importance of openness
and cooperation among team members.

Continuous staff training and development progressed
throughout the year. Visiting agencies' representatives, lectures,
and films are scheduled periodically, and the protessional staff
members (social worker, nurse) provide continuous education
and training in their areas of expertise. The educational process
must emphasize practical situations and real problems. As r
result RESCUE hEls experienced a low paraprofessional turf
overone out of seven per ear.y

This program's succes lieslies in abandoning the traditional
selection (academic), h.:Yining (theoretical), and management
(professional over suprofessional) models. It stre4es team-
workworking together to help mentally retarded citizens and
their families.

Finally, the heart of a good program is the "soldier" in
the front line. If the professional staff does an adequate job
of selection, provides contisuous staff training, and reinforces
the paraprofessionals through career advancement, then it has
won halthe battle.

Program Components. An outreach model should include
the following ten componepts: (1) case finding, (2) referral,
(3) parent training, (4) sulpportive counseling, (5) interagency
cooperation, (6) target aria- community education, (7) sup-
portive advocates, (8) backup group advocacy support,. (9)
consumer input, and (10) law enforcement involvement.

(1) Case Finding. During the developmental stage of
Project RESCUE we found case finding to be our most pressing
problem, requiring a high priority. Lee Copple, RESCUE's
Project Analyst, discussed these problems in RESCUE 1971
Annual Report:

"There is no reason to suppose that the -2,.;-cted target
population does not exist, but its identification pokes
unexpected difficulties. As yet, our understanding of these
difficulties must of necessity be somewhat tentative and
speculative, but we are inclined to think that it is based
on one or all of the following elements: as compared to
the 'middle class' populations in which case finding for
MR services is more often done, our target population is
(a) less knowledgeable about the nature of mental retarda-
tion, (b) less aware of the difference between a mentally
retarded child and their normal siblings or companions,
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(c) less sensitive to community pressures resulting from
deviant behavior in children, (d) more inclined to accept
the status qud as unchangeable, (e) less alert to commun-
ity resources (or Problem solving, (f) more inclined to
accept superstitions or guilt explanations of deviancy,
(g) more preoccupied with maintaining day-to-day exist-
ence, (h) less able intellectually and emotionally to accept
help. For these and possibly many other reasons, we do
not see anything comparable to the aggressive demand for
services for the mentally retarded which has resulted in
so much change in _national attitudes toward, and provision
of services for, thA mentally retarded in the last twenty-
five years. Rather, we see a picture of apathy, and possibly
even secrecy, a his has hampered our case finding."

Clearly, the outreach project must literally reach out to
the family through its indegenous workers. And when the proj-
ect does reach ml, it may encounter suspicion, rejection, and,
in some cases, racial prejudices. Although case finding will
never be easy, it should -improve once the project becomes better
established and known among referring agencies and the target
neighborhood themselves.

From the beginning, the project's staff must work closely
with potential sources of referrals, for example, Model Cities,
0E0, county welfare, an# similar agencies. Other potential
sources of referral to an outreach agency include vocation
rehabilitation, hospitals, public school special educatihn direc-
tors, school principals, community recreation directors, churches,
juvenile courts, housing authorities, institutions, and health
departments. In addition to such agency contacts and liaisons,
approaches must be made through neighborhood newspapers,
billboards, teleNision, neighborhood organizations, and of
course, the residents themselves.

In 1972 RESCUE received a total of one hundred two
new referrals from thirty different sources. Succegs in working
with referrals depends on the project's staff going to the retarded
person and not waiting for him to come to the office. Once the
agency receives referrals, it must determine the problems, needs,
and service priorities. The process begins with a professional
assessment and family interviews and concludes with a staff
conference which sets the priorities and draws up a plan of
assistance.-

2 Coppfe, Lee B., "Project RESCUE 1971 Annual Report," Atlanta Association for
Retarded Children. Research and Demonstration Grant Number 5 H30 MR03125.02
from Social and Rehabilitation Service, Department of HEW, Washington, D.C.,
1971, p. 30.
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(2) Referral. As a second major component, this program
must make referrals to appropriate agencies. An outreach-
advocacy project intervenes on behalf of a mentally retarded
person, his family, and his community; referral is a basic tool
of intervention. The home visitor, if he or she is to succeed, must
address the needs of the entire family. Intervention may take ,
the course of getting the children to a medical or dental clinic
or assisting the parents in finding day care for the children
so that the mother can work, thus improving the economic status
for the family. In many cases, a home visitor's early intervention
with so-called normal siblings can prevent mental retardation
from striking again. Assisting the family in good nutrition and
health care practices or finding early childhood education
experience for the other children can dramatically affect and
positively benefit the entire family.

Primarily, both professional and paraprofessional staff
should use their knowledge of community resources to help
the family and the retarded member receive all needed services.
Each year the project should review its experiences with all
services available to retarded citizens. RESCUE's major 1972
referrals to other agencies are listed below.

PROJECT RESCUE REFERRALS OF CLIENTS

Referrals to Number
Day Care and Training 122
Medical Services 65
Vocational Placement 30
Parent and Client Training 70
Parent Counseling 16
Miscellaneous 60

Earl Long, in the 1973 Final Report of Project STAR
states, "Of the known outcomes of STAR referrals, seventy-
four percent resulted in a service being delivered to the client. "'
Atlanta's Project RESCUE experienced a similar rate of suttees
with refe, rals.

In interviews, parents receiving outreach services stated:
"The home visitors helped me find services for my child that I
didn't know existed""they cut red tape""I didn't know
my young retarded adult could get free medical care from my
own doctor from Medicaid " " 'didn't know ab( t Aid to the
Disabled""they helped me with transportation t, he clinic."
-- - - --

3 Long, Ear ".,L.....1F:nal Report on Project Star," op. cit. inside rover.
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Referral implies much more than just telling parents
about a service. It often means actually transporting the parents
to the agency, helping them with the forms and application
procedures, as well as following up the referral. All added up,
it means. direct intervention.

(3) Parent Training. A third major program component
and opportunity for interveion, a parent training program,
can improve the family's knowledge and skills in coping with
the retarded person's problems. Parents need to know about
opportunities foi their child and about his rights and needs.
Home visitors replace abstract, traditional methods with con-
crete, experimental approachesito teaching. Demonstrating that
financial, social, educational, and health services can be obtained
has proven to be more effective than words. For example, with
Project RESCUE's home visitors, parents of older over-protected
retarded individuals went on tours of vocational centers and
workshops so that these parents could see first hand other
retarded adults succeeding in the outside world.

Sexual ne,Nts and behavior are also problem areas for
parents. The home visitor can help by teaching a young woman
to use prescribed birth control pills correctly or training an
adolescent mate not to masturbate in public.

In addition to the usual programs in toilet training, feed-
ing, and dressing, other types of successful outreach home train-
ing programs include personal hygiene, food preparation, meal
planning, child care, budgeting, housekeeping, bus riding,
pedestrian safety, and discipline. Assistance in these areas
greatly helps to create a better environment for the retarded
person and his family.

(4) Supportive Counseling. For effective supportive coun-
seling to Poor families, home visitors must establish a trusting
relationship from the beginning. In 1972 only three families
out of one hundred two referrals rejected help from Project
RESCUE's home visitors. This success rate can be attributed
to the selection of home visitors on the basis of factors other
than formal education or experience. Also, an internal staff
training program followed by continuous staff education and
development activities aids the paraprofessional's successful
supportive counseling; therefore, the professional staff must
assist paraprofessionals tvhen needed.

(5) Interagency Cooperation. Only by developing a close
and cooperative working relationship with the staff members
and leaders from other agencies can an outreach program meet
its broad-based objectives. In 1971 RESCUE listed twenty-three
agencies frequently attending case staffing of common "clients."
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These agencies includezd school- rks11,,ps, legal aid, juvenile
court, hospitals, instaptions, health centers, crippled children
sera ices, and housing Authorities.

The involvement of various interested agencies in planning
for the client reduces duplication of services while exposing
the client to the greatest numbe of possible see ices. A measure
of Project RESCCE's success in interagency cooperation and
joint understanding can be found in its low four percent rejec-
tion rate for services in 1972. Of two hundred seventy-seven
client referrals made in 1972, only eleven were rejected.

(6) Target AreaCommunity Education. The need for
changing 'attitudes and eliminating myths about the mentally
retarded person and his needs is just as important in the inner
city as in other parts of the community. A good outreach proj-
ect should include a comprehensive education and public
information program aimed at improving the community's
understanding of the problem. The program should use news-
letters, newspapers, speakers hu;eaus, radio and television,
and all other communication media. Educational campaigns
on the effect of lead pai poisoning, rubella, and prenatal care
should be parts of ti v/erall public information emphasis.
This component of the project can inform the public about the
needs of the retarded poor. In addition to these functions, the
community education component can help recruit volunteer
advocates.

(7) Supportive Volunteer Advocae). The staff of an out-
reach program is limited in the amount and kind of services
it can realistically provide to retarded persons and their fam-
ilies. Although the staff can provide a variety of, individual
advocacy services, many of their clients' needs must necessarily
wait because of staff and program limitations. But a corps of
trained volunteer advocates can supplement staff services to
retarded persons and their families. Advocates can assist in
a variety of areas such as transporting a .family to visit their
child in an institution, a medical facility, or school; providing
homemaker sery ices; picking up surplus food for the family;
securing legal aid; or attending a hall game or picnic with
retarded youngsters. The possibilities for volunteer advocacy
are endless.

The professional project staff should recruit, select, train,
and place volunteer advocates. Like the home visitors, volunteer
advocates should be selected on the basis of warmth, sensitivity,
and concern.

(8) Backup Group ,4dvocacl Support. As mentioned, a
large social action agency, perhaps a parents' organization,
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should administer the outreach project. An individual advocate
might find a public agency rejecting a retarded citizen if it
were not for the possibility of reciprocal action from the parent
organization. In numbers there is truly strength. The community
prestige and strength of an association for retarded children
provide the individual home visitor with supportive power to
meet his client's needs. If the outreach project operates inde-
pendently or as part of a public agency, it will lack the backup
"clout" to meet its advocacy objectives. Under a social action
agency with a large membership, the outreach project can
channel information into that agency's priorities for legislation,
program development, and objectives for social change.?

(9) Consumer Input. Project RESCUE's parent advisory
board aided greatly with information, recommendations, and
planning for activities. Members of the poverty. population
should be encouraged to participate in committees and other
activities of the parent organization. They should have a voice
in projects that will contribut to improving their own and
their children's lives. Outreach consumers can be very effective
in a campaign to eliminate lead paint poisoning in their Model
Cities community.

In Atlanta, the consumer-based advisory board has under-
taken several major projects. It directed a social action cam-
paign at obtaining federal revenue-sharing funds from the city
council to replace the categorical gran funding of RESCUE
for the firs five years. The parents met with individual aldermen
to explain the importance of RESCUE services to them and
other inner city parents of retarded children. Other direct proj-
ects included collection and disbursement of Christmas presents
for needy retarded children and their families in the inner city.
We have found many articulate and willing consumers who
can and want to help shape and improve not only the lives of
their own children but also the lives of others.

From a direct service standpoint, the inner city consumer
can help vitally in case-finding for the outreach agency. The
program's staff must heed consumers if progress is to be made
in behalf of the inner city retarded citizen. But we must have
more than "paper" advisory committees established to pacify
bureaucratic requirements. The consumer must be involved in
situations that really count.

(10) Law Enforcement Involvement. Within the poverty-
stricken inner city a number of mentally retarded persons may
be involved in some situation which will require the attention
of a police officer. A police officer in the inner city not only
acts as a deterrent to crime, but also provides service fo the
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mentally retarded. To better understand how a police officer
can fit within an advocacy outreach model, we will examine
these two functions in detail.

The role of the police as a deterrent to crime can cause
a problem for the mentally retarded individual if he is sus-
pected of committing a crime. Research has shown that the
preferred targets of special police concern are some ethnic
and racial minorities, the poor living in urban slums, and young
people in general.' Thus, a retarded individual may come under
suspicion often if he is young, a member of a minority group,
or from a low income area. Given this circumstance, one can
understand why the policeman can be viewed as a threat by
retarded persons and their families. What occurs in the court
room can reinforce this feeling. Again, research shows that
a young poor person from a minority race will receive a more
severe sentence after conviction of a crime than a Caucasian
convicted of the same crime.'

Thee circumstances cannot be easily corrected. An advo-
cate/outreach group, however, can take certain steps. First,
such a group must meet with the appropriate governmental body
which sets police standards fo: training. This body should be
persuaded to introduce a course on mental retardation as part
of the regular training program. The proposed curriculum
change should clarify the distinction between mental retardation
and mental illness. The police trainee or officer needs an ade-
quate understanding of some of the causes of mental retardation.
In particular he should know about the relationship between
poverty and mental retardation. Most current police training
materials fail to do this adequately. When the standards' com-
mittee agrees to change the curriculum and increase the number
of hours of instruction in mental retardation, those proposing
the change should help develop the new materials. In some
instances, local Associations for Retarded Children have been
invited to instruct police either in the academy or in special
workshops or in-service training sessions.

Also, police and trainees must have personal contact with
mentally retarded individuals. The trainees need to understand
that mentally retarded people often do not look any different,
nor would their behavior usually identify them as different.
Trainees might visit workshops, training centers, or group
homes where they would see the retarded people functioning in

4 Ratner. Egon. "The-rune/ton; of the Police in Modern Society." National Insti
tuts of Mental Health. 1973. p. 10.

5 Thornberr,. Terence. "Race. So( iaeranamii Status and Sentencing in the
Jut entle Just:, Cvstern." The Journal of menial IA% and Criminology 16. 1973.
p. 97.
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a normalized sett; A visit to a hospital for retarded persons
would be quite inappropriate since it would not represent them
in a community setting. A visit to a local group home would
particularly help. The trainee could see that he really will
encounter mentally retarded people in his patrol of a neigh-
borhood.

To better the relationship between the community and the
police, an advocate group might work closely with the com-
munity relations division of the police department'. This division
provides police officers as speakers to groups of interested and
concerned people. The advocate group could suggest that mem-
bers of the division visit classes, centers, and group homes to
discuss law enforcement with retarded citizens themselves. In
other words, not only must the police understand mentally
retarded people, but meantally retarded persons must learn to
understand and appreciate the police.

As another way to help, an advocate group can inform
the police about resources to which they can turn when they
encounter someone they suspect is retarded. Advocate groups
can pros ide this valuable information as well as the telephone
numbers of individuals who will volunteer to be on call in case
no professional retardation workers are available.

The next step a concerned group might take involves
advocacy in the purest form, individual advocacy. Parents,
friends, and relatives are not the only advocates for retarded
citizens; policenien can also serve as individual advocates. In
many metropolitan areas the Police Athletic League (PAL)
shows police interest in personal service. Advocate groups work-
ing with the police community relations division or a similar
section can develop a program which would give the policeman
the opportunity to become the advocate for a retarded individual.

With the emergence of the circumstances described above,
the second and equally important role of the police officer as
protector can be more fully realized0An officer trained in
recognizing and handling mentally retarded persons will be
more comfortable in this role when he encounters a situation
involving a mentally retarded person. Because only about ten
percent of police calls strictly concern law enforcement and
the other ninety percent fall into the categories of information
gathering, service and order maintenance, the police officer
certainly has ample opportunities to respond to people in a
non-authoritarian manner.' If an advocacy/outreach group
establishes a good relationship between the police and the com-

7 Cull. John. Richard !lardy, Criminal Rehabilitation Within and Without the
rails, Charli., Thoma,.. 1973, p. 179.
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munity, the police can function more often as service providers,
especially if the advocacy group can establish a mechanism for
emergency admittance to a service such as a special group
home. This would be a very useful service not only for the
police but also for the retarded individual who has t., be
removed from a potentially dangerous situation. Many states
have a uniform alcoholism act which states that an alcoholic
cannot be locked up for being intoxicated, but must be treated.
An act similar to this would aid a policeman who feels that
the best procedure would be the removal of a retarded individual
from a potentially dangerous situation. Overnight housing in a
community facilityan emergency care unitwould be far
better than detention in a jail cell.

Although law enforcement is only the first step in the
criminal justice process, an advocacy/outreach program can
have its greatest impact at this primary entrance to that process.
The provisions of alternatives for police handling are prefer-
able to correctional alternatives. A retarded citizen usually need
not enter the criminal justice process. In summary, an advocacy
group should develop an educational program and offer alter-
natives to incarceration so that an informed policeman knows
where to turn for assistance.

A NATIONAL CALL TO ACTION

We ha% e examined just a few of the problems relating to
mental retardation and poverty. We have also seen some specific
outreach and advocacy components designed to assist poor
families confronted with the problem of mental retardation.
As important and helpful as these approaches might be, they
still address themselves only to a small element of a much
broader concerneliminating mental retardation caused by
poverty and developing comprehensive supportive services for
those poor persons already affected by the problem. As men-
tioned earlier, only a few outreach models are now operating
in the Un'ted States, and most of those are funded on a short-
term demonstration basis.

As a nation, we must attack the total problem of mental
retardation and poverty. To make real progress, various advo-
cate agencies for mentally retarded persons and the poor in
general must begin to pool their resources and coordinate their
efforts.

We know the basic conditions of poverty: segregation,
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prejudice, racism, poor education, inadequate health care, sec-
ond-rate housing, inadequate and archaic welfare programs,
and an American value system which places a higher priority
on technology and objects than on people. As a result of this
priority system, a man can walk on the moon and proclaim
"one step forward for mankind" while back on earth a child
cries out from hunger. In America a retarded child may be
denied special education because not enough money is in the
school sysiein's budget, and another child denied health care
because his family lacks the necessary means to get this help.
One step forward for mankind?

Government responds to the "will of the people" as
expressed by lobbying power. In the field of health, education,
and welfare we have fragmented our efforts. Associations for
Retarded Children lobby, Mental Health Associations lobby,
National Education Associations lobby, Civil Rights groups
lobby; every group does its piece. The returns have been equally
fragmented. Yet, the interrelationships of needs are quite
apparent. Better schools in ghettos help prevent the perpetuating
cycle of poverty and, thus, help reduce mental retardation due
to poverty. Yet, the elected officials hear fragmented voices.
Because of fragmented efforts in health, education, and wel-
fare, more money goes for space and defense. The implications
are clear. The procedure for accomplishing our objectives
should he eqt ally clear. We in retardation must begin to work
more closely with other social action agencies and coordinate
our lobbying and legislative efforts. A federation of individuals
and organizations with common and interrelated interests,
formed for mutual interests and self-defense without forfeiture
of individuality or self-determination, is needed in health, edu-
cation, and welfare just as it was in the American labor move-
ment. A catalyst must fuse these organizations for their own
self-protection. This is also the American way. Through it, we
might influence the American priorities\ in a more humane
direction.

If we are to sole the problem of mental retardation and
poverty, we need better general education, housing, health care,
vocational training, employment opportunities for all citizens.
The need for specific outreach and supportive programs for
the poor will require federal spending. No one advocate agency
can accomplish the mission, but the unified effort of many can
begin to bring about positive change.

Our national, state, and local associations for retarded
children must reevaluate their own image, their own value
system, their own commitment to serving all retarded persons;
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black or white, rich or poor. Do we mean what we say? Are
we willing to change? Are we willing to get involved? Are
parents of retarded children as willing to write letters to con-
gressmen for better health care and education for the poor as
they are for specific services for their own child?

Ideally and intellectually we can see the advantages of
a lobbying coalition. We have seen it work for other movements
and concerns. The real question is not whether it can be done,
but rather, are the concerned agencies willing to do it?

SUMMARY

Services for retarded citizens have proliferated during the
last decade. Despite this growth a segment of the population
remains inadequately served. These citizens reside in America's
inner cities; they are the poor who are retarded or who have
a retarded family member. This chapter has examined the
documented relationship between poverty and mental retardation
and the current critical need for adequately planned adult ser
vices in inner cities. It has described the necessary basic com-
ponents for developing an effective outreach service designed
to bridge the gap between services and the needs of mentally
retarded persons living in poverty. Only a unified commitment
of health, education, and welfare advocate agencies will brighten
the future of these persons.
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CHAPTER XIII

NEW DIRECTIONS FOR VOLUNTEERS

by Robed Perske

Not long ago volunteers operated almost all community-
based services for mentally retarded persons. Today this is
changing- Professional community-based services ata beginning
to appear. That these services are rapidly increasing stands as
a tribute to the volunteer efforts of (first) hard-working parents
of retarded citizens, (later) professionals who caught their
spark of hope and gave their free time, and (still later) volun-
teer ritizens in the community who were turned on to the cause.

And yet, as professional agencies take over the functions
of such "parent groups," one wonders what will become of he
countless organized volunteer agencies which dot the American
scenevolunteer agencies which with lots of moxie and little
money, provided those first services-on-a-shoestring for retarded
citizens in the community. The following possibilities can be
conjectured :

1. Some volunteer agencies will diminish to less powerful
activities, locally. Some may even die out.

2. Others will welcome their new rol, s and missions as
volunteers.

Locally organized volunteers may choose to take the following
directions. In doing so, they would tend to come alive in a new,
but just as vital, way. They would operate independently as a
volunteer organization. Yet, they could develop interdependent
partnerships with service agencies for retarded citizens in the
community. Since they will develop their own policies and
point of siew. at other times they may reactively oppose these
service agencies.

SOME NEW DIRECTIONS

Public Attitude Change Task Forces: In some towns, vol-
unteer groups are trying to change public attitudes. Now that
retarded citizens are coming out of institutions and rubbing
elbows on the streets with others, these volunteers have observed
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new forms of negative attitudes on the part of some. They have
observed raw prejudke from a few vocal citizens when small
group homes are started on certain ks Volunteer task forces
have organized to counteract exactly ',.se destructive prejudices
toward retarded persons. The following examples show some
tasks carried out by such forces:

One group of volunteer parents of retarded persons organ-
ized as couples ar.1 visited with all families on a street
where the county agency sought to purchase a small group
home for four small mentally retarded children from a
local institution.

Another committee methodically surveys newspapers, TV,
and radio for helpful statements about retarded citizens
as well as negative ones. They respond with grateful letters
to those making positive statements. They respond firmly to
those making demeaning ones. For example, when a state-
employed physician was quoted in the press as alluding
to a small group of multi-handicapped children in a com-
munity developmental center as "vegetables," this com-
mittee sent letters to him, his superior, and even the
Governor, requesting him to correct his vocabulary. Hap-
pily, this committee makes nine contacts of gratefulness
for every confronting one.

Another committee has recognized prejudice on the part
of student bodies and teachers now that more retarded
children are attending public and parochial schools. They
have organized to visit with school boards and faculty
groups to clarify the situation alp! eradicate myths about
retarded persons.

Organized volunteers who work at fostering healthy atti-
tuden toward retarded persons in critical situations way find
the surrounding service agencies deeply grateful for their
actions in the community.

Agenev Monitoring Efforts: Some volunteer task forces
will monitor specific community agencies according to an
orderly plan. One organization, has developed separate task
forces for each of the following: community residential ser ices,
vocational set.% ices, developmental centers, public and parochial
. chool -duration, and nursinomes where retarded citizens
reside.

Agency monitoring by volunteer groups is emerging as
a skill with its own body of knowledge. The following functions
are currently being refined:
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1. Regular visits where check lists or written reports are
used objectively and respectfully.

2. Procedures for handling grievances from parents about
the ligency or vice versa.

3. Developing an ability to respond candidly and firmly
when they, as an objective outside group, perceive
imperfections in the agency.

4. Pointing out and responding gratefully to areas of
excellence.

5. Assisting in the celebrations when a new agency unit
opens.

6. Holding press conferences to defend an agency unit
that has been unfairly attacked.

Volunteer groups can win a new authority as a helpful
monitoring force. As they win respect for their service, some
agencies will open themselves and welcome such volunteer
action. As a result, the agency will undoubtedly be a better one.

Pilot Parents: Some volunteer groups know of certain
parents who have successfully worked their own retarded child
into their family system. They are singled out, recruited, and
trained as Pilot Parents* who are assigned to parents of newly-
identified retarded children. The ones who have "been there"
help the others to feel they can make it too. Pilot Parents are
not counselors, caseworkers, or therapists. They use a powerful
development force, "peer group education." Th1/47 compare
notes, discuss common problems, socialize together, and gen-
erally help each other achieve healthy development in the
human situation which they share. They help parents find the
appropriate community agencies for their child.

Actually, Pilot Parents' activities are not ne.i. This sort
)f activity has been carried on for years. Recognizing this as
a valuable service, volunteer groups have organized it into a
coordinated effort. As these volunteers are recognized for the
service they can render, agencies and professionals tend to
make referrals to such organized volunteer groups.

Citizen Advocates: Now that more retarded citizens are
struggling to grow, develop, and make it in the community,
citizen advocacy programs are emerging as a helpful aid. After
careful screening, Citizen Advocate candidates undergo an
intensive training program in learning about mentally retarded
persons, their human rights, and human needs. If they success-
fully complete the course, they are each helped to develop E.n
advocate/protege relationship with a mentally retarded person

1n this rase 1 hese called them "Pilot Parents." 4ctually such groups have
many names, e.g., "Resource Parents," "Empathy Bureau," "Parent to Parent," etc.
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to whom they are assigned. They undergo a continuing period
of supervision.

Some voluntary organizations work to inspire ordinary
citizens from the community to develop a regular one-to-one
relationship-so well defined that one can even choose the exact
level of relationship: ranging from regularly visiting as a trust-
ing friend, to foster parent, adoptive parent, guardian, or con-
servator.

Creative Programs to Find Quality Guardianships in the
Community: Some voluntary organizations are considering find-
ing qualified citizens who will take on guardianship and con-
servator responsibilities. Because this avenue is new, little can
be said about it yet. However, some organized volunteers
appear to be coming up with guardianship models of higher
quality and increased responsibility.

'Youth Relationships: Some voluntary agencies are ROW

developing organized youth relationships, Some center around
community-based facilities; others-ate Organized in high schools,
churches, and colleges. Some organize as service clubs. The
most successful tend to be small groupings of youth in which
one-half of the membership is mentally retarded. Some volun-
tary agencies seek to develop small groups throughout the city
and tie them together through a single board of steering com-
mittee.

Government and Legislative Action Forces: In the past
organized Volunteer agenci s have excelled at lobbying, testify-
ing at hearings, personal contacting legislators and govern-
ment officials, holding co munity forums, letter writing, and
participating in telephone nd telegraph campaigns. This will
continue. In some instaves, organized volunteers may choose
to team with community-based professionals to form a creative
force for healthy government and legislative change. At other
times, if social and legislative change is to be accomplished,
they may choose to oppose certain community agency policies.

New legislative action may spur more parents of retarded
citizens and more volunteer citizens to speak for themselves.
Less and less will local voluntary agencies have professionals
speak for them. In one voluntary agency, the executive director
refuses any longer to lobby or testify; he trains the volunteers
to do it themselves. If professional expertise is needed, it is
recruited from the community-based agency. Watching volun-
teers and professionals stand and testify side by side is exciting.

Action Groups in Low Economic Sectors: Most voluntary
agencies had their beginnings in the middle class. Now, some
have bei.ome aware of retardation problems in low-income areas.
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At the same time, they have discovered a creative force of people
within low-income areas who are anxious to join the cause. As
they join and participate in missions for the retarded, the vol-
untary agency takes on an added healthy quality. Citizens from

%N... low-income sectors have much to contribute to the general cause
as well as to their own community.

Often organizations must adjust or waive membership dues
in a dignified way.'In one organization volunteer members are
invited to "sponsor" an active member from the low-economic
sector of the city by paying the price of that person's member-
ship. Another group assists low-income persons with bus, tab,
or auto transportation to places where they can do valuable
work Babysitting may be needed, as well.

One group has assisted persons from low-income sectors
to organize campaigns to fight rubella and lead-paint poisoning.
It assisted them in their struggles to obtain community-based
services in their area (e.g., vocational training centers, counsel-
ing centers, public school education, and child development
centers). Also, the group computes the number of useful vol-
unteer hours given to the cause, which to this day is increasing.
Now, members from low-income sectors serve on the hoard of
directors and on many all-city task forces.

Human and Legal Rights Task Forces: As voluntary
agencies work in partnership with community-based services
to insure aAicher life for retarded citizen l, they perceive one
painful 'Mitt They see the many human ad legal rights that
have heretofore been denied to persons labeled "mentally
retarded."

Among these are the rights to education, to treatment, to
free choice, to risk-taking, to healthy sexual development, to
a life as norms as possible, to community living, to the least
amount of restriction possible, and to developing one's highest
potential. ,

Voluntary agencies can develop task forces to face both
the general instances of denied rights and the individual critical
human situations where the joy of living and growing is being
squeezed out of a retarded citizen's life because basic human
and legal rights are lacking.

Voluntary associations have already confronted larger
statewide and communitywide problems even to the point of
going to court. Volunteer task forces will apparently now
organize to solve individual problems also.

Because of vested interests, communitybased agencies are
sometimes unable to become involved in such human and legal
rights struggles. But the voluntary agency, free of political
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and governmental ties, can be objective and powerfully influ-
ential in such struggles.

Program Innovation Task Forces: In a good partnership
between a voluntary agency and a community-based service,
volunteers can plan and develop innovative programs whi
eventually will be "spun off" to the direct service agency.

In one low-income area, a committee of mothers tinted
to extend the special education or developmental experience
into homes. So, with professional advice, they drew up a grant
request for an educational toy library. The government agency
approved the grant in the amount of toys and equipment. For
more than a year, volunteers developed and staffed the toy
library. Then, when it was operating, the toy library was turned
over by predetermined plan to a community service agency.

A pilot parent group felt a strong need for current books
and information on mental retardation which would help in
their relationship with "piloted parents." With technical assis-
tance, the volunteers applied for grant money to develop a
book lending library. The grant was approved in the amount
of the books needed. The volunteers developed a central library
area and many satellite library areas throughout the city in
the community-based services and schools. Soon this library
will be spun off as well.

Such program innovations again illustrate how volunteer
service and direct service agencies can dream, plan, develop,
and work together according to a common schedule.

The Power of Ad Hoc Task Forces: Any alert voluntary
agency soon learns that ad hoc task forces assigned to a specific
situation can have a unique creative power as well as a healthy
effect on morale. An ad hoc committee can meet and plan and
carry out a task; then evaluate and report on it; and finally
disband with every member walking away feeling some sense
of worth and accomplishment.

One community-based agency asked its volunteer partners
to develop a committee of parents to discuss the situation of
two young couples who wanted to get married. They spent three
sessions discussing the subject of sex, marriage, and mental
retardation. In the last session they developed their "awkward
and unfinished" guidelines on the subject. But these guide-
lines, coupled with those developed by a small group of pro-
fessionals as well as a small group of retarded citizens, gave
everybody some new insights and new directions for the com-
munity. Such a volunteer action allowed people to look ahead
and plan, even when faced with the most difficult questions.

Examples of other ad hoc committees are:
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A committee to study aversive punishment in a specific
behavior shaping program.

A committee to focus on a particular piece of legislation
concerning the right to education.
A committee of both volunteers and professionals to study
medication problems in a small group unit of multihandi-
capped children.

All Volunteers Are Advocates: The above examples are
only a few of many now emerging. But all this work has two
aspects.

First, volunteers do the meaningful work. If the voluntary
agency has paid staff, their job is to recruit, train, inspire,
enable, and sustain volunteers in doing meaningful jobs. This
kind of work is a far cry from envelope stuffing, stamp licking
and general "dog-work."

Second, everything the voluntary agency undertakes tends
to be group advocacy, individual advocacy, consumer advocacy,
citizen advocacy, youth advocacy, or other types of advocacy.
Although a mentally retarded citizen may need many supportive
services to make it in the community, he may also need a wide
array of volunteer advocates.

SOME HARD FACTS THAT MUST BE FACED

Any voluntary agency that successfully emerges with some
new directions must confront certain hard situations. A few
of them follow.

No Longer "Parents Alone": In the early days of volun-
tary organizations for retarded persons, the parents banded
together, shared in each others' problems, and started the first
community services. For the most part, these parents were
very much alone.

But, as they succeeded, professionals volunteered their
free time. Then, catching the spirit of this new movement on
behalf of retarded persons, other citizens chose to join the cause.
Today a successful voluntary organization has parents, profes
sionals, and citizens, locking arms and moving forward together.

Parent Lola hies Will Be Divided: Some parents will con-
tinue to be thrilled that new community services are coming to
their community. They will be willing to work hard and to
adocate for them. Other parents may not be so enthusiastic.
Sorn may feel that their son or daughter has .all the service
he or she needs and will feel no urge to advocate further. Others
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will not see community-based services as something their son
or daughter should have. Instead, they may tend to see the
institution as the )nly place for their child.

Voluntary Organizations Are Dispensable: Many volunteer
groups have worked, thrived, and achieved at certain points
in history. Then, when other agencies take over the activity,
the volunteers tend to diminish. Voluntary agencies have pro-
vided many community services for retarded citizens. Now
that others have assumed this responsibility, the voluntary
agencies must come alive with another cause and mission or
they will eventually be dispensed with. A voluntary organization
must be genuinely useful to survive.

Voluntary Agencies Can't Compete with Efficient Compre-
hensive Community-Based Services: It is quickly becoming
impossible for voluntary agencies to do the job of direct service
delivery as efficiently as professional agencies with the backing
of legislative mandates and government funding. Voluntary
agencies must find a new strength and serve as the strong sup-
porters, confronters, and monitors of those sere ices. Further-
more, they must achieve a new cooperative relationship with
organized volunteers working for cerebral palsied person4 and
persons with epilepsy and other developmental disabilities. In
a sense, voluntary associations have been hoping for this rela;
tionship for many years.

SOME HOPEFUL OPPORTUNITIES

When the problems surrounding change are solved, unusual
opportunities seem to arise. The following are a few.

Parents Will Continue as a Vital Force: When parents give
birth to a child, they're in for some work. If the child has
retardation problems, they'll have some extra work. Those
successful in accomplishing the extra work needed to under-
stand, accept, and adjust their child into the family system
often find increased growth and development in themselves.
Persons like those often become the longtime stabilizing force
of a voluntary agency. Since their longtime relationship with
their retarded child keeps them involved, they may be more
stable. Meanwhile, professionals often shift their loyalties;
they may even work for a while in mental retardation and then
move to another field.

Parents, Professionals, and Citizens Should Train Together
Often: As awkward as it may seem, some of the most creative
breakthroughs in our movement resulted from these three types
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of persons getting together to carry out a critical task. They
didn't always speak the same language. But we are learning
that these individual differences help groups to be more creative.
Organized parents can have an uncanny way of confronting and
provoking new thinking in professionals. Likewise, the profes-
sional has much to teach parents. The citizen watching such
interchanges can offer some remarkable things from his per-
spective The voluntary organization can provide the arena for
this fertile three-way creatil ,.. process.

Cornwunity-Based Services Can Thrive When in a Strong
Partnership with an Efficient Voluntary Agency: The possibil-
ities of a two way partnership are numerous. Each has a separate
well defined division of labor. The volunteers can advocate
government funding for the community agency. The community
agency can advocate donated funds for the voluntary agency.
Professionals can leave their agencies in the afternoon and work
as volunteers in the evenings. Volunteers and professionals can
testify at hearings together. These are only a few of many
creative opportunities possible.

A Fertile Body of Knowledge about Volunteers is Emerg-
ing: Today we are learning much about understanding volun-
teers and enabling them to do valuable work. An exciting body
of knowledge ii emerging. One can learn the way to successfully
reinforce and gratify achieving volunteers. One can even direct
volunteers so that they neither underachieve nor are exhausted.
They can be protected and respected as valuable persons, and
they needn't be exploited. People will volunteer for a cause
that excites L -m and helps them to make this a better world.
The "age of x olunteers" is here; if our cause does not capture
the interest of people, other causes will. Paid staff persons in
volunteer organizations learn to develor creative skills as
"inspirers" and "enablers" of others who do the meaningful
work. They learn that in a voluntary agency esprit de corps
comes when "success is allowed to build on success " When they
feel they want to leave, volunteers can be helped to terminate
with dignity. One learns how to help volunteers to fe I as if
they were part of a familylike task force as well as a member
of a large mission. In short, volunteer agencies can be alive.
They can he exciting. One can de%elop a deep sense of achieve.
ment in them, while doing a lot of good at the same time.

CONCLUSION

One can look back and marvel at spunky local volunteer
associations for retarded citizens who with much energy and
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enthusiasm helped our civilization to make a social somersault.
Once, those called "mentally retarded" were expected to live
out their lives in institutions; today, society expects that they
should live in the community. Community-based services are
a growing reality.

But, one wonders what will happen to those many local
voluntary organizations which worked so well to bring us this
far. What will become of them? What's ahead?

Clearly, in this age of volunteerism, the local volunteer
associations can thrive in some new ways. They could develop
a wide array of thoroughgoing advocacy programs. They could
develop a healthy independent partnership with community-
based agencies. Frankly, community-based agencies need their
volunteer partners: sometimes the volunteers will collaborate
with them; sometimes the volunteers will objectively disagree
and confront them. But the agencies need these partners all
the time.
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CHAPTER XIV

THE POLITICS OF COMMUNITY ACTION

i

1,\
by Thomas P. Holland

ADVOCACY FOR RETARDED PERSONS

To persons labeled as retarded, the allocation of social
resources and human services in this country has been limited.
Before the 1950s few services were 'vailable to them besides.
residential care in remote institutions. The subsequent rise of
the parents' associations provided a ramework for organized
political pressures at national, scat and local levels for
increased services and resources for m ntally retarded citizens.
The 1960s saw a series of legislativ actions which sharply
increased the appropriations in this di ction; and by the early
1970s, the federal government alone was spending well over
a half a billion dollars per year for th s group.

In the next decade, one area of human services needing
extensive attention is the development of a range of supports
or "social utilities" to enable' handicapped persons to live in
their communities.2 The conviction has grown that our society
can and should provide a basic supportive framework to enable
retarded persons to have a life style as near as possible to
commtwity norms.3 Not less than others, retarded persons need
the community services that many people draw upon, such as
employment referral or counseling, recreational resources,
financial guidance, health care, and others. Frequently, how-
ever, such services are not readily available to this group for
a variety of reasons, wl h may range from a simple lack' of
the service to a systematic discrimination in existing services
against retarded individuals.

oRobert Segal, Mental Retardation and Sorrel Action. Springfield, Ill.: Charles
C. Thomas, 1970: Thomas 1'. Holland. Changing social polices on mental retardation,
The sm ial Servite Reticle. 46. No. 2 (June 1972). pp. 251-262

2 Alfred J. Kahn, Inc estmeni( in People: A Saud Work Peripertire. New Bruns-
wick, N.J.: Rutgers University Urban Studies Center, 1963, p. 6.

3 Bengt Nirte, "The Normalization Principle and its Human Management Implica
tions.'' in Robert Kugel and Wolf Wolfensberger (eds.), Changing Patterns in Resi-
dential Services for the Mentally Retarded. Washington, D.C.: President's Committee
on Mental Retardation, 1969. pp. 179-195; Gunnar Dyhwad, Challenges in Mental
Retardation. Ne/ York: Columbia University Press, 1964, pp. 113-98.
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The effort to develop a normal environment for any Tin-
ority group must overcome limited access to resources and
services. Furthermore, groups which have suffered systematic
exclusion may need an even more active effort to mobilize and
coordinate the delivery of human services to them. This paper
will examine some of the strategies which could mobilize sup-
portive human services in the community on behalf of retarded
persons.

Advocates for retarded persons may come from numerous
sources: individuals whose families or friends include a retarded
person, neighborhood groups or school committees, parents'
associations, religious organizations, staff or boards of private
or public human service agencies, community or regional plan-
ning boards, and elsewhere.

The methods of action available to such advocate groups
are varied, but generally involve the planned exercise of social
and political influence to expand the share of community
resources and services available to retarded persons. Such
activities begin by specifying the service needs of this popula-
tion as well as by identifying the community resources available
to meet,such needs. Next, the methods by which the services
may be expanded or oriented toward retarded persons must be
analyzed. The advocating group then must measure its capa-
cities and resources for influencing the target services and then
match those "levers" against the objectives. Let us examine
these basic processes of selecting targets and objectives for
change and applying our resources to bring about the desired
outcomes._

DOCUMENTATION OF NEEDS AND
POTENTIAL SERVICES

To derive accurate plans for social action, an interested
group must begin with a careful examination of the situation
it seeks to change. Initially it must carefully document the
needs of its consumer group. The service needs of retarded
persons, like those of others, vary in extent, scope and duration.

To live in the community, many retarded persons need varying
amounts of a range of services: housing, employment, financial
planning or assistance, education, recreation, health care, and
others.

For example, few(!r retarded children would have to leave
their families and enter institutional care if they had equal
access to such resources as day care and kindergartens, after-
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school recreational and athletic programs, Boy Scouts and Girl
Scouts, not to mention such basics as equal attention and oppor-
tunities in public schools.' Likewise, far more adult retarded
persons could live more normal lives in the community if they
had training in the basic components of employmentnot only
the development of marketable skills, but also such necessary
supplementary skills as handling job interviews, getting along
with supervisors and fellow employees, getting to and from
work, arriving punctually, and so on. Although some retarded
persons may need special assistance in financial management,
this could be viewed merely as an extension of many persons'
use of expert assistance in such complex responsibilities as pre-
paring their tax forms or handling their property transactions.

Basically this initial phase shOuld document the specific
needs of retarded persons to enable /them to pursue normal lives
in the community. With such need's specified, a group of advo-
cates could set the initial broad goals of obtaining the services
required to meet these conditions.

Attention is then directed outward across the community
to identify the existing services and resources. Following the
list of needed services, such questions arise as: which of these
services exist for any group in this community; whom do these
programs now serve; to what extent are they actually or poten-
tially available to our group; how accessible are they; how
effective are they; and finally, what would it take to make them
more satisfactory for our needs. (Community Service Directories
developed by many "United Way" agencies may be useful
beginning inventories of the range of available human services.)
While the group might find one or several potential resources
for some of its documented needs, the existing services will
probably fail to match other needs, indicating gaps in the ser-
vice resources of the community.

THE ALLOCATION OF SERVICES
IN THE COMMUNITY

Some of the existing community sere ices probably devote
few of their resources to retarded persons. Such situations do
not exist because of chance or some "master plan" and often,
as numerous parents have discovered, do not yield to individual
appeals for change. Rather, the existing distribution of services

4 Gunnar Ihbwail. The tlentalh Handl, apped Child Under Fit e New York:
National A,..of cation for Retarded ( hildrei, 1969
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be they housing, finance, recreation, health, or othersresults
from the policies, values, and numerous political forces which
maintain the present situation. Influences to constrain or restrict
services further counterbalance influences to extend services.
The competing interests of many groups interact to achieve the
existing allocation of resources.

For example, a parents' association in one community was
Presenting a plea to the school board for expansion of pre-school
programs and vocational training opportunities for the retarded.
One board member was active in a local taxpayers' league fight-
ing against any expansion in public expenditures. Another was
sympathetic with the proposal of a large landowners' group
advocating reduced property taxes and a shift to greater reliance

, on other sources of revenue. Also represented was a growing
group of parents an4 teachers demanding that any new expendi-
tures go first to sharp expansion in drug prevention programs.
Whose interests would prevail? Without some shifts in influence,
this situation was stalemated. .

To intervene effectively in one's own community, one must
understand the social forces which maintain the existing dis-
tribution of resources. Often the initial response to inquiries
takes some form of "That's all our budget allows for." Humans,
however, create a budget; and, if so motivated, they can chang
it. Hence, any examination of limitations or gaps in servic s
must dig deeper into the influences acting upon the decisio
makers who control the distribution of resources.

I

Such an investigation should not only identify what fore s
are operating to maintain the present situation, but also speci y
what influences would bring about the desired change in each
situation and what levers could exert these influences. The
persons or groups with the authority to make the needed changes
must be identified. Further, the persons or groups who may
control or influence these people must be recognized, as well
as the nature, extent, and channels of their influence on the
decision-makers. Then. the available methods can he addressed.

INVENTORY OF RESOURCES FOR INFLUENCE

Having specified what each change would require, we can
then turn to an inventory of our own base or stockpile of
resources for action. What of ours could influence the decisions
of the group we want to change? Beginning with a careful
analysis of our own group's membership or constituency, we
can document the range and extent of resources accessible to
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us. Numerous tools of kinds of resources can overcome resis-
tance and change a social situation. Any list of them would at
least include:

1. Personal energy
2. Professional knowledge
3. Money and credit
4. Popularity and charisma
5. Political standing
6. Social standing
7. Legitimacy or legality
8. Special position for receiving and controlling the, flow

of information
Varied social resources influence decisions in varieu ways. One
way to categorize the means of influence is (1) persuasion,
(2) inducements, and (3) constraints.°

PERSUASION

Probably the most frequently used method of trying to
bring about change is persuasion. Individually or in groups,
advocates have approached community agencies with appeals
to them to modify some aspect of their programbe it eligi-
bility requirements, nature or extent of services, or other prac-
tices. These advocates have marshalled evidence of insufficient
or inappropriate services or of unmet needs and argued to
persuade the administrators or commissioners to change their
agencies' policies or practices. The matter is referred to a com-
mittee for further study; the desired change is postponed
indefinitely.

While rational persuasion is doubtless the easiest and least
problematic method of attempting to influence decisions, it is
also possibly the least effective. As a result of reasoning or facts
alOne, few polities change regardless of the good will with which
the proposal may be presented. More subtle but more powerful
influences bring about and maintain the policies and practices
of community agencies, and they will respond only to equal
or greater social forces.

Of cours., objective information and reasoned arguments
are useful P id necessary tools. But when we analyze what is

3 Nelson W. Polsby. Community Power and Political Theory. New Haven: Yale
Urtiveyrsity Press, 1963: Robert Morris and Robert H. Binstock, Feasible Planning
for Social Change, New York: Columbia University Press. pp. 118-119.

6 William A. Damson, Power and Discontent. Homewood. Ill.: The Dorsey Press,
1968. pp. 73-81.
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actually required to change a given situation, we must ask,
"To what extent will persuasion help?" "With whom?" "Under
what circumstances?" "What sort of approach will best accom-
plish our objective?"

INDUCEMENTS

Agencies, boards, and policies exist not only for obvious
reasons but also for the private goals and interests of the groups
and individuals which set them up and control them. Such
factors are no less real or powerful because they are not readily
apparent. People conduct their activities and make decisions
for a variety of rewards, from personal satisf*tion or benefits
to increased recognition, status, or power. Fir example, the
elected official usually anticipates the voters' reactions to his
taking one or another position on an issue. Before proposing
a change, the manager of a private social agency will weigh
his board members' likely reactions. A public agency's admin-
istrator must consider the positions of the members of the
legislature.

An inducement offers new advantages to the decision-
maker's situation. The advocates seek to exchange some resource
of theirs for the desired decision or change. Such bargains
may be objectively stated or implicit, immediate or long-term.
Because a certain city council candidate supports zoning vari-
ances for group home., ior retarded persons, for example, one
group may publicly endorse him; or the group may offer him
its support if he will do so.

Many respond to the opportunity for favorable publicity.
An agency may desire public credit for discovering an unmet
need which it could serve or for leading the way in resolving
some community problems. If a group is willing to trade leader-
ship or public image or some other resource for the solution
or change it desires, the agency may be induced to take the
necessary action.

CONSTRAINTS

The reverse-of advantages is disadvantages, and advocate
groups ma. likewise consider applying undesired :ntluences
to the social situation. Imagine that a parent's' association told
a councilman that it would support his reelection only if he
voted against -a restrictive ordinance. If the councilman had
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always had the group's suppo
would threaten him. If the gro
and he had no expectation of th
promise a new advantage to h
them, or if he knew they could not deliver on the promise, he
would probably ignore the statement.

Most groups avoid uniavorable publicity. The threat to
expose a practice of discrimination in services may suffice to

Legislative
about a change. More entrenched problems may require

Legislative changes, public investigations, or lawsuits. One of
the outstanding examples of the skillful and effective use of
adverse publicity to stimulate social change is the recent report
on discrimination against retarded and emotionally disturbed
children in one state's public schools.' Numerous examples show
the use of legal action to bring about better services: such as
the case of Wyatt v. Stickney in Alabama, which focused upon
the right to treatment; Florida Association for Retarded Chil-
dren v. State Board of Education and Case v. State of California,
which focused on the right to public education; and many
others.'

4

a communication
p had o t used him in the past
r su port, the statement would

im. f he had never heard of

MATCHING RESOURCES TO OBJECTIVES

To make promises or threats is a hollow activity if the
influencer has no control over the resources necessary to imple-
me It them. Hence, a group must carefully inventory its
resources and reexamine its goals realistically in light of its
actual capabilities. Possibly some situations are controlled by
influences beyond reach. Some proposed changes may be se
extensive that reaction would defeat the attempt. ,1 group might
have to scale down an objective or modify the scope of change
to a level feasible for the resources it can actually bring to bear.

Some decision-makers may respond to certain forms or
methods or amounts of influence but not to others. Hence a
group must attempt to match up resources to targets carefully,
seeing that inappropriate efforts do not waste or overextend
its capacities, but bring them to bear efficiently.

Some objectites may require a level of influence beyond
a group's immediate corona. However, it can temporarily post-

7-Task Force on f Inldren Out of '.. hoot. Stiffer the Children. The Politics of
Mental Health in iluicarhucetts Boston. The Task Force. Inc_ 1972

"See Paul Freedman Mental Retardation and the Lau I Report on Current
Court (aces Washington, I) f Office of Mental Retardation roordinatton, D H F. W..
Julx. 1971 also we the "flov. to Sur Pa, kap.," National Assof tat ton for Retarded

luldren, Arlington, Texas
. ,
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pone direct action and ins e,t a portion of its resources into
deseloping a greater stock of influence for later use. For
example, it may seek an alliance with another organization
which is pursuing similar goals. Or, it may seek to get a key
community person onto its board so as later to influence his
decisions.

IMPLEMENTING AND MONITORING
THE ACTION PLAN

To achiese its objectises, a group must formulate a feasible
and realistic plan of action. A sequence of steps and alternatives
can -6-4esigned, along with designating appropriate persons
to implement each one. Task, must account for the skills of the
indisidua1/4 or group and the receptivity of the target groups.

The action plan may involve seseral steps and influences
brought to bear sequentially or simultaneously. As one wr; r
suggests: "The actions of many persons, each of whom haste
independent authority, must be concerted for a proposal to be
adopted; the proponents of the proposal try to concert these
actions by exercising influenceby persuading . . . rewarding,
punishing, and otherwise inducing; meanwhile the opponents
exercise influence either to pi event the actions from being con-
k.erted or to concert them in behalf of some alternative proposal
which they prefer." 9

For us to know the extent to which our efforts are paying
off, we will want to deselop further methods of keeping track
of the original needs and objectis es of our group. Are services
being opened up and brought to our group; are they available
in sufficient quantity and at the needed times; are the services
effective in meeting the original needs; were there unexpected
consequences?

Such documentation helps us in numerous ways. Primarily,
it will constitute specific esidence about which of the needs of
retarded persons are being met and to what extent. Beyond this,
it will preside reinforcement and satisfaction to our group to
see that oor efforts have paid off. Further, such es idence can
be fed hack publicly to the group pros iding the service as
posits( indications of their success as en ice pros iders. Finally,
a ,,stem of monitoring needs and sers ices will allow us to
identify additional needs of retarded persons and thus provide

9 ) ilk.11,1 ( Hints Id i'ubt, nl !nfluen, e I Neu Tiworl 1 rlain Nem
lurk Frf. I'M{g p 307
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an information base for formulating new objecti% es." We can
then begin anew the ycle of action and advocacy on behalf of
these persons.

In conclusion, the supportive community sell ices needed
by retarded persons are varied, and community agencies have
often ignored or underserved this group. Changes will come
arduously and slowly, but these situations are not impervious
to appropriate influence carefully applied. Strategies for mobil-
izing the needed services are based upon careful analysis of
the social forces to which the agenciekrespond and the skillful
accumulation and application of such influences to appropriate
points in the target agencies. Social and political resources
can induce or constrain decisionmaking groups to allocate the
services needed by retarded persons. Such carefully planned
and executed advocacy efforts can result in marked changes in
the availability, accessibility, and effectiveness of human ser-
vices. With such increased support., more retarded persons
will benefit from human services and he able to live normal
lives in our communities.

10 Gregory M. O'Brien, Information l'hlization in Human Seri i(e Management-
The Decision Support .System ,Ipproaf II National Conferen, e on Social Welfare
Forum, 1973. New 1 ark ( ()lumina UnRer,IR forth( oming
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SUMMARY

by Ruth Freedman

A mentally retarded citizen searching for a hqme must
explore beyond a simple structure. A physical abode itself does
not assure successful and fulfilling community living. As Lotte
Moise has described, a house in the community must first of all
be a home. But a mentally retarded citizen must search for a
community as well as a homea community which accepts him
as a fellow human being and which offers him the same op-
portunities, responsibilities, and risks offered to all citizens.
This monograph has examined some of the essential characteris-
tics in homes and communities which enable all persons to live
as human beings. This final chapter will summarize some of the
principles and goals set forth in this monograph and will then
look at the role of mentally retarded citizens in determining
where and how they shall live.

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES

Basic to all chapters, certain fundamental principles evi-
dence this monograph's philosophy.

The mentally retarded person can grow and change.
The statut of being retarded is open to change as is the
level or degree of ment.1 retardation. All persons have
potential for kvelopment; the label and effects of
mental retardation are not irreversible.
A mentally retarded person's needs change as he grows
and dev elops. Transitions from childhood to adolescence,
to adulthood, and to old age are natural for all persons;
and needs change at each stage.
The needs of mentally retarded persons differ from
individual to individual. Retarded persons, like all per-
sons, have unique abilities and dit\abilities, likes, and
dislikes. Each person grows, develops, and ages accord-
ing to his own individual pattern; his needs reflect his
uniqueness.
All persons share certain un;%ersal needs. We all strive
to meet our common needs for shelter, health, physical
development, and personal anti social growth. Diqabled
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persons' needs differ only in their capabilities to meet
these needs.
All persons are entitled to certain human and civil
rights. The rights to due process, to education, and to a
life in the community have recently been in the forefront
of the civil rights field. In addition, society takes for
granted human rights to which -even the most profoundly
disabled persons are entitledthe right to respect, to
dignity, to responsibility, to risk taking, and to individ-
ual life styles. These rights enable the mentally retarded
individual to live as independent a life as is rossible.

GOALS .FOR A SYSTEM OF SERVICES

This monograph has attempted to translate the fundamental
Principles into goals for a system of services designed to meet
the needs of mehtally-reterded persons. Some of the goals which
have been emphasized include the following:

Mentally retarded persons should receive generic serv-
ices wherever possible. A system need not isolate the
human needs of mentally retarded persons from the
universal needs of all other persons.
The system should provide a continuum of services,
ranging from prevention programs to services for in-
fants/ children, adolescents, adults, and aging adults.
Serb ices should conform to the changing needs of men-
tally retarded peri,ons and _their families at these dif-
ferent Aages of life.
Services should be geared toward persons with varying
levels of capability. No single set-% ice will meet the needs
and abilities of all mentally retarded persons. In design-
ing community residences, in particular, no one model
H ill benefit everyone. TKere should he specialized com-
munity facilities for persons with severe disabilities,
independent apartment units with little or no supervision
for persons with minor disabilities, and a variety of liv-
ing arrangements fo, persons between these two ex-
tremes. Similarly, at work, so" le individuals may require
sheltered workshop settings,. while others may he able
to work in competitive ern, !riyment settings.
Ser% ices should be individualized ey should meet the
needs of individuals, not the nee s of a lass of persons
or the needs of the service cyst m it f. Appropriate
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diagnosis'and ongoing evaluation, individual treatment
plans, and periodic review procedures can help to assure
individualization.
Sell ices should be provided in a manner consistent with
the civil and human rights shared by all citizensthe
rights to dignity, respect, fair procedures, and equal
protection under the law.
Services should strive to integrate cliert. to the main-
stream of community life. Services should promote and
ensure the participation of mentally retarded persons
in normal community activities: educational, vocational,
social, recreational, and religious.
Services should be dispersed geographically so that
they are available to all. In urban areas, this requires
placing services in areas convenient to the users, acces-
sible by pi; lie and private transportation. In rural areas,
where distances between population centers are great,
transportation is a crucial factor. Either the client must
go to the service or the service must come to the client.
When necessary, the system should provide the trans-
portation. Services must generate community awareness
and support. Outreach models must be developed which
inform community members of available resources and
programs. Public education and legislative campaigns
must be mounted to generate support for community
programs f mentally retarded citizens.
Services must be accountable to the clients. Providers
of service.; crust be continually monitored to ensure that
they are me, ling the needs of their clients. Associations
and volunteer and advocacy groups can monitor and
evaluate the overall service network to determine gaps
in services and to press (or the elimination of these
inadequacies.

NEW DIRECTIONS

This moriognph has discussed the philosophy, goats, and
charafteli,tics of community services f( r mentally retarded
citizerhe author' do not presume, however, that the
ciples set forth here are permanent. Rather, we anticipate that/
new principles. goals:and methods will emerge as the needs of
mentally retarded (iersons in tlie community evolve. Evidently,
mentally retarded persons will formulate and promote some of

, 1/37
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these new features. Too often we tend to %iew these citizens as
the objects of services, rather than as primary actors in deter-
mining the kinds of set-% ices they need.

In this community mmernent retarded citizens must have
a say about which ser:ices are developed and how they are
delivered. Their %owes can clarify planning and aid service
delivery. And even more importantly, to deny them meaningful
participation is to de%alue them as human beings. As Ann
Shearer has stated:

If participation is to develop strongly it requires all
of us to see 'mentally handicapped' people as equal human
beings to the rest of society; with a positive contribution to
make to that society; who need and are entitled to be lis-
tened to; who receive set-% ic,s as a right because of their
citizenship in our society and not from a sense of charity
for lesser beings; who like everyone else respond to the
way they are treated; and who have a right to respect. Only
in these circumstances with these conditions accepted, does
participation become an important, indeed an essential
element of services, because it is only in these circum
stances that recipients and providers of services can come
together in a way that ensures participation.'

Participation of mentally retarded persons in decision
making is not merely a forecast for the future. lready, we are
witnessing the beginning stages of this m 'emert. Both in this

« Icountry and in others, mentally retarpTtns have come
together to yoke their concerns and to corganize ,upr,ort. Since
1968, the Swedis Association for Retarded Chibbee. has spon-
sored a series of onferences for young mentally retarded &ts.
At o1 of t meetings in 1970, the participants themselves
drew tIp a position paper which expressed their concerts about
leisuretime activities, vacation, living. conditions, education,
t-mployment, and wages. Although the document is too lengthy

, ,-; to present in its entirety here, the following excerpt on "living/ conditions" shows the types of conclusions which were reached.

Living Conditions:

pre wish to hate an apartment of our own and notbe-'
coddled Ir personnel; therefore we want courses in
cooking, budgeting, etc. c

We want to have a right to our owri apartment but without
( prwril on the waiting list (In :5we4n, one may have

to sign up for an apartme.ut welt in advance).

I Ann She rer, I asten 1 London ( =pawn for the Mentally Handle appd, 19731.
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We want the right to move together with the other sex
when we feel ready for it, and we also want the right to
marry when we ourselves find the time is right.
We who live in institutions and boarding homes have
found that:

The homes should be small.
We want to choose our own furniture, and have our
nwn furniture in the room.
We will absolutely not have specific hours to follow
in terms of going out, returning, etc.

We want to have more personal freedom, and not as it
its now in certain institutions and boarding homes where

.4ou have to ask permission to shop for fruit, newspapers,
tobacco, etc.

We want the right to invite other youngsters to our hostels.
One should not have food coupOns in institutions and
hostels even if it has practical advantages; we want to
pay with our own money.

When we are living in institutions, we want social train-
ing to be able to move out into society and manage on
our 01.42(1. Even in institutions, we want to be able to go
steady and live together with the other sex without hav-
ing the personnel interfering with our private lives.
We who live at home have found that:

ft is largely good, but one ought to move out when
the time is right to a service sheltered apartment or
hostel; one cannot for his whole life be dependent
on his parents. We want, however, to have our own
key when we live at home.'

(
Similarly, in Britain, two major conferences have been held

for and with mentally retarded persons, sponsored by the Cam
paign for the Mentally Handicapped. In, 1973, prcviders of
services as well as consumers attended (LISTEN, the second
conference. The purpose of LISTEN was to give the mentallz
retarded consumers an opportunity to present their views on
needed services. In the discussions held on living, working, and
leisurethe need for choke, independence, and participation
emerged as the major themes. Conference participants hoped
that such meetings would pave the way for more direct'involve-
ment of consumers in the planning,and development of services.

2 Bengt time. "Report on a Conferenee of Retarded Young idults in Malmo,"
1968. I NI imrogr4phed )
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In the United States, mentally retarded citizen, have also
organized on their. own behalf. Several state conventions for
mentally retarded adults have met, for example in Massachu-
setts and Rhode Island, in which delegates have discussed such
issues as dehumanization and restriction of civil rights. Mentally
retarded persons have also formed advocacy groups to provide
public education to community groups and consultation to
agencies planning and providing community services.

The formation of these self-advocacy groups suggests that
consumer participation may soon be strengthened. Without
meaningful opportunities for this participation, mentally re-
tarded persons lack full citizenship. After spending 25 years
in the institution and now pushing for community placement,
one resident of a Massachusetts state school said:

I want to ,be a citizen. I want to do what every citizen
can do. .Citizenship means voting. Citizenship means
working, it means helping ethers. It also means that we
are able to make important decisions for ourselves. Our
families and the people who work with us can help us,
but if citizenship is to mean anything we must make the
final decision.
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